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IDAHO
COUNTYDISTRICT COURT
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Sheila R. Schwager ISB No. 5059
D. John Ashby ISB No. 7228
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: (208) 344-6000
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829
Email: srs@hteh.com
Imes@hteh.com
Attorneys for Citibank (South Dakota) N.A.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO
CITIBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A.,
Case No. CV-2006-37067
PlaintifUCounterdefendant,
VS.
MIRIAM G. CARROLL,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

SHEILA R. SCJ-IWAGER, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am a partner with the law firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, counsel

of record for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. ("Citibank") in the
above-captioned case. I make this Affidavit in Support of Plaintifrs Motion For Sununary
Judgment, based upon my personal knowledge.

AFFIDAVIT OF SHEILA R. SCHWAGER IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
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2.

On October 6,2005, Citibank filed a collection action to collect a credit card

obligation owed by the Defendant Miriam G. Carroll ("Defendant"). On August 14,2006, the
Defendant filed an Amended Answer and Counterclaim.

3.

On or about September 14,2006, Plaintiff served Defendant with Plaintiffs Third

Set of Admissions, Request for Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents.
4.

On or about October 17, 2006, Defendant served Plaintiff with Defendant's Third

Set of Answers to Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents, and Requests for
Admissions. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1, and incorporated herein by reference is a true and
correct copy of Defendant's Third Set of Answers To Interrogatories, Requests For Production of
Documents, and Requests for Admissions.
5.

On or about July 10,2006, Plaintiff served Defendant with Plaintiffs' Second Set

of Interrogatories to Defendant, Plaintiffs Second set of Request for Production of Documents
and Plaintiffs Second Set of Request for Admission to Defendant.
6.

On or about October 12,2006, Defendant served Plaintiff with Defendant's

Amended Answers to Plaintiffs Second Set of Requests for Admission, Interrogatories, and
Requests for Production of Documents. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2, and incorporated herein by
reference is a true and correct copy of Defendant's Amended Answers to Plaintiffs Second Set
of Requests for Admission, Interrogatories, and Requests for Production of Documents.
Further, your affiant sayeth naught.
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of January, 2007.

DATED THIS

A

u

Attorney for ~iaktiffl~ounterdefend
n
STATE OF IDAHO

1

County of Ada

1

) ss.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this &ay

'/L4+?%

of January, 2007.

.

L- --

Name: Tarnrni ~ a c k s d f l
Notary Public for 1daho
Residing at Boise, Idaho
My commission expires 8/28/09
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

@

day of January, 2007, I caused to be served a true
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
copy of the forcgoing AFFIDAVIT OF SHEILA R. SCHWAGER IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENTby the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of the following:
Ms. Miriam G. Carroll
'IC-I1 BOX366
Kamiah, ID 83536
lpro se]

_li_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
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Miriam G. Carroll
HC-I 1 BOX366
Kamiah, ID 83536
208-935-7962
FAX:208-926-4169
DefendantlCounterclaimant, in propria persona

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO
ClTlBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A.,

)

Case No. CV-2006-37067
vs.

)

MIRIAM G. CARROLL,

1
1

.

DEFENDANTS THIRD SET OF
ANSWERS TO
INTERROG.ATORIES,
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUR~ENTS:AND
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS

,

COMES NOW the Defend%nt/Cou~ter,ciaimant,
.
.
Miriam G. Carroll, and
.

.

ailswers the int&rrogatories, requests for productidn of documenis; and requests
foiadmissions as follows:
REQUESTFOR ADMISSION NO. 22: Admit that Y O U ~ sent
S ~ BILLING
~

ERRORDISPUTE ~ETTERSto banks, credit card companies, o r lenderi other
.

.

than Citibank.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 22: Admitted.

_

..--

,

DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO.INTERROGATORIES,.
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OFDOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS ..,FOR
,
ADMISSIONS
. . .,
.
~ ~ , l o f 2 5 ;. '.
. .

.

.

.
,

.

........'

j

.

. ..
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.

:

~

'

,

,.

'

,

B

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 23: Admit that YOU have sent BILLING
ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS to banks, credit card companies, or lenders other
than Citibank in which YOU make a claim regarding or otherwise reference
"signed note(s) or other similar instrument(s)" or other similar language.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 23: Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 24: Admit that YOU have not given Citibank
any signed note(s) or other similar instrument(s)."

QUEST. FOR ADMISSION NO. 24:

,.,~:ANSWER'T~
. ,:,

Denied.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 25: Admit that the "agreement" to which YOU
refer in the third sentence of the second paragraph of YOUR December 28,2004
letter to Citibank is the agreement entered into in 1999.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 25: Denied.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 26: Admit that YOU are unaware of any error
reflected in YOUR December 16, 2004 Citibank credit card account statement.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 26: Denied.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 27: Admit that YOU (or David F. Capps)
obtained assistance from some other source, including, but not limited internet
merchants, to draft the December 28, 2004 letter to Citibank.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 27: Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 28: Admit that neither YOU nor David F.
Capps is the sole author of the December 28, 2004 letter to Citibank.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 28: Admitted.
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 29: Admit that neither YOU nor David F.
Capps is the sole author of the Motion for Evidentiary Hearing on Defendant's
Dispute Letter.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 29: Denied.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 30: Admit that another individual or entity,
other than David F. Capps, assisted YOU (or David S. Capps) in drafting YOUR
December 28,2004 letter to Citibank.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 30: Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 31: Admit that another individual or entity,
other than David F. Capps, assisted YOU (or David S. Capps) in drafting at least
some of YOUR pleadings or briefing in this case.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 31: Denied.
REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 32: Admit that either YOU or David F. Capps
agreed to compensate another individual or entity, whether in the past, present or
future, for services rendered in assisting YOU or David F. Capps, in preparing
the December 28, 2004 letter to Citibank, or otherwise assisting YOU in YOUR
dealings with Citibank with regard to your Citibank credit card account.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 32:---The Defendant admits that
-"

an entity was compensated for assisting in the drafting of the dispute letter to
Citibank, the follow-up letter and the letter regarding credit reporling violations to
Citibank..
;*,
~ h e ~ k f b n d adenies
nt
any other assistance in dealings with Citibank.
.....
,

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 33: Admit that Citibank has applied all of
YOUR payments to YOUR Citibank credit card account.
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES,
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS
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ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS NO. 33: Denied.
Admit that, prior to December 28,2004,
,, . . ., ,

. ..

. . ...

..

'

.

YOU had never dis6lisk&dor referred to, whether v6rbally or in writing, "not6(s)"

o r oihersimiiar inst;ument" with Citibank.

. .

., ANSWER
TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 34: Admitted.
,,:
, .

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 35: Admit that YOU are not aware of any
"credits" to which YOU are entitled with regard to Citibank credit card account.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 35: Denied.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 36: Admit that YOU and David F. Capps were
not lawfully married on December 28, 2004.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 36: Denied.
REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 37: Admit that YOU and David F. Capps are
not lawfully married at present.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 37: Denied.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 38: Admit that on or about June 7, 2001,
..
YOU transferred the amount of $19,500 to YOUR ACCOUNT.,
ANSWER
.. ... .. .
TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 38: Admitted.
,

,

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO, 39: Admit that on or about June 7, 2001,
Citibank paid a debt owed by YOU in the sum of $19,500.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 39: Denied.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 40: Admit that on December 31,2001, YOU
p.a,id.:.Citibank,the sum of $17,632.74 on YOUR ACCOUNT
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 40: Admitted.

DE~ENDANT'STH~RDSET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES,
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 41: Admit that when YOU paid the sum of
$17,632.74 on YOUR ACCOUNT, the remaining obligation owed by YOU was
zero at that time.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMlSSION NO. 41: Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 42: Admit that the amount owed by YOU on
YOUR ACCOUNT as of January 16,2002 was zero at that time.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 42: Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 43: Admit that on or about September 26,
2002, YOU transferred the amount of $20,059.13 to YOUR ACCOUNT.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 43: Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 44: Admit that on or about September 26,
2002, Cit~bankpaid a debt owed by YOU in the sum of $20,059.13.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 44: Denied.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 45: Admit that as of September 17,2003, the
amount owed by YOU on YOUR ACCOUNT was zero at that time.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 45: Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 46: Admit that on or about December 22,
2003, YOU transferred the balance of $12,300 from YOUR MBNA America
account to YOUR Citibank ACCOUNT
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 46: Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 47: Admit that on or about December 22,
2003, Citibank paid $12,300 to YOUR MBNA America Account.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 47: Admitted.
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES,
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 48: Admit that on or about February 11,2004,
YOU transferred the balance of $3,000 from YOUR MBNA America account to
YOUR Citibank ACCOUNT.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 48: ~dmifikd:':

''

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 49: Admit that on or about February 11,2004
Citibank paid $3,000 to YOUR MBNA America Account.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 49: ,'Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 50: Admit that on or about February 11,2004,
YOU transferred the balance of $5,500 from YOUR Discover Account to YOUR
~ i t i b a n kACCOUNT.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 50: Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 51: Admit that on or about February 11,2004
Citibank paid $5,500 to YOUR Discover Account.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 51: Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 52: Admit that on or about February 12,2004,
YOU wrote a check on YOUR Citibank ACCOUNT in the sum of $4,000.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 52: Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 53: Admit that on or about February 12,2004,
Citibank paid $4,000 for YOUR benefit.
I

ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 53: Denied.

i

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 54: Admit that from February 16,2004
through November 29,2004, YOU made payments on YOUR account in the total
sum of $4,808.
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES,
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS
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ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 54: Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 55: Admit that Citibank applied all the
ade on YOUR ACCOUNT from February 16,2004 through
~ov&mb&r
29,2004, to YOUR ACCOUNT., , .
.<..
'
,

: : ..%;..,!,

,.,

ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 55: Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 56: Admit that as of February 16,2004, YOU
OWED $24,646.48 on YOUR ACCOUNT.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 56: Denied.
,....,, " ,.,.,...

..:

,.

..':

(

I

,.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION
NO. 57: ~ d m ithat
t from February 16,2004
.

.

,

,

.

. .

tKid$h l%&mber 27, 2004, YOU did riot request that Citibank apply any credits
to YOUR ACCOUNT other than the payments totaling $4,808.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 57: Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 58: Admit there are no improper charges on
YOUR ACCOUNT.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMiSSlON NO. 58: Denied.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 59: Admit that YOU accepted all of the
goods, services or loans reflected on the ACCOUNT statements attached hereto
as Exhibit 1
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 59: Denied.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 60: Admit that the Account Statements
attached hereto as Exhibit 1 include all the charges, loans, andlor debts, YOU
incurred on YOUR ACCOUNT.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 60: Denied
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES,
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 61: Admit that the ACCOUNT Statements
attached hereto as Exhibit 1 include all the payments YOU made on YOUR
ACCOUNT.
ANSWERTO REQUESTFORADMISSION'NO. 61: P;bmitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 62: Admit that the ACCOUNT Statements
attached hereto as Exhibit 1 include all the credits YOU were entitled to on
YOUR ACCOUNT.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 62: Denied.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 63: Admit that in your letter of December 28,
2004, attached hereto as Exhibit 2, you never complained to Citibank about the
disclosure of credit terms
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 63: Denied.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 64: Admit that you have never complained to
Citibank about the disclosure of credit terms.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 64: Denied.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 65: Admit that your letter of December 28,
2004, attached hereto as Exhibit 2, does not contain any specific allegations
constituting a billing error dispute.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 65: Denied.
INTERROGATORY NO. 32: For each REQUEST FOR ADMISSION that YOU
have denied, state all s~ecificfacts upon which each such denial is based
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 32:

DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES,
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS
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,:RE?:
, :.

~equestfor AdmiSsion No. 24, The Defendant provided a signed note

ttie
!.,.to.
, ..

Piaintiff as shown in EXHIBIT A:

Re: Request for Admission No. 25, the word "agreement" does not appear
in the third sentence of the second paragraph of the December 28, 2004
letter to Citibank.
Re: Request for Admission No. 26, the Citibank statement of December
16, 2004 contains several errors; among them is a statement for money
owed as a minimum payment for money owed to the Defendant rather
than the Plaintiff, money shown as being owed to the Plaintiff which
actually is owed by the Plaintiff to the ~efendant,and money received as
credit by the Plaintiff which has not been shown on any statement, the
interest for which is part of the interest charged to the Defendant on the
December 16, 2004 statement.
Re: Request for Admission No. 29, David F. Capps is the sole author of
the Motion for Evidentiary Hearing on Defendant's Dispute Letter.
Re: request for Admission No. 31, David F. Capps drafted the pleadings in
this case.
Re: Requestfor Admission No. 32, David F. Capps drafted all other
documents sent to Citibank.
Re: Request for Admission No. 33, Citibank has not applied any credits
which it has received in regard to this account to the statements.
Re: Request for Admission No. 35, see EXHIBIT A.
Re: Request for Admission No. 36, see EXHIBIT B.
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES,
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS
,..
.
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Re: Request for Admission No. 37, see EXHIBIT B.
Re: Request for Admission No. 39, no evidence has been presented to
identify the alleged transaction as payment of a debt.
.Re: Request for Admission No. 44, no evidence has been presented to
identify the alleged transaction as payment of a debt.
Re: Request for Admission No. 53, no evidence has been presented to
determine that the alleged amount paid was for the benefit of Miriam G.
Carroll.
Re: Request for Admission No. 56, the amount stated is not owed by the
Defendant.
Re: Request for Admission No. 58, the account contains a number of
improper charges, including, but not limited to, improper statement of
actual money owed.
Re: Request for Admission No. 59, the statement contains amounts
presented as loans which are not in fact loans, but credits which should
have been listed on the statements as credits.
s tAdmission No. 60, the statements supplied contain late
Re: ~ e ~ u efor
charges which are prohibited by law, interest which is prohibited by law,
and other charges which were not incurred by the Defendant.
Re: Request for Admission No. 62, the statements do not include the
..:Credit
,. .,,:., .,, . ..: for signed:.nofe$:which~eie'~i&id~d
.. . . . . .
to ditibanki-which CitiFank , .
:::used'
... ,.,
to monetize
.., ! . tiieaccount.
:

DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES,
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS

Re: Request for Admission No. 63, the letter also complains that credits
--r

which were agreed to were not shown on the statement, and asks "why".
This is a complaint about undisclosed credit terms.
Re: Request for Admission No. 64, the letter of December 28, 2004 asks
"why" credits were not applied to the account. This is a complaint about
the disclosure of credit terms.
Re: Request for Admission No. 65, the letter contains a complaint about
credits which were not shown on the statement as provided in Title 15
U.S.C. 3 1666(b)(4).
Re: above answers; these answers will be supplemented by affidavits and
testimony at trial by our expert witness as discovery continues.
INTERROGATORY NO. 33: Explain in detail what YOU mean by the
"agreement" to which YOU refer in the third line of the second paragraph of
YOUR December 28, 2004 letter to Citibank, by including the date of the
"agreement", the terms of the "agreement", and the person from Citibank who
agreed to the terms of the "agreement". For your convenience, the December 28
letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 2
.~$&F?~*v>~~.*~~,~
,,v,'..,., . ,.

~ N ~ ~ W E R ~ T ~ : [ ~ TNO,
E ~33:R The
~ ~ A T ~ ~ Yis evidenced by the.;<
. . :.,.: .,:+. .:. .. .>:. .

1

.

.,. >

si@ed~..n.~te'prdvided
to Citibank with a date of 16, February, 1999, which,.:
t;,.

.,<::*.

..,.., ., .

<~iti&figrd&a'td 'md&f[ie the AGCOUNT in the Defendant's name.,. The.name ofi,<!
..

.,,..;

.:; .:: ;.

.

.:. . .::..

.

,

.,..

.,. .

,

,.

, .:w.

.,.>-.r:

th$;,p;ersifrdm Citibankwiilt% determined during discovery, as the
.. . .Defendapt
, . . .,, .
. ..
...
.*8 wa.>..:,:.3:.<?, ..,; ..,..:
..>,'.:: .: ,,: ',: >,;, at
ws;a#,,8isd<,;n
o ~ ~ ~t6f ~
that
w, ;y:.:
rnformatron
t& time: ,The imp,ikd terms of th.& .gf6:6inent
:

,

~~g~~$~~&.,~,itibank.would
. ....
monktiikthe sigliednotk and place'it i n a
">

..
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.

the Defendant's name, which Citibank did, and make the funds available through
the use of a "card" for the Defendant, which Citibank also did. Citibank would be
paid a reasonable fee for this setvice, which the Defendant has also done.
INTERROGATORY NO. 34: Describe with specificity any "note(s) or other
similar instrument(s)" that YOU contend have not been accepted by Citibank as
money, credit or payment, as referenced in YOUR December 28, 2004 letter to
Citibank by setting forth the date of the "note@)or other similar instrument(s)",
the amount of the "note(s) or other similar instrument(s)", arid when they were
sent to Citibank.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 34: See EXHIBIT A.
INTERROGATORY NO 35: Explain in detail any payment or credit of any kind
that YOU contend Citibank has not reflected on YOUR December 16, 2004
Citibank credit card statement by setting forth the date of the payment or credit,
the amount of the payment or credit, the account from which it was sent to
Citibank.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 35: Citibank either used "bank credit"
based on the Defendant's signed note to fund the ACCOUNT or Citibank
monetized the ACCOUNT, based on the Defendant's signed note, at the discount
window of the Federal Reserve, which will be determined during discovery. The
exact amount and the account from which it was received will also be determined
during discovery.
INTERROGATORY NO. 36: Identify any persons, entities, internet sites, or
documents that have assisted either YOU or David F. Capps in drafting YOUR
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES,
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS
Pg 12 of 25.

December 28, 2004 letter to Citibatik or any of the pleadings or briefing in this
matter.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 36: Dynamic Solutions Inc. assisted in
the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTER, the follow-up letter sent to Citibank,
and the credit reporting letter sent to CiGbank. The pleadings and briefings were
drafted and produced by David F. Capps without assistance.
.

,

.

.

. ,

. 37: ~ e ~ d r i with
b e specificity each and every error that
YOU claim to be on YOUR December' 16, 2004 Citibank credit card statement.
This interrogatory does not call for a repetition of the contentions made in YOUR
December 28, 2004 letter to Citibank. Rather, this interrogatory asks YOU to
specifically describe in detail every error YOU contend to be on the statement,
including, but not limited to, any credits that YOU believe should appear on the
statement, any charges that YOU believe should not appear on the statement, or
any "signed note(s) or instrument(s)" that YOU contend Citibank has not
recognized or credited to YOU.
..

.

ANSWERTO ~NTERROGATORYNO; 37: The Statement dated 12/16/04 is
inaccurate because of, but not limited to, the following reasons; it fails to show
credit for the signed note, txhibit A, incorrectly shows a balance of $20,884.30
and incorr~ct1y~stiows~'a
finance charge of $92.96.
.

:

INTERROGATORY NO. 38: Identify in detail every billing error that YOU
contend Citibank has ever made on YOUR ACCOUNT by specifying the error,
when it was made, and when YOU notified Citibank about the error

DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES,
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 38: Objection: the request is overly
burdensome and covers a period of time over which the Defendant no longer has
records or documents to prepare a proper answer.
INTERROGATORY NO. 39: Identify in detail how the ACCOUNT statements
sent to YOU (attached hereto as Exhibit 1) are not accurate, by setting for the
date of the ACCOUNT statement that is not accurate and how it is not accurate.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 39: The statements in Exhibit 1 are
inaccurate for, but not limited to, the following reasons:
Statement dated 05/17/99: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 04/17/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 05/17/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 06/19/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 07/18/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 08/17/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 09/18/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 10/16/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 11/15/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 12/15/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 01/17/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a late fee of $29.00 and a finance charge of $1.18.
Statement dated 02115/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exh~bitA
Statement dated 03/19/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 04/17/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES,
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Statement dated 05/15/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 06/15/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $33.19.
Statement dated 07/17/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $1 16.87.
Statement dated 08/16/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $108.42.
Statement dated 09/17/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $113.00.
Statement dated 10117/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $104.12
Statement dated 11/15/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $99.15.
Statement dated 12/17/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $107.99.
Statement dated 01/16/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 02/15/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 03/18/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 04/17/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 05/16/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 06/17/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 07/17/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 08/16/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
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Statement dated 09/17/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 01/16/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 10/17/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $59.13.
Statement dated 11/15/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $77.77.
Statement dated 12/17/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $84.37.
Statement dated 01/16/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $77.68.
Statement dated 02/17/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $81.59.
Statement dated 03/18/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a late fee of $35.00 and a finance charge of $375.57.
Statement dated 04/16/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $ . I 8 and $58.30.
Statement dated 05/15/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $.09 and $10.00.
Statement dated 06/76/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $.I0 and $10.74.
Statement dated 07/17/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $10.28.
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Statement dated 08/18/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $5.47.
Statement dated 09/17/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 10/17/03:

ails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A

Statement dated 11/17/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 12/17/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A
Statement dated 01/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 12,343.79, and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of $43.79.
Statement dated 02/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $24,646.48 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of;$62.69.
Statement dated 03/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $24,229.62 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of $103.14.
Statement dated 04/15/04:

ails to show credit for thesigned note, Exhibit A,

incorr'ectlyshows a balance of $23,814.30 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of $104.68.
Statement dated 05/17/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $23,424.53 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of $1 10.23.
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Statement dated 06/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 23,026.25 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of $101.72.
Statement dated 07/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 22,647.17 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of $100.92.
Statement dated 08/17/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $22,277.48 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of $105.31.
Statement dated 09/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 21,909.95 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of $97.47.
Statement dated 10118/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $21,592.02 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of $103.07.
Statement dated 11/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $21,233.34 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of $91.32.
Statement dated 12/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 20,884 30 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of $92.96.
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Statement dated 01/17/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 21,465.37 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge and fees of $542.07.
Statement dated 02/15/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 22,013 02 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of $508.65.
Statement dated 03/17/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 22,591.85 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of $539.83.
Statement dated 04/15/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 23,205.81 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of $539.96.
Statement dated 05/16/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 23,878.19 and incorrectly shows a finance
charge of $598.38.
Statement dated 06/16/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 24,567.91 and incorrectly shows a late fee of
$39.00, an over credit limit fee of $35.00, a finance charge of $8.14, $1 17.24 and

Statement dated 07/18/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $24,567.91.
Statement dated 08/16/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $24,456.91.
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Statement dated 09/16/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 24,567.91.
Statement dated 10/17/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $24,567.92.
Statement dated 11/15/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 24,567.91.
Statement dated 72/16/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $24,567.91.
Statement dated 01/17/06: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 24,567.91.
Statement dated 02/15/06: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $24,567.91.
Statement dated 03/17/06: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $24,567.91.
Statement dated 04/17/06: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A,
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 24,567.91.
INTERROGATORY NO. 40: Identify each and every "signed note or similar
instrument" that YOU have ever sent to Citibank, by setting forth the date of the
note or similar instrument, the amount, and date you sent the note or similar
I

instrument to Citibank.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 40: See EXHIBIT A. Additional notes will
be produced as a result of ongoing discovery and will supplement this answer as
acquired.
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 30: Please produce the marriage certificate
or other documents sufficient to establish your marriage to David F. Capps.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 30: See EXHIBIT B.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 31: Please produce all documents in
YOUR custody, possession, or control that refer to or relate to BILLING ERROR
DISPUTE LETTERS. This request would include, but is not limited to, all
documents, other than state or federal statutes or regulations, that could be used
to assist one in drafting BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. This request
would also include, but is not limited to, all documents describing how one goes
about using BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 31: See EXHlBlT C.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 32: Please produce all documents YOU or
David F. Capps relied on or used in drafting the December 28, 2004 letter to
Citibank.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 32: See EXHlBlT C.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 33: Please produce all documents in
YOUR possession, custody or control, whether used by YOU, David F. Capps, or
any other individual or entity, that provide information or instructions on how to
draft BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 33: See EXHIBIT C.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 34: Please produce all documents
provided to YOU or David F. Capps from any person or entity that assisted YOU
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or David F Capps in drafting, or advised YOU or David F Capps on how to draft
BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 34: See EXHIBIT C, D, & E
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 35: Please produce all documents that
refer to, support, compromise or evidence any communications between YOU or
David F. Capps and any person that drafted, assisted YOU or David F. Capps in
drafting, or advised YOU or David F. Capps on how to draft BILLING ERROR
DISPUTE LETTERS.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 35: See EXHIBIT C.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 36: Please produce all documents
provided to YOU or David F. Capps by any other person or entity relating or
referring to BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 36: See EXHIBIT C.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 37: Please produce all documents that
reflect fees paid by YOU or David F. Capps, or to be paid by YOU or David F.
Capps, to any service related to BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS or DEBT
CANCELLATION. This request would include, but not be limited to, documents
evidencing payment or an agreement to make payment or other consideration of
any kind.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 37: Objection the request is
not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to admiss~bleevidence.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 38: Please produce all documents that
reflect any engagement letter, financial arrangement, or any other agreement
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between YOU or David F. Capps and any attorney or other individual or entity
related to this matter.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 38: The Defendant, Miriam
G. Carroll or David F. Capps, have not engaged or made financial arrangements

with any attorney or legal professional, individual or entity in this matter
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 39: Please produce all documents referring
to, relating to, or evidencing the "agreement" to which YOU refer in the third
sentence of the second paragraph of your December 28,2004 letter to Citrbank,
attached hereto as exhibit 2.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 39: The third sentence of the
second paragraph does not refer to an agreement.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 40: Please produce all documents referring
to, related to, or evidencing the "signed note@)or other similar instrument(s)" to
which YOU refer in the second paragraph of YOUR December 28,2004 letter to
Citibank, attached hereto as exhibit 2.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 40: See EXHIBIT A.
Additional notes will be provided as obtained during discovery and will be
supplemented as acquired.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 41: Please produce all drafts of the
December 28,2004 letter to Citibank.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 41: See EXHIBIT C
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 42: Please produce all documents that
refer to, are in regard to, relate to, or support the basis for YOUR answers to the
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 42, See EXHIBITS A
through F.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 43: Please produce all documents that
refer to, are in regard to, relate to, or support the basis for YOUR answers to the
REQUESTS FOR INTERROGATORIES.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 42: See EXHIBITS C
through F.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 43: Please produce all documents that
refer to, are in regard to, related to, or support the basis for YOUR answers to the
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 43: See EXHIBIT A through

F.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 44: Please produce all documents that
refer to, relate to, are in regard to, or support the facts upon which YOU denied
any of the REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 44: See EXHIBIT A through
F. Additional facts will be provided in affidavits and testimony by our expert
witness as discovery continues and will be supplemented as acquired.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 45: Please produce any documents that
you identify in YOUR answers to Interrogatories.
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ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 45: See EXHIBITS A
through F.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 46: Please produce any documents that
you consulted or referred to in YOUR answers to the Discovery Requests.
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 46: See EXHIBIT F, Modern
Money Mechanics, produced by the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago. This
answer will also be supplemented by affidavits and testimony of our expert
witness as discovery continues, and at trial.
Dated this

173 day of October, 2006

:
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Miriam G. Carroll, Defendant, in propria persona
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I , Miriam G. Carroll, hereby certify that Imailed a true and correct copy of
my DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES,
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS to the attorney for the plaintiff by Certified Mail # 7005 1160 0002
7630 3074 this
day of October, 2006, with proper postage affixed
thereon at the following address:

j7m

Sheila R. Schwager
Hawley, Troxell, Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
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Miriam G. Carroll, Defendant, in propria persona
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Miriam G. Carroll
HC-1IBOX366
Kamiah, ID 83536
208-935-7962
FAX 208-926-4169
Defendant, in propria persona

IN THE DISTRICT
COURT FOR THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO
ClTlBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A.,

)

.

.

Case No. CV-2006-37067
Plaintiff,

)

DEFENDANT'S AME~DED
ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S
SECOND SET OF REQUESTS FOR
ADMISS~ON,INTERROGAT~RIES,
ANDREQUESTSFOR . .
PROD'UCTION OF DOCUMENTS

)
)
.)

VS.

MIRIAM G. CARROLL,

1
).
1

Defendant,

,
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. I
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,

.

answers to the Plaintiff's second set
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,
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ANSWER:

The Defendant does not have a CARD AGREEMENT in her

records and has no memory of receiving a CARD AGREEMENT from the BANK,
and thus does not have, and cannot obtain enough information to either adm~tor
deny the request.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3:

Admit that YOU purchased goods

and/or sewices with the credit card for YOUR ACCOUNT pursuant to the CARD
AGREEMENT.
ANSWER:

The Defendant admits that goods and/or services were obtained

through use of the credit card, but without the original CARD AGREEMENT, she
does not have, and cannot obtain enough information to either admit or deny that
such goods andlor services were pursuant to the CARD AGREEMENT.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 4:

Admit that YOU failed to make all

prescribed payments on YOUR ACCOUNT as they became due
ANSWER:

Denied.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 5:

Admit that YOU are indebted to the

BANK in the amount of $28,868.42 on the ACCOUNT pursuant to the CARD
AGREEMENT.
ANSWER:

The Defendant denies that the amount of $28,868.42 is correct,

and without the original CARD AGREEMENT, she does not have, and cannot obtain
enough information to either admit or deny that any amount is or was pursuant to the
CARD AGREEMENT.
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 6:

Admit that the BANK provided YOU

with periodic billing statements for the sums owed to the BANK in connection with
the ACCOUNT.
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ANSWER:

Admitted.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8:

Admit that the CARD AGREEMENT

provides for the payment of court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees in the event
of an action seeking to collect debts owing on the ACCOUNT.
ANSWER:

Without the original CARD AGREEMENT, the Defendant does

not have, and cannot obtain enough information to either admit or deny the request.
REQUEST FOR ADMlSSiON NO. 9:

Admit that YOU have no valid claim

in this ARBITRATION.
ANSWER:

Denied.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10:

Admit that the BILLING ERROR

DISPUTE LETTERS do not comply with the notice requirements of the Truth in
Lending Act, 15 U.S.C. Section 1601, et seq. ("TILA), specifically Section 1666(a).
ANSWER:

Denied.
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 11: Admit that the BILLING ERROR
DISPUTE LETTERS do not comply with the notice requirements of TlLA because
they do not indicate the particular charge or amount that YOU are disputing.
ANSWER:

Denied.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12:

Admit that the BILLING ERROR

DISPUTE LETTERS do not comply with the notice requirements of TlLA because
they were not timely filed.
ANSWER:

Denied.

R~QUES?FOR ADMISSION NO. 13:
".*:ii;<
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Admit that YOU receiv?d the
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ANSWER:

Admitted:

For each REQUEST FOR ADMISSION that

INTERROGATORY NO. 1:

YOU have denied, state all facts upon which such denial is based and identifi all
persons (by name, address and telephone number) having knowledge of such facts
and all DOCUMENTS supporting such facts.
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 1:
Re: Request for Admission No. 1: The Defendant denied the request
because the account was opened February 16'~,1999.
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Re: Request for Admission No. 4: The Defendant denied the request because
the amount of the ACCOUNT was in dispute, and payment was being withheld
pursuant to Title 12 C.F.R. §226.13(D)(I). Until the dispute was resolved pursuant
to the requirements of Title 15 U.S.C. §§ 1666(a)(A) and (B), the amount had not
become due. The person having knowledge of such facts is: David F. Capps, HC-I 1
Box 366, Kamiah, ID 83536,208-935-7962. For DOCUMENTS, see Exhibits " A
and " 6 .
Re: Request for Admission No. 5: In addition to disputing the origins[ amount
as being inaccurate, the amount shown includes late charges, over-limit fees, and
interest, all in violation of Title 15 U.S.C. § 1666(c), therefore the amount shown is
denied as being correct. The person having knowledge of such facts is: David F.
Capps, HC-11 Box 366, Kamiah, ID 83536,208-935-7962. For DOCUMENTS, see
I

Exhibit " B .
Re: Request for Admission No. 6: The Defendant denied the request because
the amounts on the statement, in addition to being disputed in her BILLING ERROR
DISPUTE LETTERS, include late fees, over-limit fees and interest in violation of Title
15 U.S.C. § 1666(c) , therefore the amount shown on the periodic billing statements
are denied as being correct. The person having knowledge of such facts is: David F.
Capps, HC-11 Box 366, Kamiah, ID 83536,208-935-7962. For DOCUMENTS, see

Re: Request for Admission No. 9: The Defendant denied the request because
I

I

first of all the Defendant's claim is a valid TIL4 claim, and secondly, this is not an
ARBITRATION. The person having knowledge of such facts is: David F. Capps,
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HC-11 Box 366, Kamiah, ID 83536, 208-935-7962. For DOCUMENTS, see Exhibits

" A and "5"
Re: Request for Admission No. 10: The Defendant denied the request
because the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS do in fact comply with the
requirements of TILA, specifically Section 1666(a) as follows:
(a) Written notice by obligor to creditor; time for and contents of
notice; procedure upon receipt of notice by creditor
If a creditor, within sixty days after having transmitted to an
obligor a statement of the obligor's account in connection with an
extension of consumer credit, receives at the address disclosed under
section 1637(b)(10) of this title a written notice (other than notice on
a payment stub or other payment medium supplied by the creditor if the
creditor so stipulates with the disclosure required under section
1.637(a) (7) of this title) from the obligor in which the obligor-(1) sets forth or otherwise enables the creditor to identify the
name and account number (if any) of ttie obligor,
(2) indicates the obligor's belief that the statement contains a
billing error and the amount of such billing error, and
(3) sets forth the reasons for the obligor's belief (to the
extent applicable) that the statement contains a billing error,

1. The BANK received the Defendant's BILLING ERROR DISPUTE
LETTER on or about the 3rdday of January, 2005, at the address
disclosed by the BANK for billing disputes disputing the December,
2004 statement. This falls within the 60 day time limit established in
this sedtion.
2. The Defendant's BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTER set forth or

otherwise enabled the BANK to identify the name and account number
of the obligor, specifically: "Miriam G. Carroll", "account number 5424

3. The Defendant's BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTER indicated the

obligor's belief that the statement contained a billing error, and the
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION; REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
AND INTERROGATORIES.
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amount of the billing error, specifically: "I am disputing the above
amount because I believe that you failed to credit my account for
prepayments you agreed to credit on the statement dated December
16, 2004." and "Amount in dispute: $20,884.30."
4. The Defendant's BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LET-TER set forth the
reason for the obligor's belief (to the extent applicable) that the
statement contained a billing error, specifically: "It was my
understanding that when I entered into the agreement with you that
you would accept my signed note(s) or other similar instrument(s) as
money, credit or payment for previous account transactions, and then
reflect those credits in the statement dated December 16, 2004. They
do not appear in the statement and I am wondering why."
A b i l l i n g e r r o r i s d e f i n e d i n S e c t i o n ( b ) , i n t h i s case a s " ( 4 ) The
c r e d i t o r ' s f a i l u r e t o r e f l e c t p r o p e r l y on a statement a payment made by
the obligor o r a c r e d i t issued t o t h e obligor.

5. The Defendant identified the billing error as a credit issued to the
obligor, specifically: "Please provide me with a written explanation why
I

these credits are not showing."

The Defendant's BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTER thus complies with the notice
requirements of Title 15, U.S.C.

5 1666(a).

The person having knowledge of such

facts is: David F. Capps, HC-I1 Box 366, Kamiah, ID 83536, 208-935-7962. For
DOCUMENTS, see Exhibit "B".

i

Re: Request for Admission No. 11: The Defendant denied the request

i

because first of all, there is no requirement in Section 1666(a) or (b) that a particular

I

I

I
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charge be identified. The statute itself places no restrictions on what type of credit
can or cannot be claimed, nor does it restrict the amount claimed to a specific
transaction. This position is also supported by several court cases
., ,,, .. .. .

.. . . . .,.. .. ,.. :...

L
.
,
:
.
:
.
~
.
,
:
.

,.

:Barik,:273FtSupk;:2! 474 (SQ
,.
.N;Y. 2003) wh
,

... .

faith belief that they actually do not,:
...
r procedures. The.::
.,.
court also held that once the creditor receives the billing error notice, in writing, at
the specified address, the creditor must execute certain procedures within a certain
time frame. The creditor must fulfill these procedural requirements regardless of
whether it believes the dispute is justified or the good faith (or lack thereof) of the
consumer in sending thedispute. In addition the court held that the billing error
dispute letter is not required to have a great deal of clarity.
Griesz v. HouseholdBank, 8 F.Supp. 2d 1031 (N.D.III. 1998). Griesz did not
trigger a billing error dispute because Griesz did not send a letter to the creditor
within 60 days of receiving her disputed statement as is required by the statute.
Griesz received the statement in early November, 1995, and did not send a
complaint to the creditor until March 7", 7996. Griesz also did not have any
damages to claim - only "emotional distress" for which she may have been entitled,
but she provided no evidence of this distress, leaving it as a claim of counsel only.
Nowhere in the case is a specific transaction mentioned as any kind of a
requirement under TILA.
In Dawkins v. Sears Roebuckand Co., 109 F.3d 241 (5'h Cir. 1997), the issue
was over not notifying the creditor within the 60 day limit after receiving the
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
AND INTERROGATORIES. Pg 8 of 24

statement. Dawkins received the disputed statement on the 17'~of August, 1991,
and responded on the 13thof November, 1991, 88 days later. Nowhere in the case
is the need for a specific event or transaction mentioned, let alone required. The
person having knowledge of such facts is: David F. Capps, HC-1IBox 366, Kamiah,
ID 83536,208-935-7962. For DOCUMENTS, see Exhibits "B", "C", " K and "L".
Re: Request for Admission No. 12: The Defendant denied the request
because the BANK received the Defendant's BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTER
on or about the 3rdday of January, 2005, in regards to the disputed December, 2004
statement, well within the 60 day requirement of the Title 15 U.S.C. 3 1666(a). The
person having knowledge of such facts is: David F. Capps, HC-11 Box 366, Kamiah,

ID 83536,208-935-7962. For DOCUMENTS, see Exhibit "B", "V" and " W .
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: State the names, addresses, telephone numbers
and e-mail addresses of all individuals who assisted YOU in drafting the BILLING
ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 2: ' ~ y n g m i Solutions
c
Iric. (no longer in
c,@si:hess)provided thef6ri-n for the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS and
David F. Capps, HC-11 Box 366, Kamiah, ID 83536,208-935-7962,
dfcapps@cybrquest.com prepared the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: State the names, addresses, telephone numbers
and e-mail addresses of ail individuals who drafted the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE
LElTERS on YOUR behalf.
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 3: Dynamic Solutions Inc. (no longer in
business) provided the form for the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS and
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
AND INTERROGATORIES. Pg 9 of 24
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David F. Capps, HC-11 Box 366, Kamiah, ID 83536,208-935-7962,
dfca~ps@~cvbrquest.com
drafted the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Describe how YOU learned to prepare the
BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 4: I did not learn to prepare the BILLING
ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS from anyone.
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Identify any persons or entities, including any
internet merchants, who provided any assistance to YOU in preparing the BILLING
ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 5: Dynamic Solutions Inc. (no longer in
business) provided the form for the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS and
David F. Capps, HC-I IBox 366, Kamiah, ID 83536,208-935-7962,
dfcapps@cybrquest.com prepared the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
INTERROGATORY NO. 6: ldentify all DOCUMENTS YOU relied on or used
in preparing the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
!

INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 6: Dynamic Solutions Inc. (no longer in
business) provided the form for the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
INTERROGATORY NO. 7: ldentify all DOCUMENTS that provided YOU with
information or instructions on how to draft the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE
LETTERS.
I

I

!

INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 7: Dynamic Solutions Inc. (no longer in
business) provided the form for the BlLLlNG ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. There

DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
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were no instructions included other than the form letter provided byT'ynamic
.,.
..S,olutionsInc.

i

,

INTERROGATORY NO. 8: State the amounts that YOU paid to any other
persons or entities in connection with the drafting the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE
LETTERS.
ANSWER
NO. 8: Objection: The Request is not rele\ia'rit
INTERROGATORY
.. .. ,,., .. .. .
.
to the present case and is not like~)tb lead to admi5sibleevidence.
INTERROGATORY NO. 9: ldentifjr any person(s) or entities who advised
YOU that YOU could avoid YOUR credit card debt with the BANK by utilizing
BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 9: No one advised me that I could avoid
my credit card debt with the BANK by utilizing BILLING ERROR DISPUTE
LETTERS.
INTERROGATORY NO; 10: Identify
.
.
any DEBT CANCELLATION, including
butnot limited to debt elimination, debt consolidation or credit repair companies
L

,i

~

YOU consulted with, o r retained the services of, in connection with YOUR
,,,; :;:..,,:;' .:.) .:;,: :;. ;,:
ACCOUNT.
,

.

., ~. . ,

,

,,
,:

.

INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO.. 10: Dynamic Solutions Inc. (no longer in ''

business)
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: State all facts that support YOUR contention
that

BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS are effective to preclude the BANK

from recovering the amount owed on YOUR ACCOUNT.

DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
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INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 11: The BILLING ERROR DISPUTE
LETTERS, if unanswered, preclude the BANK from collecting the first $50 according
to Title 15 U.S.C. § 1666(e).

INTERROGATORY NO. 12: If YOU contend that the YOU are not obligated
to repay the BANK the amount YOU owe on YOUR ACCOUNT, state all facts that
support YOUR contention and identify all persons (by name, address, and telephone
number) having knowledge of such facts and all DOCUMENTS supporting such
facts.

INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 12: 1 do not contend that I am not
obligated to repay the BANK the amount that Imay owe on my ACCOUNT.

INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Aside from any circumstances involving the
present dispute regarding YOUR ACCOUNT with the BANK, have YOU ever made
any DEBT CANCELLATION ATTEMPTS?

INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 13: Objection: The question infers that
the Defendant is attempting to cancel the alleged debt with the BANK, which the
Defendant strongly denies. Subject to, and without waiving the objection, the
Defendant answers: No.

INTERROGATORY NO. 14: If YOUR answer to Interrogatory No. 13 is "yes"
describe with particularity any other DEBT CANCELLATION ATTEMPTS.

INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 14: See answer to Interrogatory No. 13.
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Identify any lawsuits in which YOU have relied
I

I

upon "notice of billing error" letters, by stating the name(s) of parties involved in the

I

DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
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lawsuit(s), the name of the court in which the lawsuit was filed and the case
number(s) for each such lawsuit.

INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 15: Objection: The request is not
relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to any admissible evidence.
Without waiving the objection, the Defendant answers, the following lawsuits are
among those upon which I have relied:
1. Kurz v. Chase Manhattan Bank, 273 F.Supp.2d 474 (S.D.N.Y. 2003)
2. Willson v. Bank of America, 2004 WL 1811148
3 Citibank v. Mincks, 135 S.W.3d 545 (Mo. App. Ct. 2004)
4. Asset Acceptance Corp. v. Proctor, 804 N.E.2d 975 (Ohio App. Ct. 2004)
5. Turk v. Chase Manhattan Bank USA, 2001 WL 34644307
6. Stafford v. Cross Country Bank, 262 F.Supp.2d 776 (W.D.Ky. 2003)
7. Belmont v. Associates Nat'l Bank, 119 F.Supp.2d 149 (E.D.N.Y. 2000)
8. American Express Co. v. Koerner, 452 U.S. 233 (1981)
9. Greiszv. Household Bank, 8 F.Supp2d 1031 (N.D.111. 1998)
10. Dawkins v. Sears Roebuck and Co., 109 F.3d 241 (5thCir. 1997)
11. Purcell v. Universal Bank, N.A., 2003 WL 1962376
12. Burnstein v. Saks Fifth Avenue, 208 F.Supp.2d 765 (E.D.Mich. 2002)
13. Lincoln Bank v. Carlson, 426 N.Y.S.2d 433 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. 1980)
I

14. Bell v. May Department Stores Co., 1999 WL 152575
15. General Electric Capital Financial, Inc. v. Bank Leumi Trust Co., 1999 WL
33029
16. Gray v. American Express Go., 743 F.2d 10 (D.C. Cir. 1984)
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17. Saunders v. Ameritrust of Cincinnati, 587 F.Supp. 896 (D. Ohio 1'984)
18. Steimel v. Trans Union Corp., 1988 U.S. Dist. LEXIX 4lOO
19. Berrnan v. ~ationsbank,1998 WL 88342
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Identify any arbitration proceedings in which
YOU have relied upon "notiee of billing error" letters, by stating the name(s) of the
parties involved in the arbitration($, the name of the arbitration firm before which the
arbitration was filed and the case number(s) for each such arbitration.
INTERROGATORY ANSWER N0.16: None.
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Identify any and all attempts YOU have made to
that YOU iYt?re not .?f
.!~
r .I+-e".,.,,
l . .,..~~,,.....,..
u ~ o n ~
' ~~ R
l if.l:..~~ D
l ~I S~P~U T ~ L E T T EinRclaiming
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..&

to make
".. any, ipayment
..,,. .
,
on an account (other than the ACCOUNT with the..
,

. .

..,

BANK)?
..,, . . .
.

.

INTERROGATORY ANSWERNO. 17: Title 12 C.F.R

5 226.13(d)(I).

The

Defendant has come to believe that the following banks have been using fraudulent
practices in regards to her accounts, and has sent BILLING ERROR DISPUTE
LETTERS in an attempt to determine which banks were violating the law and
committing fraud against the Defendant:

:

INTERROGATORY NO. 18: Have YOU ever filed foi bankruptcy?
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INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 18: No.
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: ldentify all BILLING ERROR DISPUTE
LETTERS that YOU have sent to any credit card issuer (other than the BANK)?
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 19: See answer to Interrogatory No. 17.
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: ldentify each and every witness YOU intend to
have testify at the hearing.
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 20: Objection: The use of the term "the
hearing" is vague and ambiguous. Without knowing what kind of hearing and the
issues present in the hearing, the defendant cannot know, and cannot reasonably
ascertain what witnesses will be required or available.
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: ldentify each and every exhibit YOU intend to
use at the hearing.
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 21: Objection: The use of the term "the
hearing" is vague and ambiguous. Without knowing what kind of hearing and the
issues present in the hearing, the defendant cannot know, and cannot reasonably
ascertain what exhibits will be required
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: ldentify all internet websites, web addresses
including URL's, and email addresses from which YOU obtained information
regarding BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
\

INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 22: Dynamic Solutions Inc. (no longer in
business)

DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
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INTERROGATORY NO. 23: Identify all Internet websites, website

addresses, including URL's, and email addresses from which YOU obtained
information regarding any DEBT CANCELLATION.
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 23: None.
INTERROGATORY NO. 24: For each person that YOU spoke with regarding

preparing the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LEITERS, please identify each such
person, what they said to you, whether such communications were in person, where
you were when the statements were made, and the date of each such
communication.
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 24: Objection: The question calls for

privileged information between husband and wife. Subject to, and without waiving
such objection, the Defendant answers: David F. Capps, husband.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. I:All DOCUMENTS that refer or relate

to, comprise or evidence the ACCOUNT.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 1: Objection: The requested

DOCUMENTS are already in possession of the Plaintiff. The request therefore
amounts to harassment.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2: All DOCUMENTS IDENTIFIED IN

your RESPONSES to the Interrogatories propounded by the BANK with these
Requests.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 2: Please see the following

Exhibits:
Exhibit " A - Title 12 C.F.R. § 226

1
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Exhibit " B - Title 15 U.S.C.

3 1666

Exhibit " C - Kurz v. Chase Manhattan Bank
Exhibit "D" - Willson v. Bank of America
Exhibit " E- Citibank v Mincks
Exhibit "F" - Asset Acceptance Corp. v. Proctor
Exhibit " G -Turk v. Chase Manhattan Bank
Exhibit "H" - Stafford v. Cross Country Bank
Exhibit "I" - Belmont v. Associates Nat'l Bank
Exhibit "J"-American Express Co.

v. Koerner

Exhibit " K - Greisz v. Houshold Bank
Exhibit "L" - Dawkins v. Sears Roebuck and Co.
Exhibit "M" - Purcell v. Universal Bank
Exhibit "N" - Burnstein v. Saks Fifth Avenue
Exhibit " 0- Lincoln Bank v. Carlson
Exhibit "P" - Bell v. May Department Stores
Exhibit "Q" -General Electric Capital Financial v. Bank Leumi Trust
Exhibit " R - Gray v. American Express CO.
Exhibit "S" - Saunders v. American Express Co.
Exhibit '7" - Steimel v. Trans Union Corp.
Exhibit "U" - Bem~anv. Nationsbank

1

Exhibit "V" - Dispute letter of Miriam G. Carroll
Exhibit " W - Delivery notice of dispute letter of Miriam G. Carroll
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: All DOCUMENTS that refer to,
support, comprise or evidence the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 3: See Exhibits 'V and "W"
REQUEST F.OR-PRODUCTIONNO. 4: All DOCUMENTS YOU relied on or
used in drafting the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 4: See EXHIBIT " X
,-
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: All DOCUMENTS provided to YOU
from any person that drafted, assisted YOU in drafting, or advised YOU' on how to
draft, the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 61: See EXHIBIT "X.

. .

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7: All DOCUMENTS that refer to,
support; comprise or evidence any communications between YOU and any person
that drafted, assisted YOU in drafting, or advised YOU onhow to draft, the BILLING
ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS.
'REQUEST FOR PRODUCTlON ANSWER NO. 7: See EXHIBIT "X.
c, .

,REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 8: Ail DOCUMENTS provided to YOU
by any other person(s) relating or referring to the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE
LETTERS.
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 8: See EXHIBIT "X"
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9: All DOCUMENTS that refer to,
support, relate to, comprise or evidence YOUR contention that YOU are not
obligated to repay the BANK the amount owed on YOUR ACCOUNT.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 9: See answer to
Interrogatory No. 12.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: All DOCUMENTS that refer to,
support, relate to, comprise or evidence any lawsuits of which YOU presently are or
have been a party to in the past.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 10: Objection: The request
is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to any admissible
evidence.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11: All DOCUMENTS that refer to,
support, relate to, comprise or evidence any arbitration proceedings of which YOU
presently are or have been a party to in the past.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 11: Objection: The request
is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to any admissible
evidence. Without waiving the objection, the Defendant answers: none.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO, 12: All DOCUMENTS that refer to,
support, relate to, comprise or evidence any correspondence (similar to the BILLING
ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS) sent by YOU to any credit card company in regard to
any credit card accounts which YOU maintain or possess.
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 12: Objection: The request
is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to any admissible
evidence. Without waiving the objection, the Defendant answers: EXHIBITS "X", "Y"
and " Z .
REQUEST
FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: All DOCUMENTS relating to the
.
BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS, including, without limitation, all website
andlor internet screens, emails, chat room materials, solicitations, pamphlets and
CD's.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 13: See answer to
.:,?.,"i~"'
''

lntii~ro~at'o~.)i
N6.22'Ei",d, EXHIBITS. " X ;. "Y!' and "Z?';.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: All DOCUMENTS relating to any
billing error dispute letters sent to any creditor other than the BANK.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 14: Objection: The request
is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to any admissible
evidence. Without waiving the objection, the Defendant answers: see EXHIBITS
UXn,

")Pl

and '2".

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION
NO. 15: All DOCUMENTS relating to DEBT
CANCELLATION provided to you by any person(s) or entity relating or referring to
credit card debt elimination andlor termination andlor discharge.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 15: See answer to
Interrogatory no. 10.
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 16: All DOCUMENTS that reflect fees

paid by you to any service related to the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS or
DEBT CANCELATION
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 16: Objection: The Request

is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to admissible evidence.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 17: All DOCUMENTS that reflect the

engagement letter or financial arrangements between you and any attorney or other
professional related to this matter.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTlON ANSWER NO. 17: None.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 18: All DOCUMENTS that pertain to

any expert opinion that you intend to offer in this matter.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 18: The Defendant will be

calling on the services of an expert witness, and copies of all documents produced
will be provided as they become available.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 19: All DOCUMENTS that were

reviewed by any expert in conjunction with this matter.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 19: See answer to request

for production No. 18.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 20: All DOCUMENTS that relate to the

purchase of the goods or services that are reflected upon any statement that you
claim includes a BILLING ERROR or for which you seek DEBT CANCALLATION
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 20: Objection: The request

indicates that the Defendant is requesting DEBT CANCELLATION which the
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
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Defendant strongly denies. Subject to, and without waiving the objection, the
Defendant is no longer in possession of the requested DOCUMENTS. The Plaintiff
is currently in possession of the documents, and the demand represents harassment
of the Defendant
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 21: All DOCUMENTS that demonstrate
credit card usage by you, on any credit card, during the period about which you
claim a BiLLlNG ERROR exists.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 21: Objection: The request
is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to admissible evidence.
Subject to, and without waiving the objection, the Defendant is no longer in
possession of the requested DOCUMENTS.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 22: The CARD AGREEMENT for the
ACCOUNT, including all notices, amendments, or disclosures sent to YOU by or on
behalf of the BANK.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 22: Objection: The
requested DOCUMENTS are already in possession of the Plaintiff. The request
therefore amounts to harassment. Subject to, and without waiving the objection, the
Defendant is not in possession of the CARD AGREEMENT as the Plaintiff has not
produced the original AGREEMENT as ordered by the court.
REQUESTIFOR PRODUCTION NO. 23: If YOU deny Request to Admit No.
13, then produce copies of all statements YOU received in connection with the

ACCOUNT.
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 23: See answer to Request
for Admission No. 13
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24: All corr-espondenceYOU sent to
the BANK at any time regarding the ACCOUNT.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 24: Objection: The request
is overly burdensome, the requested DOCUMENTS are already in possession of the
Plaintiff, the Defendant no longer is in possession of the requested DOCUMENTS,
and the request is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to
admissible evidence. Without waiving the objection, the Defendant answers: this is
an issue which is being covered in detail in the third set of interrogatories. To avoid
unnecessary duplication the documents will be provided attached thereto.
I
I

I

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25: All decisions in any arbitration,
lawsuit or other proceeding filed by YOU relating to BILLING DISPUTE LEWERS
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 25: Objection: The Request
is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to admissible evidence.
Subject to, and without waiving the objection, the Defendant answers: None.

END NOTES: Dynamic Solutions Inc. was an internet company which is no
longer in business. The URL is no longer functional. We did not speak to anyone at
Dynamic Solutions Inc. and were not advised in DEBT CANCELLATION, or DEBT
ELIMINATION. We became aware of the fraudulent nature of the accounts and
used the form letters in an effort to determine which banks were violating the law.

as

~ a c statement
h
which issent out on a fraudulent accqunt is a bi~lirigerro~, it,

DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
AND INTERROGATORIES. Pg 23 of 24
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statements, and interest which is not due. EXHIBITS A through W were provided in
the original answer and are not duplicated here. EXHIBITS X, Y and Z are new and
are attached herein.
Dated this 1 2 g'day of October, 2006.

Miriam G. Carroll, Defendant, in propria persona
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Miriam G. Carroll, hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of my
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, INTERROGATORIES,AND REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS this 1 2 n' day of October, 2006, to the
attorney for the Plaintiff by Certified mail # 7005 1160 0002 7630 3036, with proper
postage prepaid, at the following address:

I

Sheila R. Schwager
Hawley, Troxell, Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617

I

Miriam G. Carroll

i
I

DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
AND~:NTERROGATORIES.~g 24 of 24.
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[Your name]
[Your address]
[Your City, State and Zip Code]
[Credit Card Company]
[Address of billing disputelinquiry department]
[City, State and Zip Code]
[Month, Day and Year]

RE: Billing Inquiry on Account # XXXX-XXXY-XXXX-XXXX
Amount in Dispute: $[AMOUNT OF LAST STATEMENT]
Dear [Credit Card Company]:

I am writing regarding the above account. I believe that my most recent statement,
[DATE OF LAST STATEMENT YOU RECETVED MUST BE WITHIN 30 DAYS OF
RECIEVING IT] is inaccurate.
I an disputing the above amount because I believe that you failed to credit my account
for prepayments you agreed to credit on the statement dated [DATE OF LAST STATEMENT
YOU WCEIVED]. It was my unde'rstanding that when1 entered into the agreement with you
that you would accept my signed note(s) or other similar instrument(s) as money, credit or
payment for previous account transactions, and then reflect those credits in the statement dated
P A T E OF LAST STATEMENT YOU FU3CEIVEDI. They do not appear in the statement and I
am wondering why. The amount of the credits on the prepayments of money or credit accepted
by you should be the approximate amount that I list above. I am making this billing inquiry
since I sun uncertain of all the dates of the prepaid credits, charges and also since there may be
additional credits that I am entitled to. please provide me with a written explanation why these
credits are not showing.
.
.

I am requesting that you provide me with an acknowledgement of this billing error and
complete a fd1 investigation by sendimg me a written explanation report related to the subject
matter of this billing error.
I am also requesting additional documentary evidence of indebtedness of the account
charges, which includes copies of the account charges and entries that made you atrive at the
recent balance shown on my statement.

I sun exercising my right to withhold the disputed amount until you comply. Thank you
for your time and consideration in this matter. If yciit have any questions please contact me
immediately, but make sure your questions reference an acknowledgement to this billing error
dispute.
Sincerely,
[Your Name]

[Bank Name]
p a & address]
[City, State, Zip]
[DATE]

RE: Billing Error on Account # XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX
Amount in Dispute: $CURRENT BALANCE AS INDICATED ON LAST
STATEMENT OR WHEN YOU CALL TEE BANK'S AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR A
BALANCE REQUEST]
Dear [Credit Card Company]:

I an writing because you have not responded as requested to my billing error letter dated
P A T E OF YOUR FIRST BTLLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTER], 2004.
I encourage you to colnply with the resolution procedures lo avoid noncompliance. I
therefore ask you to colnplete your investigatioll as soon as possible. If you have any questions
please write to me at the below address.
Sincerely,
[Your Name]
[Your address]

[City, State, Zip]
Regular Mail
Certified Mail#: XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX

Date: [date]
[Credit card company]
[Address]

RE: 'Billing Error on Account: # xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Original Amount of Dispute [original disputed balance]
Date of Statement Under Dispute: [date]
Dear [Credit card company]:

1pulled my credit report with [credit reporting agency or agencies] dated [date] and
found that you have misreported my account. It shows that account number# [acct
number] has been closed by the creditor and is [how many days late], with an incorrect
balance reported.
Based on Title 12 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) sec 226.13 (d)(l), pending the
outcome of the billing error dispute investigation, which has yet to be addressed or
investigated by you, I am exercising my right to "withhold disputed amount: collection
action prohibited. This section also states that "the consumer need not pay (and the
creditor may not try to collect) any portion of any required payment that the consunler
believes is related to the disputed amount (including related finance or other charges.) ".
so the amount reported is in error. As I have reiterated to you before, this is not an
attempt to avoid paying a debt that I may legally owe.
Title 12 CFR section 226.12 (c) (2) states:
(1) Adverse credit reports prohibited. If, in accordance with paragraph (c)(l) of this
section, the cardholder withholds payment of the amount of credit outslanding for
the disputed transaction, the card issuer shall not report that amount as
delinquent until the dispute is settled or judgment is rendered.
The Fair Credit Reporting Act, Title 15 United States Code OJSC) Section (sec) 1681(a)
requires accuracy and fairness of credit reporting and if you are not providing hue and
accurate information to the credit bureaus, you are therefore violating my substantive
rights and my right to privacy.
Section 1681c(e)(Q ofthis Act states that you may not report fraudulent information. In
my initial Billing Error Dispute Letter dated [date] I did not request that you close my
account, yet you did close it. Title 15 USC sec. 1666 (c)(i) prohibits you from closing
this account for non-payment as this dispute remains unresolved.
Zn s m a r y and in compliance to the above federal laws, please:
1. Change the credit report to read "account in dispute".
2. Remove any reference to late payments.
3. Report the correct balance listed in my initial billing dispute as shown above
minus the late fees and interest.

Oiice the [acts have been reported correctly please forward me proof that the chalges
have been made. I will be expecting a response within 30 days, thanlc you.
Sincerely,

[Your name]
[address]
Regular Mail
Certified Mail #:XXXXXXXX'.CXXX'CXX

1
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Sheila R. Schwager, ISB No. 5059
Loren K. Messerly, ISB No. 7434
NAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: (208) 344-6000
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829
Email: srs@hteh.com
lmes@hteh.com
Attorneys for Citibank (South Dakota) N.A

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO
CITIBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A.,
PlaintifUCounterdefendant,

vs .
MIRIAM G. CARROLL,

1
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2006-37067
AFFIDAVIT OF TERRl RYNING IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

TERRI RYNING, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
/
'

1.

I am competent and make this affidavit based upon personal knowledge

and review of business records described herein. I am employed by Citicorp Credit Services, Inc.
(USA), a servicing company for Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. ("Citiballk"). I am authorized to
make this affidavit on behalf of Citibank in support of Citibank's Motion for Summary
Judgment. I share custodianship and have access to all of the documents in the possession of
Citibank that are germane to this case. Citibank maintains records in the ordinary course of its
business. Those records include, but are not limited to, card member agreements for credit card
AFFIDAVIT OF TERRI RYMNG JN SUPPORT OF MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
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accounts, correspondence relating to credit card accounts, account notes, account payments,
periodic statements, and similar types of information. Those records are made at or neir the time
of each event recorded, by someone with personal knowledge of the events, or from information
transmitted by someone with personal knowledge of each event, and a business duty to set forth
information in a report or record.
2.

On or about February 16, 1999, a credit card application (the "Credit

Application") was submitted by Defendant Miriam Carroll ("Carroll"). A true and accurate copy
of the Credit Application is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. Based upon the infonnation set forth in
the Credit Application, a credit card was issued to Carroll in her name under account number

XXXX XXXX XXXX 2596 ("Account"). Enclosed with the credit card was a copy of the card
agreement setting forth the Account terms and conditions. The card agreement expressly
provides that the terms of the agreement are binding unless Carroll canceled the Account within
thirty (30) days after receiving the card and the Account was not used. Carroll did not cancel her
Account. Carroll began using her Account in approximately December of 1999.
3.

In reviewing the history of the Account, Carroll made a series of balance

transfers and paid the balance down to zero, numerous times. As of September 9,2003, Carroll
had paid her balance on the Account to zero again. Carroll then proceeded from December 22,
2003 and February 12, 2004, to use her Citibank credit card to pay a series of other creditors, by
transferring balances to the Account, for a total sum of $24,800. Specifically, and as reflected in
the Account monthly statements, Carroll made the following balance transfers to the Account
(the "Balance Transfers") over an approximate six week period:

AFFIDAVIT OF T E N RYNING IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
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12/22/03
2/12/04
211 1/04
211 1104

Transfer of MBNA America balance to Account:
Balance transfer check ki1087drawn on Account
Transfer of MBNA America balance to Account
Transfer of Discover balance to Account

Total:
4.

$12,300
$ 4,000
$ 3,000
$ 5,500
$24,800

The Balance Transfers (plus interest and fees) are the relevant transactions

that remain outstanding on the Account.
5.

Carroll made minimum payments on her Account from February 16,2004

through November 29,2004 in the sum of $4,808. On November 29,2004, Carroll made her last
payment on the Account in the amount of $442, and refused to make any payments thereafter.
6.

At the time of the December 16,2004 Account statement, which reflected

a balance due of $20,884.30, Carroll had not used her Account since the Balance Transfers,
which occurred ten months earlier. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 are true and correct copies of
Carroll's Account statements from August 18,2003 through January 17,2005.
7.

On January 3, 2005, Citibank received a letter from Carroll dated

December 28,2004, claiming that the entire Account balance set forth on her December 16,2004
statement was not accurate, claiming that Carroll was entitled to unspecified "credit." When
Citibank received Carroll's purported "dispute letter," Citibank responded on or about January 7,
2005, explaining that the credit extended on Carroll's Account was valid and enforceable and she
needed to remit payment. Carroll never responded and never advised Citibank specifically what
"credit(s)" she was referring to in her December 28, 2004 letter, or to deny Citibank's responsive
letter. A true and accurate copy of the letter Citibank sent to Carroll dated January 7, 2005 is
attached hereto as Exhibit 3.
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8.

Ln light of Carroll's refusal to make any further payments on the Account,

Citibank caused a collectjon action to be filed against Carroll seeking the sum of $24,567.91,
plus accruing interest and attorney fees and costs. Citibank has been the owner of the Account
since the inception of the Account and remains so today.
9.

The card agreement issued to Carroll provides that a default occurs when

the card holder fails to pay the required minimum payment listed on each billing statement when
due. A true and accurate copy of the card agreement and change in terms notifications
(collectively, the "Card Agreement") are attached hereto as Exhibit 4. The Card Agreement
further provided that, upon default, the Account can be closed and immediate demand for the full
balance made. The Card Agreement further sets forth disclosures of the finance charges, late
charges, and calculation of interest. Pursuant to Citibank's standard practice, the Card
Agreement and each Change in Terms thereafter were sent to Carroll by Citibank in the ordinary
course of its business.
10.

Carroll has failed to make any payments on the Account since

November 29,2004, and has therefore defaulted under the Card Agreement. Citibank perfonned
its obligations under the terms of the Card Agreement.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.
CITIBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA), N.A.

Its:

Authorized Agent

AFFIDAVIT OF TERRI RYNING IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
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STATE OF MISSOURI
County of Platte

)
) ss.

1

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this

2day of January, 2007.
=z4

Nota PuM

b
c

ny tommirrYma 2z tOOB

My commission expires
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

@

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
y of January, 2007,I caused to be served a true
copy ofthe foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF TE I RYNING IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:

J

Miriam G. Carroll
I-IC-11 Box 366
Kamiah, ID 83536
[pro se]

U S . Mail, Postage Prepaid
H a n d Delivered
Overnight Mail
__ Telecopy
__ Ernail

AFFIDAVIT OF TERM RYNING IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
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CiPi" Diamond Prefer)ecf"Entertainment Card

-

-

Paqe 1 o t 2

July 17 August 18. 2003
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5 4 2 4 1 8 1 0 3 1 3 8 2 5 9 8
Statement/Closinq Date: 08/18/03

H o w t o Reach Us
wwwriticards.com
Citibank Customer Service Ctr
BOX 6 0 0 0
THE LAKES. NV 89163-6000
1-866-380-5413

Quick Reference

-

5.47
M i n l m u m Payment
September 11,2003
P a y m e n t Due Date*
'Payment murl be iecelvedby !:OD ym locai limeon the Oaymenldve date.
+Paymentmu51be mmivedt.y Im; ym Iwai time on the 02ymenl due rlile.
Total Credit Line
24.590.00
Available Credit Line
2 4 584.00
5:000.00
Cash Advance Limit
Available Cash Advance Limit
5.000.00
Account S u m m a r y
Previous Balance
Payments and Adjustments
Purchases
Cash Advances
Fees &Finance Charges
N e w Balance

celebrate Weekends with
2.408.80
2.408.80

0.00
0.00

5.47
$5.47

MasterCard(R)711-9/30/03!

Everq time you use your Citi(R)Dian>ond
Prelerred(SM)Enlerlainnlent Card, you're
closer l o enjoying greal rewards. No purchase
necersaw. For complete details visit
ww.mastercard.comlc,i~bank/sweepstakes

Purchase Categories
T o t a l Purchases

Cardmember News
Under the Lernls of yourcard Agreement. the
Finance Charges on lhis billing stalement were
calculated on the New Balance shown on vour

today1

$0.00

Even when all Is well, protection Is qood
to have. Call 1.866-465-5007 lor information on
how youcan protect your CitiCard account il
your income is inlerrupled!

date paid

amount paid

check #

Pleere fDllau payment lnrtruetlenr outlined in the "Important lnrtructlwf. for Matlng Payments" sectlon of the slatemcnt

MiRlAM C CARROLL
HCl1 BOX 366
KAMIAH ID 83536.9410

ClTl CARDS

P.O. B O X 6411

THE LAKES, N V 88901-6411

ll,l,l,,l~l,,llll,ll,llt*ll,,llll,#llll','ll,l,l,llll,l,,l,lll

-

July 17 Auqust 18. 2003
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Page 2 of 2

Account 5424 1810 3138 2596

-

StaternentlCiosing Date: 08/18/03

Payments and Adjustments
sale ~ a t o

post bets
08/04

mount
14259477 S2.408.80CR

~stivity
PAYMENT THANK YOU

Total Payments and Adjustments

Purchases
Sale Dste

Post Date

Activity

Amount

$0.00

Total Purchases

Cash Advances
sale ate

port ate

~rtlvity

~mwnt

$0.00

Total Cash Advances

-

Finance Charge Information
Nominal
APR
PURCHASES
SlandardP~irch
Oiler 5
CASH ADVANCES
Sf andard Adv

Perbodic
Rate

Days lo

r Silllnp x
Period

Balance
Subject to
=
Finantecharge

Periodic

E!&&!G

Q(ARGE

Transaction

+ Feel-

ANNVAL

CHARGE

PERCENTAGE
RATE

a900%
4.900%

.02438%(~) x
.01342%(0) x

32 x
32 x

50.00
$1,274.48

=
=

50.00
$5.47

+

$0.00
50.00

8.900%
4.900%

19.990%

.0547?%(D) x

32 x

SO.00

=

50.00

t

$0.00

19.990%

+

Total FiNANCE CHARGE

=

$5.47

Rewards
'CITI ENTERTAINMENT REWARDS SUMMARY *
Previous Points Baianc
Purchase Points Earne
Points Redeenled/Expired
Poinls AdjurtmenllBonus Poinls................. :
Total Points

...................................
..............
"--

0
0
0
0
2.090

Welconie Id E?Ienainnient Rewards! Use your Cili Diamond Preferred Entertainmenl Card lor all 01 your everyday purchases
and watch the points add up!
Don't loiqel! Your Citi Diamond Preietred Entertainmen1Cardis the card Chat rewards you IoraNof your everyday parchaser.
Use your card and earn Enlenainment Points lor new purchases. See our website, www.entertainmentiewards.cilicards.com
Or call 1-800-363-6246lor more inlornIallon!

Citi"Diamond Preferred" Entertainment Card

-

Page 1 of 2

-

August 18 September 17.2003
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1 8 1 0 3 1 3 8 2596
StatementlCiosing Date: 09/17/03

HOW t o Reach Us
www.citicards.com
Citibank Customer Service Ctr
BOX 6 0 0 0
THE LAKES. NV 89163-6000
1-866-380-5413

M l n l m u m Payment
0.00
Payment Due Date'
NONE DUE
*Paymen1mud be received by ICO {rn ilorai iimeao the yaymenlduedale.
'Payment musibbe received by I : ~ O rrn local lime oo the yayment duedale.
Total Credit Line
2 4 590.00
Available Credit Line
24'590.00
Cash Advance Limit
5'000.00
Available Cash Advance L i m i t
5:000.00

Cardmember News
How will you pay your C l t l Card bill If
romethinp
unexpected happens? Call us a! 1-866-631-0344.
We can help!
Questlonr about credlt i n Spanish? Para
Informacton
Sobre cornou!ilizar su credit0
rezponsablenlenle, en Espanoi, visite
www.CuidaTuCrediio.com

Purchase Categories

$0.00

T o t a l Purchases

date paid

amount paid

check

please fellow payment lnrtructlonr outllncd in ths,,lrnpottant instructions tor MsXing Payments" section of the statement

Your Acceunt Numbcumbc

05424LB10313B259b000000000005~

5424 1810 3138 2596
~ l s s r EntnAmwnt
t
e l Payment Enslawd

3N MC

00 A 1 AR7321221

ll,,l,,#ll,,l,l,,,ll,,ll,,l,l,,,l,,l,,,llll,,%, ll,,,ll,,l,l'rl
MIRIAM G CARROLL
~ C lBOX
l 366
KAMIAH ID 83536-9410

ll,,l,l,,l,l,l,,ll,.*,,,ll,ll*,~l~~ll,~ll,,.ll~ll~ll
C l T l CARDS
P.O. BOX 6411

THE LAKES, NV 8 8 9 0 1 6 4 1 1
~1,1n1~,111~t1111,1II~~tIIIIIIiII,~IIiIIl~~~s~t~$f~~~~lot~~f~i

-

A u ~ u s 18
t SeDtember 17.2003
MIRIAM G CARROLL
A c c o u n t 5 4 2 4 1810 3138 2596
Statement/Closinq Date. 09/17/03

Page 2 of 2

Payments and A d j u s t m e n t s
Sale Date

~ s r Det.
t
09/08

ActlYity
PAYMENT THANK YOU

Amount
Si47CR

14437145

T o t a l P a y m e n t s and Adjustments

$5.47CR

Purchases
Port Date
T o t a l Purchases

Activity

Sale O d e

Amount

$0.00

C a s h Advances
51. Data
POI^ Date

Activity

Ame~nt

T o t a l Cash Advances

$0.00

Finance C h a r g e Information
Nominal
APR
PURCHASES
Standard Purch
Oller 5
CASH ADVANCES
Standard Adv

Peitodrc

r

Rate

Days in

Balance
Periodic
Blillog x
Subject to
= .EW&Z
Pert06
Flnance Charge
CHARGE

Trannacllan

&W!&

+ FeeRlNANCE PERCENTAGE

CHARGE

RATE

8900%
4.900%

.02438%(D) x
.01342%(D) x

30 x
30 x

$0.00
$0.00

=
=

$0.00
$0.00

+
t

$0.00
$0.00

8.900%
4.900%

19.990%

.05477%(0) x

30 x

$0.00

=

$0.00

t

$0.00

19.990%

Total FINANCECHARGE

=

$0.00

Rewards
ClTI ENTERTAINMEN
Previous Points Balance
Purchase Points Earned
Points Redeemed/Expire
Points AdjustrnentIBonu
~ o t apoints
(

0
0
0
0
.--

2,090

Donst forget1 Your Citi Dianlond Preferred Enlertainn~enlCam is the card !hat rewards you lorati of your everyday purchases.

Use your card andearn Enlertainment Points lor new purchases. See our website, www.entertainmentrewards.cificards.com
or call 1.800:363-6246 tor more inlormation!

r'ti"Diamond Preferi ,d" Entertainment Card
September 17 -October 17.2003

.-

MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1810 3138 2596
StatementlClosing Date: 10/17/03

How t o Reach Us
www.citicards.com
Citibank Customer Service Ctr
BOX 6 0 0 0
THE LAKES. NV 89163-6000
1-866-380.5413

Quick Reference

Mlnlmum Payment
Payment Due Date*

0.00

NONE DUE

+payment must be received by 1 O 0 wlocal time on the wyment due W e .
+Payment must be received by 100 ym tocat time un the iiayment due dale.

Total Credit Line
Available Credit Line
Cash Advance Limit
Available Cash Advance Limit

24.590.00
24.590.00
5.000.00
5.000.00

Account Summary

-

Previous Balance
Payments and Adjustments
Purchases
Cash Advances
Fees &Finance Charges

New Balance

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

$0.00

Purchase Categories
Total Purchases

$0.00

date paid

amount paid

check ft

Pleare ~ollawpayment instructlans outlined in the "importent lnrtructlons lor Maklng Payments" lectlon of the statement.

MIRIAM G CARROLL
HCll BOX 366
KAMIAli ID 83536.9410

ClTl CARDS
P 0. BOX 6411
T ~ LAKES,
E
NV 88901-6411

11,1,1,,111,,1111,1I,IIIIIIItIIIII,IIIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIII,IIIII

September 17 -October 17.2003
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1810 3138 2596
statementlClosing Date. 10117103

Page 2 of 2

Payments and ~djustments
salr ate

Post Date

Amount

~cti~ity

Total Payments and Adjustments

$0.00

Purchases
5aI$Date
Pest Data
Total Purchases

Amount

Actlrity

$0.00

Cash Advances
Sale Data

P o d Data

Amount

Actlrity

$0.00

Total Cash Advances

Finance
Charge Information
Days in

A

Nominal

APR

PURCHASES
Standard Porch
CASIi ADVANCES
Standard Adv

Periodic
Rate

x

Blliing
Period

x

Balance
Subject to

Period,~

= DbLKCE

Finance Charge

+

CHARGE

Tianaactioo
FeeiBi&!%

f&UU

CHARGE

PERCENTAGE
RATE

8.900%

.02438%(D) x

30 x

$0.00

:

50.00

*

$0.00

8.900%

19.990%

.05477%(0) x

30 x

$0.00

=

$0.00

+

$0.00

19.990%

Total FtNANCE CHARGE

= $0.00

Wi"Diamond PreferrA Entertainment Card
Paqe 1of 2

October 17 - November 17.2003

staternent/Closing Date: 11/17/03

How to Reach Us
www.citicards.com
Citibank Customer Service Ctl
BOX 6000
THE LAKES. NV 89163-6000
1-866-380.5413

Quick Reference
Minlmum Payment
Payment Due Date*

0.00
NONE DUE

r ~ a y m e omurl
l
be receive6 by lr?Q pm local time on the ~rrymenldue6ale.
+paymen1mu4 be receive6byI:QQ pm local limeuo the pbymenl duedate.

Total Credit Line
Available Credit Line
Cash Advance Limit
Available Cash Advance Limit

24 590.00
24:590.00
5.000.00
5,000.00

Account Summary

-

Previous Balance
Payments and Adjustments
Purchases
Cash Advances
Fees h Finance Charges
New Balance

0.00
0.00
0.00
000
0.00
$0.00

purchase Categories
Total Purchases

$0.00

date paid

amount paid

check #

Pleare lollow payment instructions outlined in the "Important Inrttuctlons lor Msllnq Payments" rectlon of the statement.

CARROLL
HCll BOX 366
KAMIAH ID 83536-9410
MIRIAM G

ClTl CARDS
P.O. BOX 6411
THE LAKES, NV 88901.6411

11,1,1,,111,,1111,1l,il,,11,,llll,,llll,,,ll,l,l,llll,l,,l~lll

October 17. November 17.2003
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Page 2 of 2

Account 5424 1810 3138 2596
Statement/Closing Date 11/17/03

Payments and Adjustments
Sale Date

Port Date

Artiety

Amount

Total Payments and Adjustments

$0.00

Purchases
sale Date

Post Date

~ctivity

Amount

Total Purchases

$0.00

Cash Advances
salt Date

Pert Date

mount

~divity

$0.00

Total Cash Advances

Finance Charqe information
Days In
~ominai

APR

PURCHASES
Standard Purch
CASH ADVANCES
Standard Adv

Periodic

x

Rate

Blllinp
Period

Balance

x

=

Subject to
Finance Charae

Periodic

FlNANCL

Tranraclion
+

Feet-

CHARGE

At@,!&
LEEZKTAiZ

CHARGE

RATE

8.900%

.02438%(D) x

31 x

$0.00

=

$0.00

+

$0.00

8.900%

19.990%

.05477%(0) x

31 x

$0.00

=

$0.00

t

$0.00

19.990%

Tofal FINANCE CHARGE

=

$0.00

if i"~ i a m o n dPrefer1,tl"" Entertainment Card
-

November f l - December 17.2003

Paqe 1 o f 2

MiRlAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1810 3138 2596

Statement/Closing Date: 12/17/03

How to Reach Us
www.citicards.com
Citibank Customer Service Cti
BOX 6 0 0 0
THE LAKES. NV 89163-6000
1.866.380.5413

Mlnlmum Payment
0.00
Payment Due Date*
NONE DUE
*Payment miisl be receive4 by eClO om local time on the paymeot4w date.
*Payment mud be received W i a 5 pm lrical lime on the paymestdueddte.
Total Credit Line
24.590.00
Avaiiable Credit Line
24,590.00
Cash Advance Limit
5,000.00
Availabie Cash Advance Limit
5,000.00

-

Previous Balance
Payments and Adjustments
Purchases
Cash Advances
Fees &Finance Charges
New Balance

Purchase Categories
Tatat Purchases

$0.00

date paid

amount paid

check ti

please follou payment Instructions outlined in tne "Important lnstructlonr fer Mskinq Payments" rectlon of the statement.

MIRIAM G CARROLL
HCll BOX 366
KAMlAH ID 83536-9410

ClTl CARDS
P.O. BOX 6411
THE LAKES, NV 88901-6411
ll,l,l,,lllt,llll,ll,ll,,llt*llllo,llll,~~lltl,l&llll,lt,l&tll

November 17 - December 17.2003
MIRIAM G CARROLL

Page 2 of 2

Account 5424 1810 3138 2596
Staternent/Closinq Date: 12/17/03

Payments and Adjustments
Sale D a e

Pest Date

Actiaty

Amo~nt

T o t a l P a y m e n t s a n d Adjustments

$0.00

Purchases
Sale Dale

P01t Data

Activity

Amount

T o t a l Purchases

$0.00

Cash Advances
sale o n e

port oat*

Activity

Amount

$0.00

T o t a l C a s h Advances

-

Finance Charqe Information
Nominal
APR
PURCHASES
Standard Psrch
CASH ADVANCES
Standard Adv

Periodic
Rate

x

Ealawe

Days in
Bliting

x

Period

Periodic

Subject Lo
Finance Charge

i

CHARGE

Tranracllon

&EL&

+ F e e l B i & k U PERCWTAGE
CHARGE
RATE

8.900%

.02438%(D) x

30

x

$0.00

=

$0.00

+

$0.00

8.900%

19.990%

.05477%(0) x

30 x

$0.00

=

$0.00

t

$0.00

19.990%

Tolal FINANCECHARGE

$0.00

r%i"
Diamond Prefer! -S"Entertainment Card

-

Paqe 1 of 2

December 17 -January 16.2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1810 3 1 3 8 2596
StatementlCiosinq Date: 01/16/04

How t o Reach U s
wwwciticards.com
Citibank Customer Service Ctr
BOX 6 0 0 0
THE LAKES. NV 89163-6000
1-866-380-5413

Quick Reference

257.00
M l n i m u m Payment
February 5 , 2 0 0 4
Payment Due Date*
+Paymentmu* tie received by !:On pm ltical time on the payment due dlte.
+paymentmu* tie receiv~dby 100pm tocal lime onthe iiayment due date.
Total Credit Line
25,090.00
12.746.00
Available Credit Line
Cash Advance Limit
5,OOO;OO
Available Cash Advance L i m i t
5.000.00
Account Summary

-

-

Previous Balance
Payments and Adjustments
Purchases
Cash Advances
Fees h Finance Charges
N e w Balance

0.00
0.00
12.300.00
0.00
43.79
$12,343.79

Purchase Categories
Miscellaneous
Totai Purchases

Cardmember News
CASH WHEN YOU NEED IT It's easler than ever
10 oet cash eo to vour available Cash Advance

-

cash advance portion 01 your credit line. Reler
to yourcilibank Card Agreement tor specilic
linance charges.
Peace 01 mind is knowlnq .

yo, rctt, c a d dK0101 15 proteitru 11 > G I I(I come
TIOIS
Call1 866 606 6 5 8 6 l o I 1 ~ d o hon
l I ;m
can be protected. Receive a $15 rebate coupon
when votl eeroll.

$12,300.00
$12,300.00
lntroducinp Cltl(R) Identity Theft Solutions
Identity the11 can happen toanyone. IIit
happens to you we can help with tree
specialized assistance. Visit
https:/lwww.citicardz.com to learn more.

date paid

amount paid

check

please follow payment tnstructlonr outlined In thc "Important lnstructlonr far Maxlnq Payments" %recllonof the StaFment.

MIRIAM G CARROLL
HCll BOX 366
KAMIAH ID 83536-9410

ClTl CARDS

P.O. BOX 6411
THE LAKES, N V 88901-6411

ll,l,l,,lll,,llll,ll,ll,,IIIIIIII,,llll,,,ll,l,l,llll,l,ll~lll

-

December 17 January 16,2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1810 3138 2596
StatementIClosinq Date: 01/16/04

Page 2 of 2

Payments and Adjustments
sale ~ a t t

port Date

Activity

Amount

$0.00

T o t a l P a y m e n t s and Adjustments

Purchases
Miscellaneous

-

Balanct Transfer charpad To 0n.e 5
sale Date
Pwt Date
~ctlvity

12/22

12/22

Amsud

BAL XFER MBNA AMERICA

83610933 S12.300.00

T o t a l Miscellaneous
T o t a l Purchases

-

Cash

Advances

I

D

Part Date

Activity

Amount

$0.00

T o t a l Cash Advances

Finance C h a r q e

Information

Days tn
x

Nominal

Periodic

Billing

APR

Rate

Period

x

Balance
Perlodlc
Sublect to
= EW&Z
Flnance Charae
CHARGL

PURCHASES
Standard Parch

8.900%

.02438%(D) x

30

x

$0.00

=

$0.00

CASH ADVANCES
Standard Adv

19.990%

.05477%(D) x

30 x

$0.00

=

50.00

+

Transaclion
&W.&
Fee/.QMEE PERCENTAGE
CHARGE

RATE

+

50.00

8.900%

+

$0.00

19.990%

Total FINANCE CHARGE

=

$43.79

Rewards

* CITI

ENTERTAINMENT REWARDS SUMMARY *
Previous Points Balance
Purchase Points Earned
Points Redeenled/Explre
Points Adjostnlenf/Bonu
-"
Total Polntr

................-

Don'l lorgel! Your Cili Diamond Preferred Enlerlainnient Card is (he card that rewards yotr torallof your everyday purchases.
Use your card and earn Enlertainmenl Points tor new purchases. See orir websile, www.enlertainrnenlrewards.ci1icardrconl
or call 1-800-363-6246 lorn,ore information!

p'ti*Diamond ref err-jf" Entertainment Card

-

-

Page 1 of 2

January 16 February 16.2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5 4 2 4 1 8 1 0 3 1 3 8 2596
StatementlClosing Date: 02/16/04

How to Reach Us

www.citicards.com
Citibank Customer Service Ctr
BOX 6 0 0 0
THE LAKES, NV 89163-6000
1-866-380.5413

Quick Reference

Mlnimum Payment
Payment Due Date*

513.00

March 8,2004

+Paymentmust be received by IZ.9pm tical limeohthe payment due date.
.Paymen1 murl be received by 1:00 m local time onlhe paymenlOuc dale.
Total Credit Line
25,090.00
Available Credit Line
443.00
Cash Advance Limit
5,000.00
Available Cash Advance Limit
443.00

Account Summary
4

-

Cardmember News
IMPORTANT PROGRAM INFORMATION:
MasterCard renewed their insurance coverage
with Virginia Surety Company, extending
Purchase Assurance. Exlended Warranly and
MaslerRentaithro&iqhJanuary 31.2005.
Did you know?
YOLCCiti Card can provide shopping convenience
and accot!nl proleclion. Call 1-866-284.4428
l o learn how l o protecl your account and
receive a $15 rebate coupon when you enroll.

Previous Batance
Payments and Adjustments
Purchases
Cash Advances
Fees h Finance Charges

New Balance

Purchase Categories
Miscellaneous

Total Purchases

$?if$o"?b:

date paid

amount paid

check U

piease follow payment Instructions outtlned In the "lmportent tnrtructloos far Malinp Psymmts" sectlon ef the statement

MIRIAM G CARROLL
HCl1 BOX 366
KAMIAH ID 83536.9410

ClTl CARDS
P.O. BOX 6411
THE LAKES, NV 88901.6411

11,1,1,,1111,1111,1l,ll,,ll,,IIIII,IIII,t,ll&l,l,lllltl,,l~lll

-

January 16 February 16.2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
A c c o u n t 5424 1810 3138 2596
Staternent/Closing Oate'02116104

Page 2 o f 2

S260.00CR

T o t a l Payments and Adjustments

Purchases
Mlscelleneous
Balance Tlnnrfw Charqed To Onei 4
Sale Date
Port Daft
Activity
02/12
02/12
BAL XfER CHECK U 1087

-

Sala Date
02/11
02/11

-

Post Date
02/11
02/11

Amount
54,000.00

10075423

Activity
BAL XFER MBNA AMERICA
~ A XFER
L
DISCOVER

T o t a l Mlsceilaneous
T o t a l Purchases

cash Advances
sale ~ a i e

Port Date

~stibity

Amrunt

$0.00

T o t a l C a s h Advances

Finance Charge Information
Nominal

Periodic

x

Days in
Balance
8111lnp x
Subject to
=
Period
finance Char e

Peri~dlc

Transaction

+

Feel-

CHARGE

ANNUAL

PERCENTAGE

CHARGE

RATE

P!lQCUb~liC

Standard Purch
OHer 4
Oller 5
CASH ADVANCES
Standard Adv

8.900%
6.990%
4.990%

.02438%(D) x
.01915%(D) x
.01367YdD) x

31 x
31 x
31 x

$0.00
$645.41
$13,888.93

=

=
=

$0.00
53.83
558.86

+
+
+

SO.OO
S0.00
$0.00

8.900%
6.990%
4.990%

19.990%

.05477%(D)

x

31 x

$0.00

=

$0.00

+

50.00

19.990%

Total FINANCE CHARGE

=

$62.69

Rewards
'CITI ENTERTAINMENT REWARDS SUMMARY
Previous Points Balanc
Purchase Points Earned L a i t Pe
Points Redeerned/Expire
Points Adjasfment/8onu
Total Points
.

'

Don't lorget! Your Cili Diamond Preferred Entertainment Card is the card that rewards you lor ali of your everyday purchases.
Use your card and earn Enterlainmenl Points for new purchases. See our websile, www.entertainmen1rewards.cilirards.rom
or call 1.800-363.6246 l o r more information!

r?i"Diamond PreferrtJ"Entertainment Card

-

Page 1o f 2

February 16 -March 16.2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5 4 2 4 1 8 1 0 3 1 3 8 2 5 9 6
StatementlClosinq Date: 03/16/04

How t o Reach Us
wwwciticards.com
Citibank Customer Service C t l
BOX 6 0 0 0
THE LAKES, NV 89163-6000
1-866-380-5413

Quick Reference
M l n l m u m Payment
504.00
Payment Due Datet
April 9 , 2 0 0 4
'Payment must be received by I:>> pm irnal time onthe yaymentliuedale.
+~symentmtrrt be received by!:,>,> ppm locsi time ao the yayment due date.
Total Credit Line
25.090.00
Available Credit Line
860.00
Cash Advance Limit
5.000.00
Available Cash Advance Limit
860.00

Cardmember News
FREE SERVICES FOR ClTl CARDMEMBERS
Manage your Citi card account online securely.
anytime whether you wan1 tocheck your
balance, see it a payment was received or pay
your bill. Register now at www.citicards.com

-

Account Summary

-

-

Previous Balance
Payments and Adjustments
Purchases
Cash Advances
Fees & Finance Charges
New Balance
Purchase Categories
T o t a l Purchases

$0.00

date paid

Please follow payment lnitrlrctlenr outlined In the"1mportant lnrtructlonr for

MIRIAM G CARROLL
HCtl BOX 366
KAMIAH ID 83536.9410

Msllng

amount paid

check

Payments" sectlon OF the statement.

C l T l CARDS

P.O.BOX 6411
THE LAKES,N V 88901-6411

11,1*1,,111,,1111,11,11,,11,,111Ie'iIIlIIIIItIIIIlIIIII~II!lll

*

February 16 - March 16,2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5 4 2 4 1810 3138 2 5 9 6
StaternentlClosinq Date: 03/16/04

Page 2 of 2

Payments a n d A d j u s t m e n t s
5.1.

Date

Port Date
03/01

ActlYitv
P A Y M ~ N THANK
T
YOU

~me~nt
5520.00CR

14330723

T o t a l Payments and Adjustments

S520.00CR

Purchases
5~1. Date
Port Detr
T o t a l Purchases

C a s h Advances
sale o a o
Port Date

Activity

Amount

$0.00

~etl~ity

~mounl

$0.00

T o t a l Cash Advances

-

Finance C h a r g e Information
Days in
PURCHASES
Standard Puich
Oller4
Oller 5
CASH ADVANCES
Standard Adv

Nominal

Periodic

APR

Rale

x

8111ing
Period

x

Balance
Subfert to
=
Finance Charge

PeiiOdic
CHARGE

Feel-

CHARGE

PERCENTAGE
RATE
8.900%
6.990%
4.990%
19.990%

8.900%
6.990%
4.990%

.02438%(D) x
.01915%(D) x
.01367%(D) x

29 x
29 x
29 x

$0.00
$4.012.47
$20.397.13

$0.00
$2228
$80.86

+

=
=

i

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

19.990%

.05477%(D) x

29 x

$0.00

=

$0.00

+

$0.00

=

AMWL

Trsnractlon

+

+

Total FINANCE CHARGE

=

$103.14

Rewards

* CITI

ENTERTAINMENT REWARDS SUMMARY
Previous Points Balan
Purchase Points Earne
Points RedeeaedIExp'
Points Adjustmenl/Bonu
Total Polnls

.
.

*

2,090

Don't lorgel! Your Citi Dianlond Prelerred Entertainment Card is the card that rewards you lor all ot your everyday purchases.
Use yourcard and earn Entertainment Points tor new purchases. See ourwebrite, www.enteIlainnlenlrewards.l-ilicards.com
or call 1-800-363-6246 lor more inlormation!

GLti*Diamond Preferrtd"Entertainment Card

-

March 16 - A p r i l 15.2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account5424181031382596
StatementlClosing Date: 04/15/04

How t o Reach U s
www.citicards.com
Cltibank Customer Service Ctr
BOX 6 0 0 0
THE LAKES. NV 89163-6000
1-866-380-5413

Quick Reference
M l n l m u m Payment
P a y m e n t Due Date*
~

~

-Payment mu51be receive<
Total Credit Line
Available Credit Line
Cash Advance Limit
Available Cash Advancc

~

.

.

496.00
May 10,2004
the
yayinent
duedale.
~
the Daymenlduedate.
25.090.00
1.275.00
5 000.00
iz75.00

Account Summary

-

-

Previous Balance
Payments and Adjustments
Purchases
Cash Advances
Fees 6 Finance Charges
N e w Balance
Purchase Categories

24.229.62
520.00
0.00
0.00
104.68
$23,814.30

Cardmember News
Your Current nominal annual percentage rate tor
purchases may vaw monlhly and 1s based on the
Wall Slreel Journal Prime Rate olus 4.900%.
HJWCICI. 11 ~ O dl'IJl1ll
L
on 0 l . y C d l d AqIePPlelll.
your rate ma) t?irra\r. In, nrwrate ~ , lCe
l I.P
l o 24.990%. Tnere ralps apul, l o y , k.r zr'ount
at the lime thisstatement was printed.

Did you know?

Your Citi Card can provide shopping convenience
andaccount protection. Call 1-877.436-2674
to leam how loprofecl your account and
receive a $20 rebate coupon when you enroll.

T o t a l Purchases
FREE SERVICES FOR ClTl CARDMEMBERS
HP<~I!P
b011r ~ l a t ~ n l e oril
l l l fne oil, ~ l l e n)or
enroll in our rli f lerlron8c p f r q r a r l wnrn )ox

repisfer lor accounl online. Also, manage yollr
account, pay bills and more! Reqister now at
w~w.~iticaids.com

date paid

amount paid

please follow payment instiudlonr outllncd h the "important lnstructlonr tor MaXinq Payments" rectlon of the statement.

MIRIAM G CARROLL
HC11 BOX 366
KAMIAH ID 83536-9410

C l T l CARDS
P.O. B O X 6411
THE LAKES. NV 88901-6411

check U

-

March 16. April 15.2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
A c c o u n t 5424 1810 3138 2596
Statement/Closing Date: 04/15/04

Page 2 of 2

Payments and Adjustments
sate ate

Port Date
03/26

~ctlvity
PAYMENTTHANKYOU

~meunt
S520.0OCR

13853613

Total Payments and Adjustments

$520.00CR

Purchases
Sale Date
Port Date
T o t a l Purchases

Act!""

Amount

$0.00

Cash Advances
sale ~ a t r

port Dete

Actldty

Amwd

$0.00

T o t a l Cash Advances

-

Fees & Finance Charqes
Standard Purch
sale Date
Port Date
04/15

Activity
MEMBERSHIP FEE APR04-MAR 0 5

$0.00

T o t a l Fees & F l n a n c e C h a r q e s

Finance Charqe Information
Nominal
APR
PURCHASES
Standard Purch
Oiler 4
Offer 5
CASHADVANCES
Standard Adv

Periodlc

x

Rate

Days i n
Balance
Bllllng x
SubJectto
=
Period
finance Charge

Periodlc

EWEi&

Trsnsaclion

MW4L

+ F e e l f M t G PERCENTAGE

CHARGE

CHARGE

RATE

8900%
6.990%
4.990%

.02438%(D) x
.01915%(0) x
.01367%(0) x

30 x
30 x
30 x

50.00
$4.017.84
$19.898.56

=
=
=

$0.00
$23.08
$81.60

t

+
+

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

8.900%
6.990%
4.990%

19.990%

.05477%(0)

30

x

$0.00

=

$0.00

t

$0.00

19.990%

x

Total FINANCE CHARGE

=

$10468

Rewards

* C1T1 ENTERTAINMENT REWARDS SUMMARY *
Previous Points Balance
Purchase Points Earned
Points RedeenledIExpire
Points Adj~stn:ent/Bonu
Total Po1i.t~

.......................................

2,090

...................

ilun'l I ~ ~ r q bYl O
! L Crl,
~ L.~i,~ona
Pleferrro Irlrrtainnlcfil Care 15I1 r card i t a! renards y u 101
~ all ol {o~., r!er>d.l> L., rclarpr.
Use I(.: 'card aro earn Lnle!la nli,rnt I ~ o l r l 5lor oeh p $ . r c i d 5 c \ \?e i . ~n. ,l ~ u s i t e h, w d PnIerla~nnierilrewxIsI I'.r.lrUlrcnl
or call 1 800 363 6246 lor more bnlornlatlonl

A n i i l l!Lb&q.17
7004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1810 3138 2596
StaternentlClosing Date: 05/17/04

-

Paqe 2 of 2

Payments and Adjustments
Sale Date

Part D a h
04/30

Adiuity
PAYMENT THANK YOU

Amount
$500.0OCR

10910390

$SOO.OOCR

T o t a l Payments and Adjustments

Purchases
Sale ate
pert ~ s t e
T o t a l Purchases

Actiuity

Amount

$0.00

Cash Advances
sat.

Date

Port Date

~rtiuity

Amwd

$0.00

T o t a l Cash Advances

-

Finance Charqe Information

PURCHASES
Stanaard Purch
Ofler 4
Olter 5
CASH ADVANCES
Standard Adv

Nominal

Periodic

APR

Rate

x

Days in

Balance

x

Billlnq
Period

=

SubJectto

Finance Charge

Periodit
+

CHARGE

&WL&

Transaction
Fee/ll&&X
CHARGE

PERCENTAGE
8.900%
6.990%
4.990%
19.990%

8.900%
6.990%
4.990%

.02438%(0) x
.01915%(0) x
.01367%(0) x

32 x
32 x
32 x

$0.00
$4,022.04
$19,564.63

=

$0.00
$24.65
$85.58

i

=
=

+

S0.00
$0.00
$0.00

19.990%

.05477%(0) x

32

x

$0.00

=

$0.00

1

$0.00

t

Total FINANCE CHARGE

=

RATE

$110.23

Rewards

* CITI ENTERTAINMENT REWARDS SUMMARY *
0

Previous Points Balanc
Purchase Points Earne
PoinlsAdjusfnlenl/Bonll
Total points

-

0
0
0
2.090

Don't forget! Your Cili Diamond Preferred Entertainment Card is the card lhat rewards you lor all 01 your everyday purchases
Use your card andearn Entertainment Points lor new perchases. See our website, www.entertainnlentrewards.Citicards.com
or call 1-800.363-6246 f o r n ~ o r einlorniation!

C""i"Diamond Preferred" Entertainment Card

-

Paqe 1of 2

May 17 - June 16.2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1810 3138 2596
statement/Closinq Date: 06/16/04

How t o Reach Us
www.citicards.com
Citibank Customer Service Ctl
BOX 6000
THE LAKES. NV 89163-6000
1.666-380-5413

Quick Reference
Mlnlmum Payment
Payment Due Date'

479.00
July 12, 2 0 0 4

+~;,ymentmust be received by 105 pm loial rimeon the paymentdue'jate.
*payment mud be receive,? by i ~ grnl iwal
~ lime on the paymentduedale.

Total Credit Line
Available Credit Line
Cash Advance Limit
Available Cash Advance Limit

-

-

25,090.00
2 063.00
5,'000.00
2.063.00

Account Summary
Previous Balance.
Pavments and Adlustment~
Puichases
Cash Advances
Fees &Finance Charges
New Balance

23,424.53
50c.20,

Purchase Categories
Total Purchases

$0.00

date paid

amount paid

check 6

please tolbw payment lnrtruc(ianr outllnld in the "Important $n$trvctlonr far Msklnp Payments* section of the rtsternent

MlRiAM G CARROLL
HCl1 BOX 366
KAMiAH ID 83536.9410

ClTl CARDS
P.O. BOX 6411
THE LAKES. NV 88901-6411
11,1,1,,111,,1111,1IIII,,IIIIIIII,,IIIIttIIIIIII~1IIIIIIII~lll

Wi"Diamond preferre& Entertainment Card

-

Page Iof 2

June 16 - J u l y 16.2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1810 3138 2596
StatementlClosing Date: 07/16/04

How t o Reach Us
wwwriticardsrom
Citibank Customer Service Ctr
BOX 6000
THE LAKES. NV 89163-6000
1.866-380-5413

Quick Reference
Mlnimum Payment
Payment Due Date'

Cardmember News

471.00
August (0,2004

Pleare see the enclosed prlvacy notlce lor

*Payment must be received by I : M pm local time iinthe payment due dale.
'Payment muit be icreivedtq b30 m loisi lime onlhe payment due date.

Total Credit Line
Available Credit Line
Cash Advance Limit
Available Cash Advance Limit

important
inlormation.

25,090.00
2.442.00
5,000.00
2,442.00

Is your account protected If romethlnq
unexpected

Account Summary
Previous Balance
Payments and Adjustments
Purchases
Cash Advances
Fees h Finance Charges
New Balance

happens? Call ur at 1.866-247-0638.We can
help!

23.026.25
480.00
0.00
0.00
100.92
$22647.17

Purchase Categories
Total Purchases

$0.00

date paid

amount paid

check U

PCare follow payment lnstrudlonr outlined In the"lmp0tirtant lnrtiuctlon~Br Mahlng Paymentr" rectlon of the statement.

05~2Y~~L03L382596999999Y7LO05BO5

5424 1810 3138 2596
P(wI*

MlRlAM G CARROLL
HCll BOX 366
KAMIAH I0 83536-9410

Entu Amwnt oIPaywnt Entlarsd

CITI CARDS
P.O. BOX 6411
THE LAKES, NV 88901.6411

lltl,l,llll,,llll,ll~ll,,ll,,llll,,llll,,*ll~l#l,llll,l~tl,lll

June 16 - Juiv 16.2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1810 3138 2596

Paqe 2 of 2

Statement/Ctosing Date: 07/16/04

Payments and Adjustments
sale

part Daie

Actlnty

07/12

PAYMENT THANK YOU

Ameunt

13022685

5480.0OCR

T o t a l P a y m e n t s and Adjustments

S480.OOCR

Purchases
sale Date

Port D l t r

Actikity

Amount

$0.00

T o t a l Purchases

Cash Advances
ss1e Dair

P w t Data

Activity

Amount

$0.00

T o t a l Cash Advances

-

Finance Charge Information
Nominal
APR

PURCHASES
Standard Purch
Otter 4
otter 5
CASH ADVANCES
Standard Adv

Periodic
Rate

x

Days in
Billing

Period

Balance

x

Subject to
=
Finance Charge

Periodic

EUA&E

CHARGE

Transaction

W

8.900%
6.990%
4.990%
19.990%

+ FeeiFlNANCE !%SENTAGE
c~G%RATE

8.900%
6.990°/0
4.990%

.02438%(D) x
.01915%(D) x
.01367%(D) x

30 x
30 x
30 x

$0.00
54,030.45
518.964.69

=
=

$0.00
$23.15
$77.77

+

+

50.00
$0.00
$0.00

19.990%

.05477%(D) x

30 x

$0.00

=

$0.00

+

$0.00

=

+

Totat FINANCE CHARGE

3

$100.92

Rewards

* CITI ENTERTAINMENT REWARDS SUMMARY '
Previous Points Balance
Purchase Points Earned
Poinls RedeemedlExpire
Points Adjustmenl/Bonu

Total Points

....... .

Don't forgel! Your Cifi Diamond Preferred Enfertainmenl Card is the Card thal rewards you lor all 01 your everyday purchases.
Use your card and earn Entertainment Points lor new purchases. See our websile, www.enlertainmenlrewards.cilicards.com
or call 1.800-363-6246 lor more inlormation!

'"ti"Diamond Preferred"Entertainment Card

-

Page 1 of 2

July 16. August 17.2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
~ c c o u n 5424
t
1 8 1 0 3138 2596
~ t ~ t e m e n t / C l o s i nDate:
g
08/17/04

How t o Reach Us
www.citicards.com
Citibank Customer Service Ctr
BOX 6000
THE LAKES. NV 89163-6000
1-866-380.5413

puick Reference
464.00
Mlnlmum Payment
Payment Due Date*
September 1 0 , 2 0 0 4
+payment m ~ sbet received by I:O~ urn 1bca1time on the oiiymenl due dale.
+payment
be
by 1:03pm1oc;rl timeonthe wyment duedate.
25.090.00
Total Credit Line ,
2,81290
Available Credit.Line
5 000.00
Cash Advance Limit
i.812.00
Available Cash Advance Limit
Account Summary

-

Previous Balance.
payments and Adjustments
Purchases
Cash Advances
Fees 6 Finance Charges
New Balance

22 647.17
475.00
0.00

0.00

105.31
$22,277.48

purchase Categories
$0.00

Total Purchases

date paid

follow

amount paid

check

*

lnrtiultt~anr out~~ned
inthe . , ~ ~ ~ inrtructlonr
~ r t ~ n tfor MaUlnq Payment*" recflonof the statement.

1 4 N MC

00 A 1 AR7321221

~ ~ , , ~ , , , ~ ~ , , ~ , ~ ' , , ~ ~ , , ~ ~ , , l , l , , , l , , l , , ' l l l l , , , ' l l , , , l l , , l ,ll , l, l ~ ~ l * l ~ ~ l * l ~ l ~ ~ l l . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~ l
MIRIAM G CARROLL
HCll BOX 366
KAMIAH I 0 83536-9410

ClTl CARDS
P.O. Box 6411
THE LAKES, NV 88901-6411

I I , I ~ ~ , , I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! , , I I I I ~ ~ I \ I I ~ ~ ~ I I I I I I I ~ I I I I ! ~

Arlv w
t 17.2004
MlRiAM G CARROLL
A c c o u n t 5424 1810 3 1 3 8 2 5 9 6
StatemenVClosing Date: 08/f7/04

Page 2 of 2

Payments and Adjustments
Sal* Data

Pest Date

Adlvitv

Amount

Total Payments and Adjustments

S475.00CR

Purchases
581e Date
P e l t Date
T o t a l Purchases

Activity

Amoud

$0.00

Cash Advances
Sale D 4 a

Port Date

Activity

Amwnt

$0.00

T o t a l C a s h Advances

-

Finance Charqe information
Nomlnai
APR
PURCHASES
Standard Purch
Oller 4
Oller 5
CASH ADVANCES
Standard Adv

Perlodlc
Rate

x

Days in
Bililnp x
Period

Periodic

Bataxe

Subject to
=
Finance Charpe

Transaction

+ fee/-

CHARGE

AKW&
PERCENTAGE

CHARGE

8.900%
6.990%
4.990%

.02438%(D) x
.0191S0/dD) x
.01367%(D) x

32 x
32 x
32 x

$0.00
$4.023.52
$18.437.38

=
=
=

$0.00
$24.66
580.65

+
+

19.990%

.05477%(0) x

32

x

$0.00

=

$0.00

RATE

t

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

8.900%
6.990%.
4.990%

t

$0.00

19.990%

Tofal FINANCE CHARGE

=

$105.31

Rewards
'CITI ENTERTAINMENT REWARDS SUMMARY *
Previous Poinls Balan
Ptlrchase Points Earne
Points Adjusln~entlBonu

Don'l lorgetl Your Citi Diamond Preferred Enterlainnlent Card is Ille card thal rewards you lor allot your everyday purchases.
Use your card and earn Enterlainmenl Poinls tor new purchases. See our website, www.eotertainn1enlrewards.ci1icards.com
Or call 1-800.363-6246 l o r more iolormation!

f

':i" Diamond Preferred" Entertainment Card
Page 1 of 2

-

August 17 September 1 6 . 2 0 0 4

.-

MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1810 3138 2596
Statement/Ciosing Date: 09/16/04

How to R e a c h Us
www.citicards.com
Citibank Customer service Ctr
BOX 6 0 0 0
THE LAKES NV 8 9 1 6 3 - 6 0 0 0
1.866-380-6413

Q u i c k Reference

Minlmum P a y m e n t

456.00

O c t o b e r 11, 2004
Payment Due Date*
*payment must be recelvedtry l a 0 pm iml time anthe paymenfdvedale.
*paymentmvsl be ieceivrd by 1:00 pm local lime onlhe Daymen1 duedale.
Tot?! Credit L i ~ e,
25,090.00
Avariabie Credrt Line
3 180.00
Cash Advance L i m i t
5.600.00
Available Cash Advance L i m i t
3.180.00
Account Summary

-

previous Balance
Payments a n d Adjustments
Purchases
Cash Advances
Fees h Finance Charges
New B a l a n c e

22,277.48
465.00
0.00
0.00
97.47
$21,909.95

C a r d m e m b e r News
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT CREDIT
REPORTING:
WE MAY REPORT iNFORMATiONABOUT YOUR
ACCOUNT TOCREDIT BUREAUS. LATE
PAYMENTS. MISSED PAYMENTS. OR OTHER
DEFAULTSONYOURACCOUNTMAYBE
REFLECTED iN YOUR CREDIT REPORT.

IS
your account protected 11 something

unexpected
happens? Call us at 1-866-247-0360.We can
help!

Purchase Categories
Total Purchases

$0.00

FREE SERVICES FOR CIS1 CARDMEMBERS
Manaqe your Clti Card account online securely.
anylinlewhetheryou wan1 tocheck your
balance, see it a payment was received or pay
your bill. Register now at www.riticards.conl
Save Time. Save Paper. Sign up for

All-EIEctrOnlC.
YOU~IIhave instant access l o your statement
04 l.ne, w # l n o ~
lr.a!
l plle 01 paper. Get anenrdll
nollre a r m loor rlalerneril 15 ready. Rrqlrtrr
oc rlgnun l o c~lfcarnr
tun3 21.0cnoorr Ma, aye
MY Account.

date paid

amount paid

check #

pleare follow payment lnrtructlon$ aUtllned in the '"important lnsttuctlonr tor MaXlnq P a y m e n t r rectlon d the statement

Your Account NUmbcr

05424L8~03136259b99999945b0059~L

5424 1810 3138 2596
RWI. Entr Amount el Paymnt fnclowd

MIRIA14 G CARROLL
HCII BOX 366
KAMIAHID 83536.9410

ClTl CARDS

P.O. BOX 6411

T H E L A K E S , NV 8 8 9 0 1 - 6 4 1 1

ll,l,l,,lll,,lllltll,ll,,ll,*llll,,llll~~~ll~l~ltllllrl~~l~lll

A#,
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5 4 2 4 1810 3 1 3 8 2596
Staternent/Closing Date: 09/16/04

Page 2 of 2

Payments and AdJustrnents
salt Data

Port Dqte

Actlnty

09106

PAYMENTTHANKYOU

Amount
14324107

$465.00CR

Total Payments and Adjustments

$465.00CR

Purchases
Post Date
Total Purchases
Salr Date

Activity

AII~ouII~

$0.00

Cash Advances
51..

bat.

P ~ rData
t

Activity

Arneunt
$0.00

Total Cash Advances

Finance Charge Information

Standard Purch
Oller 4
Oller 5

9.150%
6.990%
4.990%

.O2507%(D) x
.01915%(D) x
.01367%(D) x

30 x
30 x
30 x

$0.00
54.026.80
$18.127.48

=

=
=

$0.00
523.13
$74.34

t

+
t

Tolal FINANCE CHARGE

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

=

9.150%
6.990%
4.990%

$97.47

Rewards

* CITI ENTERTAINME
p o i n ~ sAdjuslment/Bonss Points

-

V ~ n ' l 0 i ~ 2 1Y! c ~ Cr ~ I wanlono
I
P~ptrrrrdCntellalno,enlCard ir the car0 lodt renjrur )"a tor all ut yo, 1 eizryda,pl.r~tlascs
use
%ut.i
raro di,d
I n l e i l a , ~ l n t mltb n l s lor rex pt rttiarts. See 0t.l nrh:,lc, x w n . r i lerta nnxzntrc w ~ r i l i . c ~ l ~ ~ J l d s . ~ o l l l
..,
or call 1-800-363-6246l o r more information!

6?iQDiamond preferred Entertainment Card

4

Page 1o f 2

September 16 -October 18.2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1 8 1 0 3 1 3 8 2596
~tatement/ClosingDate: 10/18/04

HOW

to Reach Us

www.citicards.com
Citibank Customer Service Ctr
BOX 6 0 0 0
THE LAKES, NV 89163-6000
1-866-3805413
Quick Reference

Minlmum Payment
Payment Due Date*

449.00
November 10,2004

+pdymentmu* be received by li3O pm local tlmeon the payment duedrle.
+paymeolmusI
be received by 1:09Dm local lime on the payment due dale.
25,090.00
Total Credit Line
3,497.00
Available Credit,Line
5,000.00
Cash Advance Llmlt
Available Cash Advance Limit
3.497.00

Account Summaw

-

Previous Balance
Payments and Adjustments
Purchases
Cash Advances
Fees &Finance Charges

New Balance
m o r i
~

~~~

e

21.909.95
456.00
0.00

0.00

103.07
$21,592.02

s

Total Purchases

$0.00

Cardmember News
The b e 0 0 Gllt Certlflcate leature
has been discontinued as01 October 2l. 2004.
1s YOU^ account protected I1 somethlnq
unexpected
happens? Call us at 1-866-393.0847. We can
help!
Save Time. Save Paper. Slqn up for
All-Electronic.
~ o t i ' lhave
i
instant access to your statenlent
online, withoul that pile of paper. Get an e-mail
notice when your slatentenf is ready. Register
orsign-on to citicards.com and choose Manage
My Accounl.

FREE SERVICES FOR ClTl CARDMEMBERS
Manaoe vour
. Citi card account online securelv,
J P ~ I ~ W
nnelhel yo,, wa1.1 totneck yot~r
Dalance. ,ec 11 a payrnent rrar r e i e ved ol pay
y I I I bl 1 K e q ~ ~ lOOW
e r dl W X W C ~ l l C J ' l l l ( L I I 1

.

date paid

amount paid

check it

please follow payment instructionr outlinca in the "important Instructions for Making Payments" section ofthe statement.

your Accmmt Number

16N MC

00 A 1 AR7321221

ll,,l,,,ll,,l,l,,,ll,,ll,,l,l,,,l,,l,,,llll,,,,ll,,,ll,,l,l,,l
MIRIAM G CARROLL
~ C lBOX
l 366
KAMIAH 10 83536.9410

ll*~l,l,'l,l,l,,ll,,,,',ll,ll,,*l~,l,,*ll~~~ll~~l~ll
ClTl CARDS
P.O. BOX 6411
THE LAKES, NV 88901-6411

11,1,1,l111,,111111~#~~,,\~,,III~IIIIfIIIIIIIIIIIfIIIIItIItI\~

-

SPD16 October 18.2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
A c c o u n t 5 4 2 4 1810 3138 2596
StatementIClosing Date. 10/18/04

Page 2 of 2

Payments and Adjustments
sale Dete

Port Drt*
10118

~rtluity
PAYMENT THANK YOU

Am~unt
S456.00CR

34538687

T o t a l Payments and Adjustments

$456.00CR

Purchases
Date
Port Data
T o t a l Purchases

ActlYity

Salt

Amovnt

$0.00

Cash Advances
sale Date

Pert Date

~ctivtty

Amo~d

$0.00

T o t a l Cash Advances

Fees & Finance C h a r g e s
Standard Pvrch
sale ~ a t r
Port Date
~ctiMty
10J18
LATE TEE SEP PAYMENT PAST DUE

Amcunt

-

$35.00

$35.00

T o t a l Fees & F i n a n c e Charqes

Finance
Charge Information
Days In

Nominal
e

F

i

n

PURCHASES
Standard Purch
Oller 4
Olfer 5
CASH ADVANCES
Standard Adv

APRa

x

Periodlc
n Rate

c

Bllllng
e

x

Balance
Subled to

C

-

A&&!&

oanractian

Perlodlc

= E!.W&X

2

+ feelC ARC

9.400%
6.990%
4.990%

.02575%(0) x
.01915°h(D) x
.01367%(0) x

32 x
32 x
32 x

$0.00
54,034.37
$17.911.24

=
=
=

$0.00
524.72
-78.35

+

19.990%

.05477%(0) x

32 x

$0.00

=

50.00

E-P

RAT

+

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

9.400%
6.990%
4.990%

t

50.00

19.990%

+

Total FINANCE CHARGE

=

$103.07

* CITI ENTERTAINMENT REWARDS SUMMARY'
Previous Points Balanc
Purchase Points Earne

Total Points

0

0
0

-

"

0
0

Duf.1 lurgc-1 Y o t < C # lUanlono
l
I ~ c ~ l t ~ r e d i n l e f l a , nC
~ i~l ~r na lIhccardlt,al
~r
r z ~ a l o s,141 l c i 111i I y o i l euw]day p.lrcrasci
use ,oc r chra -no e i r , I$\lrrlarn,>,enlP i ~ n l slor n w l.irchasls. See o t i ~ v o s ~ hi*,.)
l e C I lr.1 ~ i r i l ~ e n l ~ c~l#.ar!l\
~ ~ v a : t~o i~l .
U( (all l f ~ i0b l (2.46 IUI
mure inlo!maltun~

C""i"Diamond Preferred Entertainment

Card

-

Paqe 1 of 3

October 18 November 16.2004

.-

MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1 8 1 0 3 1 3 8 2596
Statement/Closing Date: 11/16/04

How t o Reach Us
www,citicards.com
Citibank Customer Service Ctr
BOX 6 0 0 0
THE LAKES. NV 89163-6000
1-866-380-5413

Quick Reference
Cardmember News
Our records show hmnle phone 208,9357962 and
bilslness phone 208-926.4372. Pieace ,Iodate
coupon it incorrect.

442.00
M l n l m u m Payment
December 10,2004
P a y m e n t D u e Date*
+paymentmu* be recelven by,yi:00pm ioial time an the pymentduedate.
+paymentmust be received by1:C.O om local time un the oayment due date.
Total Credit Live
25.090.00
Available Credit Line
3 856.00
5,000.00
Cash Advance Limit
Available Cash Advance Limit
3.856.00

Life Happens. But blils likc this don't have to.
When 1ile.Chanqinq events interrupt your income
or strain your budget, Credit Protector gives
you sonte brealhing room when it comes to
yoilr arcount payments. To enroll. call
1-866-885-1229.

Account S u m m a r y

-

Previous Balance
Payments and Adiustments
Purchases
Cash Advances
Fees &Finance Charges
New Balance

IMPORTANT PROGRAM INFORMATION:
Exclting News!
~ e n a l d splugrari in
'tie arr t.c,q~~der9
t t m e r n w r WII~ n w e ha,slueariiandieUceII

Purchase Categories
T o t a l Purchases

$0.00

T h a n k Y o u Redemptions Network

T h e n d n e ~ s ~ t a ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ ."
IoTIa0IYc~

Total ThankYou Points

Redemptions ~ e l i o r k ( s ~ Look
) . lor delails and
new tern6 and conditions in the nlail

2,090

Log o n t o our website a t
www.thankyouredemptions,camwhere rewardinq
yourself has never been easier. You can review
your Thankyou Poipts balance, browse our
redemptton collection, and even redeem oniinel

Save Time. Save Paper. Slqn up lor

All-Electronic.
You'll have instant access to yourstatenlent
online, without that pile of paper. Gel an e-mail
notice when your statenlent is ready. Register
or 8ign.m to c i l i ~ a r d ~ ~andchoose
om
Manage
My ACCOUOI.

date paid

plesrc follow payment lnstructlons outlined in the "lrnportent inrtructlons far

MU* b R-IVM

MIRIAM G CARROLL
HCll BOX 366
KAMIAH ID 83536.9410

61

I 1 vow Total @*"a

5 4 2 4 1810 3138 2596
Em" Alnwnt of Paymot L~lared

Pitar.

j jM

check ?4

MaLlng Payments" rectlen of the statement.

05424LBLD3L3B259b999944442DD59LB

I pamnt

amount paw

n MA W h u

8.

1
1

ClTl CARDS
P.O. BOX 6411
THE LAKES, NV 88901-6411

ll,l,l,,lll,,llll,ll,ll,,ll,~llll,,llll*,,ll,l,l,llll*l,,l~lll

004

MIRIAM G CARROLL
Paqe 2 of 3

Account 5 4 2 4 1810 3138 2596
StatementlClosing Date 11/16/04

Payments and Adjustments
sale Date

Port Dab
11/01

Artlvity
PAYMENT THANK YOU

Amount
S450.00CR

1722076

Total Payments and Adjustments

$450.00CR

Purchases
5.11 ~ a t c

Pert D s C

Activity

Amount

$0.00

Total Purchases

Cash Advances
sale ate

port Datr

~ctivity

mount

Total Cash Advances

-

$0.00

Finance Charge Information

-

.
PURCHASES
Standard Purch
oltet 4
Offer 5
CASH ADVANCES
Standard Adv

Nomlnal
APR

Periodic
Rate

x

Days in
Biliing
Period

x

Balance

Periodic

SubJedto
=
finance Charge

Tranraclioo

* feeI.C!N@X

CtlI\RGL

CHARGE

9.650%
6.990%
4.990%
19.990%

9.650%
6.990%
4.990%

.02644%(D) x
.01915%(D) x
.01367%(0) x

29 x
29 x
29 x

$35.13
$4.021.87
$17.331.02

=
=
=

$0.27
522.34
$68.71

+
+

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

19.990%

.05477%(0) x

29 x

$0.00

=

$0.00

+

50.00

t

T d a l FINANCE CHARGE

&!W&L

PERCENTAGE
RATK

=

$91.32

Rewards

Previous Statement Point To1
Base Poinls Earne
Tolal Poinls Earn
Total ThankYou Poinls Availabi
Lifelime ThankYou Points Earn
Bonus Points may lake one l o two billing cycles to appear on your slatemenl. Please reler l o the specific terms and
conditions pertaining l o the promolion lor luither delails.

w

-

r 18 November 16.2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1810 3138 2596
StatementlClosing Date: 11/16/04

Page 3 of 3

FREE SERVICES FOR ClTl CARDMEMBERS
Manaoe
card account online securely, anylime-whether you want lo check your balance, see il a payment was
. yourciti
.
received or pay your bill. Reqister now at www.citicards.com

WieDiamond Preferred'"Entertainment Card
-

Page 1 o f 2

-

November 16 December 16.2004
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5 4 2 4 1 8 1 0 3 1 3 8 2 5 9 6

How t o Reach U s
www.citicards.Com
Citibank Customer Service C t i
BOX 6 0 0 0
THE LAKES. NV 89163-6000
1-866.380-5413
Quick Reference

-

435.00
Minlrnurn P a y m e n t
Payment Due Date*
January 1 0 , 2 0 0 5
.paymentmu* be received by coo p~ local timeon the uaymenl due dale.
.payment must be received by IDO pm local timeonthe paymentduedte.
25.090.00
Total Credit Line
4,205.00
Available Credit Line
5 000.00
Cash Advance Limit
4,205.00
Available Cash Advance L i m i t

Cardmember News

KEEPTRACK OF YOUR HOLIDAY SPENDING
Stay on top oi your purchases and available credit

on your Citi card this holiday season. Register at
citi~ards.comtoday and view your account
rummaiy. anytime, anywhere.

Account Summary

-

21.233.34
442.00
0.00
0.00
92.96
$20,884.30

Previous Balance
payments and Adjustments
Purchases
Cash Advances
Fees &Finance Charges
New Balance
purchase Categories

$0.00

T o t a l Purchases
T h a n k y o u Redemptions N e t w o r k

~

~
~

ht

~~points
~l k

~

~

u

...

... .. 2.090

date paid

amount paid

check

*

-

pleare follow payment initructlons outtlocd in the "tmportant lnrtructlonr for Ma~lnpPayments" sectlon of the dstcmenk

vow *scwnt NUnbcl

I

1BN MC

0 0 A 1 AR7321221
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MIRIAM G CARROLL
HCll BOX 366
KAMIAH ID 83536 9410

lll111l
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C l T l CARDS
P.O. BOX 6411
THE LAKES, NV 88901-6411
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Payments and Adjustments
saln oats

port ~ a t l
11129

AcUulty
PAYMENTTHANKYOU

Ameunt
S44200CR

36366296

T o t a l P a y m e n t s and A d j u s t m e n t s

$442.00CR

Purchases
s*le Date
P ~ rOat*
t
T o t a l Purchases

~~tlvity

Amount

$0.00

Cash Advances
sale Date

Pest O a h

Activity

Amount.

$0.00

T o t a l C a s h Advances

.-

Finance Charge Information

--

Days in

PURCHASES
Standard Purch
Otler 4
Otler 5
CASH ADVANCES
Standard Adv

Nominal

Periodlc

APR

Rate

10.990%
6.990%
4.990%
19.990%

x

.03011%(0) x
.01915%(0) x
.01367%10) x
.05477%(0)

x

x

8iItRg
Period

Balance
Periodic
Subject to
= f.@&iCZ
finance Charge
CHARGE

30 x
30 x
30 I

$35.26
$4,020.10
$16.957.89

=
=

x

$0.00

30

A.W!AL

Transaction
+

FeelCHARGE

PERCENTAGE
RATE

lO.990%
6.990%
4.990%
19.990%

+

=

$0.32
$23.10
$69.54

+

$0.00
$0.00
50.00

=

$0.00

t

$0.00

t

Total FINANCE CHARGE

=

$92.96

Rewards
****ThanLYo~Points Summary**L'
Previous Slateme
Base Points Earne
Total Points Earn

Bonus Fvinls may take one to two billing cycles t o appear on your statement. Please reier t o the specilic terms and
conditions pertaining to the promotion for furlher delails.

CeCi"Diamond Preferred" Entertainment Card

-
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December 16 -January 17,2005
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1810 3138 2596

How t o Reach U s
www,citicards.com
Citibank Customer Service Ctl
BOX 6 0 0 0
THE LAKES, NV 89163-6000
1-866-380-5413

Quick Reference
982.07
M i n i m u m Payment
February 9,2005
Payment.Due Date*
+~ayrnen,tmud be received b y 1 o O g m local tme on the liayme-I duedale.

-

~ccountSummary
20.884.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
542.07
$21.465.37

Previous Balance
Payments and Adjustments
Purchases
Cash Advances
Fees 6 Finance Charges
N e w Balance

Purchase Categories
T o t a l Purchases

$0.00

Cardmember News
Your late fee was basedon your account balance
as of the paynlenl due dale (01/10/05), which was
$20.684.30.
The Annual Percentage Rateon your account ha5
been increased due l o one ol the toilowing
reasons staled in yourcard Agreenlenl wllh us:
you lailed tosake a paymenl l o us orany other
creditor when due, you exceeded your credit
line or you made a payment l o us that was no1
honoredby your bank
Your account is Dast due. In order l o redeem or
continue earnin; Thankyoti Points. Dlease send
the Mloln>umPayment Due. Ifyour payment
has already been sent, we appreclate 11.

ThankYou Redemptlons Network

..... 2.090

Total ThankYou Points

;

Log o n t o our webstreat
www.tttankyo~re.lernptionscornwnere reward'rlq
yourself nas nevtr beeneasier.Yod can regien
Iunlw
- -,hrnure
- - our
-. T. .h, ~...n.,h V nP. ~n..l .n.-l ~halanrr,
redemption collectiol1. and even redeem online!

,--

-

-- -

-- -

-

We are pleased t o inform you that the current
bale

Crnetilr or yOi.rM~Slr.IC3101I<.
Id!Q I l W l
P I I C , deo lhrut gn Septernbrr 1. 7005. I or
* ~ n , , e,nluro>al~un
r
on the uec elll, )CI, ran
access as a cardholder, please Cali
1-800.MC.ASSIST.

date paid

amount paid

Please follow peyment lmtructlonr outlined In the "Important lnrtructlonr l o r Msklng PBymentr" rectlon d the statement.

l o w Account N

MiRlAMG CARROLL
liCll BOX 366
KAMIAH ID 83536.9410

m r

C l T l CARDS
P.O. BOX 6411
THE LAKES. NV 88901-6411

check

-

December 16 January 17, ZOOS
MIRIAM G CARROLL
Account 5424 1810 3138 2596
Statement/Closinq Date. 01/17/05

-
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Payments and Adjustments
Sale Date

Port D a b

Activity

T o t a l Payments and Adjustments

Amount

$0.00

Purchases
sale Data
Polt Date
T o t a l Purchases

Adivity

Amount

$0.00

Cash Advances
Sale ~ a t r

Port Date

T o t a l Cash Advancer

-

Amount

Activity

$0.00

Fees & Finance Charqes
standard PUIC~
sale ate
port ate
01/17

AcNvity

Am~unt

LATE FEE .DEC PAYMENT PAST DUE

$39.00

T o t a l Fees &Finance Charqes

$39.00

Finance Charge Information
Days in
Balance
Periodic
Tranraction
&EL!&
Norninai
Periodic
x Billlng x
SubJectl o
FlNANEe + Fee/Ely.@&g PERCENTAGE
APR
Rate
@
RA E
PURCHASES
$0.00
29.240%
$35.76 =
$0.92 *
32 x
Standard Perch
29.240%
.08011%(0) x
$0.00
29.240%
$4.073.46 =
$104.42 +
32 x
.08011%(0) x
Oller 4
29.240%
$0.00
29.240%
$17.03649 =
5436.73 t
32 x
Olfer 5
29.240%
.08011%(D) x
CASHADVANCES
29.240%
.080ll%tlX x
32 x
$0.00 =
$0.00 +
$0.00
29.240%
Standard Adv
-

-

Totai FINANCECHARGE

=

$542.07

Rewards
****ThankYou Points Slimmary****
Previous Statement Point Tot
Base Points Earne
Total Thankyou Points AvailaM
Lifetzrne ThankYoi! Points Earn
B U ~ L IPo!i 15 m3y take one t o two C$ll.nqcycles I o a p ~ eon
~ lyciir rtalem?nl l ' r ~ s rrclcr l o l n e surcil r tern!$ art1
~01011,011:s ~ l l d l ~ l nIL
l l IIP
prom~l#ol,
lor l l r l n ~deidil5.
l

December 16 - January 17.2005
MIRIAM G CARROLL

Account 5424 1810 3138 2596

-
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StaternentICIosing Date: 01/17/05

Llte Happens. B u t bllls llke thls don't have to.
When life-changing events interrrlpt your income orstrain your budget, Credit Proreclorgives you some brerealhing roonl
when it comes l o your account payments. To enroll. call 1-866-463.8060.

FREE SERVICES FOR ClTJ CARDMEMBERS
Manage your Citi Card account online securely, anytirile. whelher tau wan1 to check your balance, see ifa payment was
received or pay your bill. Register nowit citicards.Com

CitiCards
701~ a s6othstreet,
t
North
P.O. Box 6077

Sioux FaBs, SD 57117-6077
January 07,2005

MIRIAM G:CARROJL
HCl l BOX 366
KAMIAH ID ,83536-9420

Re: ACCOUNT #: 542418 1033 382596
Balance $20884.30

Dear MIRIAM G:CARROLL,
Your recent correspondence has been forwarded for our review. The extension of credit you were given through the use of
your Citibank credit card constitutes an extension of credit under federal law. Federal law defines a loan and extension of
credit as all direct or i n d i t advances of funds to a person made on the basis of any obligation of that person to tepay the
funds. 12 U.S.C. 24 Seventh. By your use of the Citibank d t card@),you a p e d to lhe terms of the Citihank
Agreement(s) which specifically state they are governed by federal and South Dakota law.
Accordingly, our extension of credit is lawhrI; therefore, you must continue to remit at least the requested payment due on
(he account(s) by the payment due date listed on your account statements in accordance with the terms of the
Agreement(s).
Pursuant to our Agreement, we are exercising o w right to close your account, if it is not already closed, based on your
refusal to pay.

I aust we have clarified our position in this matter. We wilI not respond to any further communications of rhis type.

Very twly yours.

T. Mancuso
Manager

Amemberof c c t ~ ~ r o u ~ f
4

Citibank Card Agreement
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Using Your Account and Your Credit Line:
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Additional Cards:
'icu may i e q ~ ~ a1o1d ! . ~ ~ ui Id r x .: , c
I.X m a , necmn snolt>er OZIIOC. 10 na.'

i
.

i

.i i:;(,m
~CIPII

tor ,a: lrnli ol rtliacr ard
to tne d l 0 oi 3c:)unl nunlwr

use your dccoud It you tell us t o revoke inither p k o n h use of your aecouni
we may close the account and issue a new card or cacdr w* a different acwunt
number. You are responslbk tor the use of each card issued on your account
according to the l e m s of this Agreement.

Membershiu Fee:
Tnc foloar rnnlslnlr] ill? m i 0 I 0 :at,? ~ ! , l i l t ~ )? oi ~ arcl.nt
r
K i 10:ect to
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youi reasonable legal tees andeoun costs.
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which includas advising you about bur products, sewices, and other opporlunities.
and la administer out business. We will oermit onlvauthorized emoiovees. who

Telephone Monitoring and Recording:

i ~
I TI "
' C [me ,.? m, n o n i l , aio .r:?r~, r ~ " i a ~ . r n +ca
ir!?.? TI.:
.s': iis.(e :^? 9.3 pi 31 C . I sen c ?
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We reserve the riaht to assian any or ali of our rights and obligations under this

.

,

~-

Customer Privacv:
;i

Assignment:

If you have aiready toid US that you do not ivant such other information shared,
your instruction remains in effect. You do not need to n o t i us again.

Collection Costs:

,::

and the iaw of South Dakota, where we are iocated,

For Further Information:
:i .i ~
cir a s ?

. . P LL ? c : ~ : J \ c

,

Correcting
- Your Credit Report:

..;
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Thomas W Jones
President & CEO
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agencies. Your statemint will become a part of your credii record wilh them

4

SP
Citibank (South Dakota], N.A.
Box 6000
Sioux Falls, SD 57117

@ 1999 Cilibank [South Dakota). N.A.

#

Ciosina Your Account:
~ - - - -- ~

h0

YOUma", close vaui
" However
~ vou.
,
~
~
,~~account at an" time bv
. notiiino
' "us in wrilino.
.i.ran r e r c n s ~: IC $3, I?? C ~ ~ P : ? Z C C O < Ona t i 11116111s C! , r ~ A ) ~ ~ e m ~ ~ ~ What To Do If There's An Error In Your Bill.
.?t mi, .3s. ,:.I a:*:.-l
LI S . S S ~ P I ,?.ricc).nt
p i . ?qe? or f i ~ l n d r * ? c . i
Your Biflino Rfqhls. Keep T h b Notice For future Use.
bl an, t no ;~nc.:
313, n~::;
1.a rrs, a ?, i c i i . a h g i r i e n ' c i r g acc:.ot
number. oidifferen~checksat any time:~ou must return the card or the Citibank
checks to US upon reguest.
~

~

~

~~~

~

~~~~

Refusal of the Card:
c e $ 1 :.nnlre ,r tarn la.ir:e :r ,c:rcta.nl
r "3.
.ic,c, 2 t n r i p 1 3 e.rr ,c.ra e s . h t ~ n l c i i 3 1
..1
- t ~ n iI : ~ v ci
r ~,icnaseroicisr a'1.3-res .rn:? va, oe
~p:'o.?g one oi; ' ,%eo*tect -0.5.8 or s . s c r ~ . s z c ~ .0 c~;o.ra:co.r?
i.?
' - 5 , tt',lp$(~f r.;pe-?
,o:rre3!
PI. e i e r ~ r r :ec3? .sr.f, ?,!act . r ,
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. e
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, : . r c'i: I nz r 1n9.t r i . n~ an:olo.i igr!c .nc?t tns ;gri*neni
ire 1.2, ?IC:IS.
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If yo8 think your biiling statement is wrong, or it you need more information about

a transaction an vour billino statement, write to us ion a seoarate sheet1 at the

et-6':
i: i ?I' 71,

ninhlhilr
-.
.. .....the
.. ,.notice
.... ...
Except as set faith in this Agreement and except tor reports to credit repoiling
and collection agencies, iniormation we are permined to share with Citibank
affiliates, and information ule share in connection wilh co!iection of your account.
no one else viill be given idormation about your account without your knowledge,
authorization or proper legal authorihi

!

ing Customer information Among
Cirfbank Affiliates:

TO alert YOUto Speciai offers and provide you with products and sewices that
are tailored specificaliy to you, Citibank affiliates share Information about you on
a confidential basin.
Citibankaffiiiates ars perminsd by law lo share any iniormation about their
transactions or experiences with you. Oiher information you provide to us or that
VJe obein from ihiid parlies (tor example, credit bureaus) wiii not ba shared if you
notiiy us that you do not want such information shared among Ciiibank affiliates
You may notiiy us in writing ot your instruction at any time. Piease send youi
nameand address [as it appears on yaui account statamenti, along with youi
account type, account numbei and Sociai Security number to Citibank Processing
Center at CN 3178, South Hackensack, NJ 07606. We ask that you mail your
instruction in a stamped envelope that doer not include any other correspondence
~

~~

~~~~~~~
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Changing this Agreement:
We can ohaoos this Aoreement. inoiudino aii fees and the annual oenentaae rate.
e CI.SE a 188 tile r r m r ~ p3,meni
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chanoe shall be deemed acceotance oiihe new terms. evenii the 25 davs have
not itpired

Enforcing this Agreement:
r
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but dbing so will not piesews your rights.
In your iener, give us the foliowing Information:
# Your name and account number.
# The doiiar amount of the suspected error.
B Describe the error and expiain, ii you can, why you believe there is an error. It
YOU need more information, describe the item you are not sure about.
P
-l e a s e sion
- vour
. ietter.
if you have authorized us to pay your credit card biii automatically from your
savings or checking account you can stopthe payment on any amount you think
is wrong. To stop the payment you must teii us at least three buslnsss days before
the automatic oavment
is scheduled to occur.
. .
Your Rignls and Our Respons~olrN~es
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Assignment:

:,,

WB reserve the right to assign any or all of our iights and obligations under this
Agreement to a third p a w
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Is finally senled.
!I we don't tollow Mese rules, vre can't collect the lirslS50 of the questioned
amount. even if vour billinn statement was correct.

Applicable Law:
The terms and enforcement of this Agreement shali be governed by lederai law
and the law of South Dakota, vrhere vie ate located.

For Further lnformatlon:
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Ciiibank (South Dakota), N.A.
Box 6000
Sioux Falls, SD 57117

01 1999 Citibank (South Dakota). N.A.

What To Do If There's An Error In Your Bill.
Your Billing R i g h t s . Keep This N o r l c e For Future U s e .
~ n 1 r1 3 1 c t ~ : i t l n ri;anjqi
~
,tornalc- roc.i,~.i .:r!r I r e :
:
,rrL3rso t r r .rw tnr Fa. 're:: a n2a:i
~ o i l,l Us
v In Case of Errors or ~uesflonskboui Your Bill
tlunu thinkvnut biiiina statement is wrono. or if vou need more information about
,...
billing staiemedon which th;eiioi or problem appeared. You can teiephone us.
but doing soiviil no1 preserve your rights.
In your iensi, give us the foiiowing lnfoima(i0n:
Your name and account number.
m The doiiar amount of the suspected error.
m Descfibe the error and explain, if you can, why you believe these is an error. if
YOU need moreinlormation, describe the item you are not suie aboul.
m Pleare sign your lener.
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the automatic payment 6 scheduled to occur
Your Righls and Our R~sponslbililissAHsr We Receive Your Writlen Nollse.
We must acknowiedge yaui ienei within 30 days, unless we have corrected the
enar hv lhen Within 90 dnvs iue must eitheicoriect the error 01exoiain whv we
~
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YOUmust have made the purchase in your home state or, If not within your
home state, within 100 miles 01 your current address: end
m i h e purchase price must have been more than $50.
These iimitations do notappiy if we Own Or Operate ihe marchant, or it we mailed
you the advemsement for the propeny or services.
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To simplii the rest of this Agreement for you, the following definitions wiii apply.
The words you, you(, and younmean the person responsibie lor this Agreement,
to whom we direct the biiiing statement. h e word cardmeans one or more cards
which we have issued with your account number The words we, us, and our
mean Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. Tha words Citibank checks mean one or more
checks thatwe may provide to access your Citibank,card account. This Agreement
Is binding on you unless you cancel your eccollnl wtthin 30 days alter receiving
the card and you have not used o i authorized use of your account.

Using Your Account and Your Credit Line:
The card must be signed lo be used. Your initial credii line appears on the loider
containing the caid. A poition of you< credit iine, cailed the cash advance limit.
is a~ailableforcash advances. At our discrelion and at anytime. r e may change
youi credit iine or cash advance.limit. We viiil notify you ilwe do, either by maii.
or through a biliing statement sent eilher before or alter the change takes e n e c r
YOU may request a change to your credit line or cash advance iimii by contactiml
Customer Sewice by teiephona or mail.
G
The lull amount of your credit line is aveilabie to buy or lease goods or sewices
wllere~erihecard is honored. Your cash advance limit is available lor cash
through any bank or automated teiier machine that accepts the card or by using
Citibank checks, The total amount charged on your account, including purchases,
baiance transfers, cash advances, finance charges, fees, or other charges, must
always remain below your cretil line. However, if that total amount exceeds your
credit iine you must still pay us.

.

Additional Card='

".

u are responsible tor Me use of each c a ~ dissued on your accounl
0 the terms

of this Agreement.

--,
The folder containkg the card indicates whether your account is subject to
a membership fee. If 8 is, the fee is added to the purchase balance and is
non-refundabie unless you notily us to cancel your account within 30 days
from the maiiing date of the biliing statement on which the fee is billed.
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Transaction Fee for Balance Transfers:

Notice of Change in
Terms to Your Citibank
Card Agreement
f:lleclive on the clay alter the Staten~entiClosingDate
i~~dicated
on your August 2001 hillir~gstaternenl. we are
amending your Cilibank Card Agreement to substitute
"e lollowing urovisions regarding lhe delault rate, the
insactinn tee lor balance translers. and the lale lee for
Ihe coiresponding ones in your existing Citibank Card
Agreement When applicable, these changes witt appear
or1 your Seplember 2001 billing statement. We encourage
you lo read lhis notice and save il tor luture relerence.

Variable Annual Percentage Rates tor
Purchases and Cash Advances:
1he annual percentage rare for purchases and cash
advances may also vary it you delault under any Citibank
Card Agreement because you lail to make a payment to
11sor any other creditor when due. you exceed your credit
line, or you make a paymenl to us lhal is not honored
by your bank. In such circumstances, we may increase
the ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE (including any
promotional rale) on all balances to a delault rale ol up to
24.99%. Factprs considered in determining this default rate
rnay inctttde the length ol time the account has been open,
'Se existence, seriousness. and tinYng 01 Citibank Card
)reemelit delaulls. an6 olher indications ol account usage
arid oerformance The increase in lhe variable annual
Percentage rale as described in this paragraph lakes eHect
AS of IIle (ifst dav 01 llle hillina
" .oeriod in which
~,vot, delaoll
Your accouril may agairl hecome eligible lor a lower anriual
tpercei'ilagil rale on new p~lrrliases,new cash advances.
r l i bolh allnr you liave rnel ihelerrns of all Cilibank Card
Agreernenls lor six conscculive months. Your existing
halances will remain s~iblocllo llle delaull rate unlil they
arc?(wid i r i IuII

You have obtained a balance lransfer il you transfer a
balance from others by means olher than a Citibank ched,
or you obtain lunds through a Balance Transfer check.
To each balance transfer we add an additional FINILNCE
CHARGE of 3.0% of the balance transler, but not less than
$5 or more than $50. This lee will be added to the purchase
balance with the balance transfer. The balance transfer
transacton fee may caase me bnnual pdrcentaje rcti- c l
In? o,tl~nastatement on uvh~rnthe Dalaqc? trarister t t r i i
appears to exceed the nominal annual percentage rate.

-

Late Fee:
We witt add a late fee to the standard purchase balance for
each billing period you fail to make the minimum payment
by its due date. This late fee wilt be: $15 on balances up to
$100, $25 on balances of $100 up to $1000. and $35 on
balances of $1000 and over.

.

.

.................................. ................................................. ............

Non-Acceptance Instructions:
II you do not wish to accept these changes, you musl
notify us in writing within 26 days after the Statementl
Closing date indicated on your August billing
statement stating your non-acceptance, Include your
name, address, and account number and mail to: Customer
Service Center. P.O.Box 44121, Jacksonville, Florida.
32231-4121, If you notify us that you do not accept these
new terms, you can continue to use your card(s) under your
existing terms until the end of your current membership year
or the expiration dale on your card(s), whichever is later. At
thal time your account will be closed ana you will be able to
pay OH your remaining balance under your current terms.
For more detailed informationabout your current terms.
please refer lo your Citibank Card Agreement as amended
by any prior change in terms notices.

NON-ACCEPTANCE INSTRUCTIONS:

Notice of Change in
Terms Regarding Binding

Ifyou do not wish to accept the binding arbitration provision

contained in this change in terms notice, you must notity us in
wrilino within 26 davs aher the SlatemenVCiosino date indicated
on vor; November 2001 bllllno statement statinivour
- . non acceorsnce Inct~aeyour name aacress, ana acco,nt nLmoer aqo
ma 1 lo 2iistomer Serv ce Center PC) Box 34121 .ac<sonv e
For aa 32231-4121 it "0. noi~hS. DV Inat [!me tnat i o 00
~ n31
accept the binding arbhation piovisidns contained in this change
in terms notice, you can continue to use your card(@under your
existing terms until the end of your current membership year or
the expiration date on your card($, whichever is later. At that time
your account will be closed and you wili be able to pay OR your
,
wining balance under your existing terms.

Arbitration to Your Citibank
Card Agreement
Etfective on the day atter the StatementlClosing Date indicated
on your November 2001 billing statement, we are amending
your existing Citibank Card Agreement to include the following
provision regarding binding arbitration. The bindlng arbitration
provision does not apply to individual Claims of named parties in
any lawsuit served on us before the effective date, or to Claims
by unnamed members of a class in any certified class action if
notice has been provided to the class by court direction before
the ckttective date.
I1you do not wish to accept the binding arbitration provision,
please see the NON-ACCEPTANCE INSTRUCTIONS on panel
5 of this notice.
C

C!

ARBITRATION:

PLEASE READTHIS PROVISION OFTHE AGREEMENT
CAREFULLY. IT PROVIDESTHAT ANY DISPUTE MAY BE
RESOLVED BY BINDING ARBITRATION. ARBITRATION
REPLACESTHE RIGHTTO GOT0 COURT, INCLUDINGTHE
RIGHTTO A JURY ANDTHE RIGHTTO PARTICIPATEIN A
CLASS ACTION OR SIMILAR PROCEEDING. IN ARBITRATION, A DISPUTE IS RESOLVED BY AN ARBITRATOR
INSTEAD OF A JUDGE OR JURY. ARBITRATION PROCEDURES ARE SIMPLER AND MORE LIMITEDTHAN COURT
PROCEDURES.
A -~ m e m e ntto Arbitrate:
E lnor yo- of we may n *nokt tne other s ?onsen' e ecl m 6 v x
lor) oino ng arD*ral#o-+or aqy c a m a ~ s p ~ 3.
l e ~m1r3,ets)
oelneen yo- an0 JS (ca lea Cia ms')

Clalms Covered:
W h a t Claims a r e s u b l e c t t o arbitration? Ali Claims
-~
relating to your account, a briar related account, or our relationship are subject to arbitration, including Claims regarding lhe
application, enforceability, or interpretation of this Agreement an*
this arbitration provision. All Claims are subiect to arbitration, no
matter what legai theory they are based onor what remedv
(damages, or 'injunctive or declaratory relief) they seek, iiiis
includes Claims based on contract, tort (including intentional
tort). fraud. agency. your or our negligence, statutory or reguia~
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62001 Cilibank (south~akota).N.A.
Member FDIC

Cltrkank (South Dakota), N A
C/O r -;tamer Setvtce Center
PO.
44155
Jacksonville. FL 32231-4155

This notice applies to your Citibank card account ending [xxxx].
Effectiveon the first day of your first billing period beginning on or after November 2, 2004 (whether or not you receive a billing Statement),
we are amending your Card Agreement to substitute the following terms for the corresponding terms in your existing Card Agreement. We
encourage you to read this notice and save it for future reference.

-

Annual Percentaqe Rate for Purchases:
Your annual percentage rate for purchases IS the US. Prinle Rate plus 5.99%. As of August 1, 2004, thrs purchase ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE RATE is 10.24"0,v~li~ch
corresoo~~ds
to a dailv oeriodic rate of 0.028196. A dally periodtc rate is the applicable annual
percentage rate divided by 365. Please see the section of yo;r'~ard Agreement entitled "variable Annual Percentage Rates for Purchases
and Cash Advances" for details relating to how this purchase rate may change, including if you default under any Card Agreement that you
have with us.
Annual Percentage Rafe for Cash Advances:
Your annual percentage rate for cash advances is the U.S. Prime Rate plus 14.99%, but such cash advance rate will never be lower than
19.99%. As of August 1.2004, this cash advance ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE is 19.99%. which corresponds to a daily periodic rate of
0.0548%. A daily periodic rate is the applicable annual percentage rate divided by 365. Please see the section of your Card Agreement
entitled "Variable Annual Percentage Rates for Purchases and Cash Advances" for details relating to how this cash advance rate may
change, including ifyou default under any Card Agreement that you have with us.
Variable Annual Percentage Rates for Purchases and Cash Advances:

Ifany annual percentage rate 1s based on the U.S. Prime Rate plus a margin, we will calculate the rate for each billing period by adding the
applicable margin to the U.S. Prime Rate. For each billing period we will use the U.S. Prime Rate published in The WaN Street Journaltwo
business days prior to your StatemenVCIosing Date for that billing period. Any increase or decrease in a variable annual percentage rate
due to a change in the U.S. Prime Rate takes effect as of the first day of the billing period for which we calculate the variable annual
percentage rate. Ifmore than one U.S. Prime Rate is published, we may choose the highest rate. If The Wall Street Journal ceases
publication or to publish the U.S. Prime Rate, we may use the U.S. Prime Rate published in any other newspaper of general circulation, or
we may substitute a similar reference rate at our sole discretion. When a change in an applicable variable annual percentage rate takes
effect, we will apply it to any existing balances, subject to any promotional rate that may apply.
Your annual percentage rates may also vary ifyou default under any Card Agreement that you have with us because you fail to make a
Davment
exceed vour credit line,. or vou
to us that is not honored. In such
. , to us or anv other creditor when due.. vou
,
. make a oavment
. .
circumstances, we may Increase your annual percentaoe rates (including any promotional rates) on all balances to a variable default rate of
h r n to 23.99% plus the aor~lrcableUS. Prime Rate. As of Auoust 1. 2004. the maximum variable default ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE is
<8.24%, which correspo'n'ds to a daily periodic rate of 0.077<%. ~actors'consideredin determining your variable default rate may include
the length of time your account with us has been open, the existence, seriousness, and timing of defaults under any Card Agreement that
you have with us, and other indications of account usage and performance. The variable default rate takes effect as of the first day of the
billing period in which you default. Your account may again become eligible for a lower annual percentage rate on new purchases, new
cash advances, or both after you have met the terms of all Card Agreements that you have with us for six consecutive billing periods. Your
existing balances will remain subject to the variable default rate until they are paid in full, unless we tell you othe~wise.
An increase in the variable annual percentage rate means you will incur a higher finance charge and perhaps a higher minimum payment.
Minimum Amount Due:
Each month you must pay a minimum amoiint that is ca1cu:ated as follov~.First, we begin with any amount that is past due and add to it
any amount in excess of your credit line. Second, we add $5 if any annual percentage rate imposed on your account exceeds 19.99%.
Third, we add the largest of the following:
The amount of your billed finance charges;
The New Balance on the billing statement if it is less than $20;
$20 if the New Balance is at least $20 and not greater than $960; or
1/48 of the New Balance (which calculation is rounded down to the nearest dollar) if the New Balance exceeds $960.
If no annual percentage rate imposed on your account exceeds 19.99% and the largest of the above calculations is the amount of your
billed finance charges, we add $5 to the calculation of the Minimum Amount Due. However, the Minimum Amount Due will never exceed
your New Balance.

.

.

In calculating the Minimum Amount Due, we may subtract from the New Balance certain fees added to your account during the billing
period.
Over-the-Credit-Line Fee:

We >billgdd a $35 fee to the standard purct
balance for each billing period that the New F nce exceeds your credit line. We may add
this $Ffee even if we authorize the transa~..~n
that causes the New Balance to exceed you1 :.sdit line.
Late r - ~ e :
We will add a late fee to the standard purchase balance for each billing period you fail to pay, by its due date,the Minimum Amount Due
(less the Amount Over Credit Line shown on your billing statement). This late fee is based on your account balance as of the payment due
date. The late fee is: $15 on balances up to $100, $29 on balances of $100 up to $1000, and $39 on balances of $1000 and over.
Non-Acceptance Instructions:
If you do not wish to accept this change, you must notify us in writing by December 30, 2004, stating your non-acceptance. Include your
name, address, and account number and mail to: Customer Service Center, P.O. Box 44115, Jacksonville, Florida, 32231-4115. Ifyou
notify us that you do not accept this change you can continue to use your card(s) under your existing terms until the end of your current
membership year or the expiration date on your card@),whichever is later. At that time your account will be closed and you will be able to
pay off your remaining balance under your current terms.

of one of our Citi affiliates, MasterCard or Visa.
depending on which card is used, will convert the
amount into U.S. dollan. MasterCard and Visa will
act in accordance with their operating regulations or
foreign currency conversion procedures then in
effect. MasterCard currently uses a conversion rate
in effect one day prior to its transaction processing
date. Such rate is either a wholesale market rate or
the government-mandated rate. Visa currently uses a
conversion rate in effect on its applicable central
processing date. Such rate is either a rate it selects
from the range of rates available in wholesale currency markets, which may vary from the rate it
receives, or the government-mandated rate.
If a cash advance is made in a foreign currency at a
branch or ATM of one of our Citi affiliates. the
amount will be converted into U.S. dollars by a Citi
affiliate in accordance with its foreign currency conrtersion procedures then in effect. Our Citi affiliate
currently uses a conversion rate in effect on its applicable processing date. Such rate is either a midpoint market rate or the government-mandated rate.
The foreign currency conversion rate in effect on
the applicable processing date for a transaction may
differ from the rate in effect on the sale or posting
date on your billing statement for that transaction.
Please save this notice for future reference

Notice of Change in Terms,
Right to Opt Out, and
Information Update
Summary of the Changes: We are adding a transaction
lee (or purchases made in foreign currencies, and we are
changing tlie balance transfer transaction fee, the minimum
amount due calculation, and the arbitration provision.
Effective Dates for the Changes: lr.e:?c.r !!~i-s~:lcr
lee l:r [.~.f;rase: !?a02 .r l ~ t e t > ?. : ~ ( e2r es ,$,I I>? ?H,?:tr.k
Lo, I 2. 2375 It e L I I ~ ~ I ~ E - L10. in2 tal3ici. ira~rslr-iIr311';3rl .7
fee. the minimum amount due calculation. and the arbitration
provision will all be effective on .the first day ol your firstbilling
period beginning on or after March 3, 2005, whether or not
you receive a billing statement. If you want to opt out of these
changes, please follow the instructions in the Right lo Opt Out
section of this notice.
The Changes td Your Card Agreement: We ere
( I ) adding the following Transaction Fee for Purchases Made
in Foreign Currencies section. (2) replacing the existing Transaction Fee for Balance Transfers, and Minimum Amount Due
sections with the sections shown below, end (3)changing the
Arbitration provision.

Tmsaction Fee for Purclzases Made in
Foreign Currencies:
For each purchase made in a foreign currency, we
add an additional FINANCE CHARGE of 3.0% of
the amount of the purchase after its conversion into
U.S. dollars. This foreign currency transaction fee
will be added to the appropriate purchase balance
with the foreign cuuency purchase. The foreign currency transaction fee may cause the annual percentage rate o n the billing statement on which the
purchase made in a foreign currency first appears to
exceed the nominal annual percentage rate.

Transaction Fee for Balance Transfers:
PO205-C
21?D05

2005 CitibanK (South DaKoI.9). N.A.
Member FDIC

You have obtained a balance transfer for which we
assess a balance transfer transaction fee if you traosfer a balance by means other than a convenience

check, or you obtain funds through a balance transfer check. Balance transfers will be treated as purchases unless otherwise provided in this Agreement.
To each balance transfer we add an additional
FINANCE CItARGE of 3.0% of the amount of the
balance transfer, but not less than $5 or more than
$75. This fee will be added to tile appropriate purchase balance with the balance transfer. The balance
transfer rransactipn fee may cause the annual percentage rate on the hilling statement on which the
balance transfer first appears to exceed the nominal
annual percentage rate.

Minimum Amount Due:
Each month you must pay a minimum anxount that
is calculated as follows. First, we hegin with any
amount that is past due and add to it any amount in
excess of your credit line. Second, we add $5 if any
annual percentage rate imposed on your account
exceeds 19.99%. Third, we add the largest of the
following:
- T h e amount of your billed finance charges plus
any applicable late fee:
- T h e New Balance on the billing statement if it is
less than $20;
$20 if the New Balance is at least $20 and not
greater than $960: or
1/48 of the New Balance (which calculation is
rounded down to the nearest dollar) if t l ~ eNew
Balance exceeds $960.

.

if no annual percentage rate imposed on your
account exceeds 19.99% and the largest of the
above calculations is the amount of your billed
finance charges plus any applicable late fee, we add
$5 to the calculation of the Minimum Amount Due.
However, the Minimum Amount Due will never
exceed your New Balance.
In calculating the Minimum Amount Due, we may
subtract from the New Balance certain fees added to
your account during the billing period.

ThChanaes to the Arbitration Provision: We are

removing JAMSa s a potential arbitration firm in the sect!on of
your Card Agreement entitled "Ifow d w s a party mrtlate
arbitration?" A s a result, a party must choose either the
American Arbitration Association or the Nationai Arbitration
Forum when filing an arbitration. In addition, we are replacing
the existing Survival and Severabiiity of Terms section with the
section shown below.

Sum-val and Severability o f Terms:
This arbitration provision shall survive: (i) termination or changes in the Agreement, the account, or
the relationship between you and us concerning the
account; (ii) the bankruptcy of any party; and (iii)
any transfer, sale or assignment of your account, Or
any amounts owed on your account, to any other
person or entity. If any portion of this arbitration
provision is deemed invalid or unenforceable, the
entire arbitration provision shall not remain in force.
No portion of this arbitration provision may be
amended, severed, or waived absent a written agreement between you and us.
Right to Opt Out: To opt out of these changes, you must
write us by April 30, 2005, indicating that you are opting out.
Writs i d s at
Customer Service Center, PO. Box 44123. Jack.~~
sonville,Florida, 32231.4123. and include your name, address.
and account number. If you opt out of the changes you may
use your card(s) under the current terms until the end of
your current membership year or the expifalion date on your
card(s),whichever is later. At that time your account will be
closed and you must repay the balance under the current
terms.
~

~

~

..-..-.-..------information update---------------Because the foreign currency conversion procedures are
changing as of April 2. 2005. we are updating the information
contained in your Card Agreement concerning the conversion
of transactions made in foreign currencies. EffectiveApril 2.
2005. the following section will replace the corresponding
section in vour Card Agreement.

information on Foreign Currency
Coavemion Procedures:
If you make a transaction in a ioreign cuirency,
other than a cash advance made at a branch or ATM
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JVDIClAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, WAND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO
CITIBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A.,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.

MIRIAM G. CARROLL,

1
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2006-37067
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)

Plaintifffcounterdefendant Cilibank (South Dakota), N.A. ("Citibank"), by and through

its attorneys of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, hereby submits this Memorandum
in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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1.
INTRODUCTION
Citibank brings this Motion for Summary Judgment to collect a legitimate, outstanding,
credit card obligation owed by the Defendant, Miriam G. Ca~roll("Carroll"). Carroll has refused
to pay the debt and has instead asserted baseless counterclaims that she purchased from an
Intemet debt avoidance company that is no longer in business. Yet, as more specifically set forth
below, Carroll admits that the outstanding credit card debt is essentially based upon balance
transfers she requested that Citibank pay to her other creditors. Carroll does not dispute
requesting these transfers or that the transfers were paid by Citibank. Carroll does not dispute
that she opened the credit card account or that she made charges to the account for about five
years. Carroll further does not dispute that all of the payments she made to Citibank were
applied to the credit card account.
The only argument made by Carroll to attempt to avoid the legitimate credit card account
is that she sent Citibank a "fill in the blank" form letter, she calls a "billing error dispute," which
she purchased from an Intemet company called Dynamic Solutions, Inc., ("Dynamic Solutions").
The form "billing error letter" does not of, course, specify any dispute. Lnstead, it states in an
incomprehensible manner, the following:
It was my understanding when I entered into the agreement with
or other similar
instrument(s) as money. credit or pavment for previous account
transactions, and then reflect those credits in the statement dated
December 16, 2004. I am making this billing inquiry since I am
uncertain of all the dates of the prepaid crcdits, charges, and also
since there may be additional credits that I am entitled to. . . . I
am also requesting additional documentation evidence of
indebtedness of the account charges, which includes copies of the
account charges and entries that made you arrive at the recent

vou that you would
denglss-a
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balance shown on my statement. I am exercising my right to
withhold the disputed amount until you comply. . . .
(emphasis supplied). According to Carroll's discovery responses, she has attempted to use this
same fill-in-the-blank form dispute letter to avoid or reduce her obligations owed to her other
creditors, including: Advanta, American Express, Bank One, Chase, Discover, MBNA, National
City, and Providian.
In discovery responses, when Carroll was forced to explain the purported dispute letter,
she argued that the unspecified "signed note or other similar instrument" referenced in her
"dispute letter" is her credit card a~plicationdated February 16, 1999, which she now contends
contains "implied terms" that she was to be given a credit on her December 16,2004 credit card
statement for the entire sum because Citibank "monetize[d] the signed note." Not only does it
defy logic that a simple credit card application itself could ever constitute a credit for purchases
and obligations incurred on the credit card, or that a credit card application could constitute a
"credit" for transactions made five years later; Carroll's purported "dispute letter" states that the
unspecified "signed note or other similar instrument" was a credit for previous account
transactions. Of course, by definition, there are no prior account transactions to a credit card
application being submitted, as the account has not even been fonned at that stage.
The apparent theory of Dynamic Solutions' scam being used by Carroll is that, under the
Fair Credit Billing Act ("FCBA"), banks are required to specifically respond to an
incomprehensible letter, so long as its called a "billing error dispute." Thus, even if the credit
card customer has no valid, good faith belief or basis for the (incomprehensible) dispute, they
should be able to avoid their entire credit card debt because the bank will be unable to respond to
the dispute, since it makes no sense. In fact, Carroll argues this very theory in her discovery
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responses when she cites a case as holding that, "consumers are not required to have a good faith
belief that they actually do not owe the disputed amount in order to invoke FCBA's billing error
procedures." Schwager Aff., Exh. 2, p. 8 (defined below). Not only has Carroll and Dynamic
Solutions (which is no longer in business) misinterpreted the case authority, they have also failed
to take into account Rule 11 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, which states:
The signature of an attorney or party constitutes a certificate that
the attorney or party has read the pleading, motion or other paper;
that to the best of the signer's knowledge, information, and belief
after reasonable inquiry it is well grounded in fact and is warranted
by existing law or a good faith argument for the extension,
modification, or reversal of existing law, and that it is not
interposed for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause
unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost of
litigation . . . . If a pleading, inotion or other paper is signed in
violation of this rule, the court, upon inotion or upon its own
initiative, shall in~poseupon the person who signed it, a
represented party, or both, an appropriate sanction, which may
include an order to pay to the other party or parties the amount of
the reasonable expenses incurred because of the filing of the
pleading, motion, or other paper, including a reasonable attorney's
fee.
I.R.C.P. 11. Numerous courts have been' willing to put a stop to the attempt to abuse the court
system in this and similar manners. For instance, in awarding Rule 11 sanctions in Jones v.

Fisher Law Group, 334 F.Supp.2d 847,852 (D. Md. 2004), the court explained that:
the flurry of notices, demands and bizarre pleadings filed by the
Jones appear to be patterned after various debt avoidance devices
which the Conlptroller of Currency has characterized as fraudulent
schemes. See Alert 2003-12 . . . entitled "Debt Elimination
Schemes".

See, e.g., Demmler v. Banlc One NA, 2006 W L 640499 (S.D. Ohio March 9, 2006) (rejecting
prose plaintiffs twenty-one count complaint as "utterly frivolous," as all were based on the
"patently ludicrous argument" that the signed promissory note was the equivalent of money and
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therefore no money was owed to the creditor); Thiel v. First Fed. Savings & Loan Ass 'n of

Mauion, 646 F. Supp. 592, 596 (N.D. Ind. 1986) (imposing sanctions in rejecting claims that
lender had violated RICO and the National Bank Act, finding that "reasoning on the most
fundamental level, a level which requires more colnlnon sense than legal acumen, Plaintiffs
legal argument [that the loan was not legal tender] is absurd"); MBNA America Bank, N.A. v.

Bodalia, -So.2d -,

2006 WL 1793211, *5 n.2 (Ala. Civ. App. June 30,2006) (explaining

and rejecting "vapor money" or "no money lent" theory, commonly used to attempt to avoid
legitimate debts); Frances Kenny Family Trust v. World Savings Bank, 2005 W L 106792
W.D. Cal. Jan. 19, 2005) (sanctioning plaintiffs based upon their "vapor money" theory,
purchased over the Internet); United States v. Schiefen, 926 F. Supp. 877, 880-81 (D. S.D. 1995)
(rejecting argument that consideration failed and that lender had "created money" and
threatening Rule 11 sanctions if further frivolous pleadings were filed); Federal Reserve Board
of Governors, Supervisory Letter, SR 04-03, on debt elimination scams, January 28,2004.
Citibank (as well as other companies issuing credit cards) have been inundated with these
form documents, including form arbitration demands (from illegitimate arbitrators) and meritless
counterclaims. As Carroll did in this case, the form document typically asserts vague,
incomprehe~lsibleand elusive "disputes" regarding the credit card account and then asserts
unintelligible and unsupported counterclaims arising out of the Federal Truth in Lending Act,
Regulation 2, the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, and/or the FCBA. Ultimately, no
legitimate dispute or counterclaims are presented. Instead, the strategy is an attempt to
overwhelm the bank with frivolous papers or pleadings, hoping that something "will stick" or
that the bank will determine that the cost in litigating the frivolous claims is not worth it. The
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attempts to use the court system to further these scams is a flagrant abuse and should not be
countenanced by this Court.
Not only does Carroll's scam defense and counterclaim fail, as more specifically sel forth
below, the discovery produced in this case, as well as the legal authority, establishes as a matter
of law that Carroll owes a credit card debt to Citibank in the amount of $24,567.91, plus accruing
interest and attorney fees and costs, and that she has no valid defense or claim to avoid the
outstanding obligation

THE UNDISPUTED PACTS ESTABLISH THAT CARROLL OWES THE
OUTSTANDING CREDIT CARD OBLIGATION AND HAS NO VALID DEFENSE OR
COUNTERCLAIM
Carroll applied for a Citibank Credit Card on or about February 16, 1999. Affidavit of
Sheila R. Schwager ("Schwager Aff "), Exh. 1 (Defendant's Answer to Interrogatory Nos. 33,
34, Exh. A); Affidavit of Terri Ryning ("Ryning Aff."),

2, Exh. 1. In doing so, Carroll

submitted a standard form application (the "Card Application"). Id. Carroll received her
Citibank credit card and began using the credit card account (the "Account") in December 1999.

Id. Carroll does not dispute the fact that she used her Citibank Account to transfer significant
amounts to pay off other credit cards andlor purchases made by her. Schwager Aff., Exh. 1
(Defendant's Answer to Request for Admission Nos. 38,40,41-43,45-52). In fact, Carroll
specifically admits that she requested such transfers and that Citibank complied with her
requests. Id.
During the approximate five-year history ofthe Account, Carroll made a series of balance
transfers and paid the balance down to zero, numerous times. Ryning Aff., 7 3. As of
September 17,2003, Carroll's account had been paid down to zero again. 2d.; Schwager Aff.,
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
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Exh. 1 (Defendant's Answer to Request for Admission No. 45). Carroll then proceeded from
December 22, 2003 through February 12, 2004, to use the Account to pay a series of other
creditors, for a total sum of $24,800. Schwager Aff., Exh. 1 (Defendant's Answer to Request for
Admissions Nos. 45-52); Ryning Aff., 113, Exh. 2. Specifically, and as reflected in the Account
monthly statements, Carroll made the following balance transfers to the Account (the "Balance
Transfers") over an approximate six week period:
12/22/03
2/12/04
211 1/04
2/11/04

Transfer of MBNA America balance to Account:
Balance transfer check #I087 drawn on Account
Transfer of MBNA America to Account
Transfer of Discover to Account

$12,300
$ 4,000
$ 3,000
$ 5,500
$24,800

Total:
Id.

The Balance Transfers (plus interest and fees) are the relevant transactions that remain
outstanding on the Account. Id.; Ryning Aft, 'f.,'f., 3-4, Exh. 2. Carroll then made payments from
February 16,2004 through November 29,2004, in the sum of $4,808, which she admits were all
properly applied by Citibank. Schwager Aff., Exh. 1 (Defendant's Answer to Request for
Admission Nos. 54-55, 57); Ryning Aff., 'f., 5, Exh. 2. On November 29,2004, Carroll made her
last payment on the Account in the sum of $442, and failed to make any further payments. Id,
At the time of the December 16,2004 statement, which reflected a balance due of $20,884.30,
Carroll had not used her Account since the Balance Transfers, which occurred ten months earlier.
Id., 'f., 6, Exh. 2

Although Carroll admits that she received an Account statement each month, at no time
between February 16,2004 and December 27,2004 (the dates of the monthly statements setting
forth the Balance Transfers) did Carroll ever dispute any of the charges, credits or payments
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reflected in her montl~lyAccount statements. Schwager Aff., Exh. 2 (Defendant's Answers to
Admissions Nos. 7, 13). In fact, Carroll further admits that from February 16, 2004 through
December 27,2004, she did not request that Citibank apply any credits to her Account, other
than the payments totaling $4,808.00, and that Citibank applied all the payments she made on her
Account from February 16,2004 through November 29,2004. Id., Exh. 1 (Defendant's Answer
to Request for Admission Nos. 55, 57,61)
The only argument made by Carroll to attempt to avoid paying the Account is that the
December 16,2004, Account statement does not include a purported credit for "signed notes"
which Carroll now claims is her 1999 Card Application that she nonse~~sic.ally
alleges was used
to "monetize the account." Id. (Defendant's Answer to Interrogatory No. 32, re: Request for
Admission No. 62, Defendant's Answer to Interrogatory No. 34). When Carroll was asked in
discovery responses to:
describe with specificity any 'note(s) or other similar
instnunent(s)' that you contend have not been accepted by
Citibank as money, credit or payment, as referenced in your
December 28,2004 letter to Citibank by setting forth the date of
the 'notes or other similar instruments,' the a~lxountof the 'notes or
other similar instruments,' and when they were sent to Citibank;
Carroll merely responded, "See Exh. A," (Defendant's Answer to Interrogatory No. 34; Exh. A).
Exhibit A is simply the February 16, 1999 Card Application in which Carroll provided financial
information and requested that Citibank issue a credit card for her use. Id. (Answer to
Interrogatory No. 32, re: Answering to Admission No. 24; see also Answer to Interrogatory
No. 37); Ryning Aff., Exh. 1
Carroll admits that she used this

form, fill-in-the-blank, dispute letter that she

purchased over the Internet From Dynamic Solutions to attempt to reduce or avoid the following
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credit card obligations: Advanta, American Express, Bank One, Chase, Discover, MBNA,
National City, and Providian. Schwager Aff., Exh. 1 (Defendant's Answers to Request for
Admissio~lNo. 32); Exh. 2, Interrogatory No. 17, Request for Production NO. 13, Exhs. X, Y, 2).
Not surprisingly, Carroll now claims that Dynamic Solutions is no longer in business and has
refused to provide any information as to the purchase terms or the other cases in which she is
attempting to avoid her debts. Id., Exh. 2 (Defendant's Answers to Interrogatory Nos. 2, 8, 10,
and Request for Production No. 14, and Exhs. X, Y, 2).This behavior is indicative of the lack of
any legitimate dispute regarding Carroll's credit card obligations with Citibank, as she raises the
same form, incomprehensible issues with each and every credit card company.
Carroll even goes so far as to admit that she did not have a good faith basis to dispute the
December 16,2004, Account statement, when she argues in her discovery responses that there is
a case "where the court held that consumers are not required to have a good faith belief that they
actually do not owe the disputed amount in order to invoke FCBA's billing error procedures."
Id. (Defendant's Answer to Interrogatory No. I, p. 8 of 24). Of course, as set forth above, not

only does the case cited by Defendant not support her position in this case, it ignores Rule 11 of
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, where a good faith belief is a requirement to file any
pleading with the court. I.R.C.P. 11
When Citibank received Carroll's purported "dispute letter," Citibalk did, in fact,
respond on or about January 7,2005, explaining that the credit extended on Carroll's card was
valid and enforceable and she needed to remit payment. Ryning Aff., 17, Exh. 3. Carroll never
responded to that letter and never otherwise informed Citibank specifically what "credit(s)" she
was referring to in her December 28,2004 letter. Id., 17. Because Carroll failed to make
required payments on her Account, Citibank caused a collection action to be filed against Carroll
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
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seeking the sum of $24,567.91, plus accruing interest and attorney fees and costs. Ryning Aff.,

7 8.

Citibank has been the owner of the Account since its inception, and remains so today. Id.
111.

STANDARD FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Summaryjudgment shall be rendered when the pleadings and evidence on file show that
there are no genuine issues as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to
judgment as a matter of law. I.R.C.P. 56(c); Smith v. Meridian Jt. School Dist. No. 2, 128 Idaho
714,718,918 P.2d 583, 587 (1996). If the moving party challenges an element of the
non-moving party's case on the basis that no genuine issue of material fact exists, the burden
shifts to the non-moving party to come forward with sufficient evidence to create a genuine issue
of fact. Smith, 128 Idaho at 719,918 P.2d at 588. A party opposing the summary judgment
motion may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials contained in that party's pleadings hut,
instead, the party's response, by affidavits or otherwise, must set forth specific facts showing that
there is a genuine issue for trial. Id. A mere scintilla of evidence is insufficient to create a
material issue of fact. Zirnmerman v. Volkswagen ofAmerica, Inc., 128 Idaho 851, 854,920 P.2d
67, 70 (1996); Snake River Equip. Co. v. Christensen, 107 Idaho 541, 549,691 P.2d 787,795
(Ct. App. 1984). In addition, in Idaho, "pro se litigants are held to the sane standards and rules
as thoserepresented by an attorney." Suitts v. Nix, 141 Idaho 706, 709, 117 P.3d 120, 123 (2005)
(citing Twin Falls Cour?tyv. Coates, 139 Idaho 442,445,80 P.3d 1043, 1046 (2003)).
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CJTJBANK IS ENTITLED TO JUDGMENT AS A MATTER OF LAW ON ITS
COLLECTION ACTION
Citibank is entitled to summary judgment for the outstanding amount on the Account,
which is due and owing to Citiba17k. The case authority is clear that a credit card holder's use of
their credit card grants their assent to the tenns of the credit card agreement, and it is not
necessary to prove the agreement was signed. See, e.g., Anonymous v. JP Morgan Chase & Co.,
2005 W L 2861589 (S.D.N.Y. 2005 ) ("Using a credit card and making payments to the credit
provider binds the cardholder to the terms and conditions of card use."); Taylor v. First North

America Nat'l Bank, 325 F. Supp. 2d 1304, 1313 (M.D. Ala. 2004) ("[A] credit card holder's use
of her card signals her assent to the terms of the credit card agreement."); Herrington v. Union

Planters Bank, N.A., 113 F. Supp. 2d 1026, 1032 (S.D. Miss. 2000) ("The absence of the
plaintiffs signature on a new card does not alter the fact that the plaintiffs accepted the terms of
the arbitration agreement by continuing to utilize their accounts."); Grasso v. First USA Bank,
713 A.2d 304,308-10 (Del. 1998) (same). Indeed, Carroll is not claiming that she did not use
the Account or make purchases on the Account, thus requiring her repayment of the Account.
The Account Card Agreement provides that a default occurs under the agreement if the
credit card holder fails to pay the minimum payment listed on each billing statement when due.
Ryning Aff., 7 9, Exb. 4. The Card Agreement further provides that, upon default, the Account
can be closed and immediate demand made for the full balance. Id. The Card Agreement further
sets forth disclosures of the finance charges, late charges, and calculation of interest. Id. The
Card Agreement and each lnodification thereafter were sent to Carroll by Citibank in the
ordinary course of its business. Id.
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It is undisputed that Carroll's overdue Account balance primarily consists of the Balance
Transfers requested by Carroll in December 2003 and February 2004, that (1) transferred
$24,800 from Carroll's other credit cards to her Citibank Account [Schwager Aff., Exh. 1
(Defendant's Answers to Requests for Ad~nissionsNos. 45-55)]; (2) the Card Agreement
specifically provides that Carroll will be in default if she fails to pay, when due, the amounts due
on the Account billing statements [Ryning Aff,, Exh. 41; (3) Carroll has failed to make any
payments on her Account since November 29,2004, and has, therefore, defaulted under the
payment terms of the Card Agreement [Ryning Aff., 17 9-10, Exh. 41; and (4) Citibank
performed its obligations ul~derthe terms of the Card Agreement. Ryning Aff., 7 10.
As a matter of law, Carroll breached her payment obligations under the Card Agreement
and Citibank is entitled to a judgment in the sum of $24,567.91, plus accruing interest, and
additional attorney fees and costs. Shuvtliffv. Northwest Pools, Inc., I20 Idaho 263, 267-69, 815
P.2d 461, 465-69 (Ct. App. 1991) (discussion regarding elements for judgment on breach of
contract action for money owed).
Although Carroll asserts that she is not obligated to pay her Account because she sent the
form (incoinprehensible) dispute letter under 15 U.S.C. § 1666, this contention is wrong as a
matter of law. For the reasons set forth below, Carroll has no valid claim against Citibank, but in
any event, that does not preclude Citibank's collection acti0n.L Thus, there is no issue of
material fact as to Citibank's right to judgment as a matter of law against Carroll.

1 The only amount that Carroll could seek forfeiture for under 15 U.S.C. 9 1666 is fifty dollars
($50), not the windfall of avoiding the entire amount due on the Account. See 15 U.S.C.
5 1666(e).
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THE DEFENDANT'S COUNTERCLAIMS ARE WITHOUT MERIT AND SI.1OULD BE
DISMISSED AS A MATTER OF LAW
Carroll's incomprehensible "billing error" claim is not a billing error, as that term is
defined under law. The FCBA and Regulation Z promulgated thereunder (12 C.F.R. § 226)
provide a credit card holder wit11 a very specific right to require a credit card issuer to investigate
and resolve certain types of alleged "billing errors" that may appear on monthly billing
statements. 15 U.S.C. $ 1666; 12 C.F.R. § 226.13. If these billing error rules apply, the creditor
is required to acknowledge receipt of the consumer's billing error notice, as well as investigate
and respond to the notice, within specific time periods. Id. Critically, however, the obligations
imposed by the billing error rules do not apply to all disputes that a cardholder might submit to
the card issuer with respect to a credit card account. Instead, the disputes must satisfy at least
two requirements under the FCBA. First, the dispute letters must notify the card issuer of a
"billing error," as defined under the pertinent statute and regulations. Second, the dispute letters
must be timely -- that is, the letters must have been transmitted to the card issuer "no later than

60 days after the creditor transmitted the first periodic statement that reflests the alleged billing
m r . " 12 C.F.R. 5 226.13(b)(l) (emphasis supplied). In this case, Carroll's alleged dispute
letter fails both elements.
A.

Carroll's Incomprehensible Allegations Do Not Constitute A "Billing Error"
Dispute.
No claim can be brought against a card issuer for failing to follow the billing error rules

unless the cardholder demonstrates that the dispute involves a "billing error" and the cardholder
submitted a notice that constituted a valid "billing-error notice." See, e.g., Pinner v. Schmidt,
805 F.2d 1258, 1264 (5th Cir. 1986) (dismissing FCBA claim because plaintiff did not comply
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
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with the prerequisites for invoking the billing error procedures). To constitute a "billing error
notice" and to trigger rights under the FCBA, a cardholder must provide the bank with writlen
notice that:
sets forth or otherwise enables the creditor to identify the
(1)
name and account number (if any) of the obligor,
indicates the obligor's belief that the statement contains a
(2)
billing error and the amount of such billing error, and
sets forth the reasons for the obligor's belieF(to the extent
(3)
applicable) that the statement contains a billing error. . . .
15 U.S.C. $ 1666(a) (emphasis added).
Not all requests trigger the error resolution obligations under the FCBA. Thus, a letter
that fails to identify a specific error does not constitute a "billing error notice." See Conn-

Bemastein v. S a h Fifth Ave. & Co., 85 Fed. Appx. 430,431,2003 WL 23156639 (6th Cir. 2003)
(affirming a decision in favor of the creditor and holding that "none of the duties the plaintiff
now seeks to enforce under the [FCBA] were triggered" because the cardholder "failed to
identify any specific instances of double-billing and failed to specify the amount of any alleged
billing error"). It is axiomatic that the dispute letters must notify the card issuer of a "billing
error," as defined under the pertinent statute and regulations, as the statute requires the issuer to
investigate and send a written explanation. 15 U.S.C. $ 1666(a)(B). If the dispute letter does not
specify the alleged billing error or if it explains it in an incomprehensible manner, then the issuer
has no ability to conduct an investigation and respond.
Indeed, no claim can be brought against a card issuer for failing to follow the billing error
rules unless the cardholder shows that the dispute involved a statutory "billing error" and the
cardholder submitted a notice that constituted a "billing-error notice." See, e.g., Pinner v.

Schmidt, 805 F.2d 1258, 1264 (5th Cir. 1986) (dismissing FCBA claim because plaintiff did not
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comply with the prerequisites for invoking the billing error procedures); Beaumont v. Citibank

(South Dakota), NA., 2002 W L 483431 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 28,2002) (claim dismissed where
plaintiff failed to allege a billing error as defined by the FCBA and Reg. Z).
Carroll's perfunctory form letter challenge to the entire balance owing on the Account is
obviously not a "billing error" under the FCBA. The FCBA defines a "billing error" as, among
other things, the presence on the statement of an extension of credit that was not made to the
cardholder or on which additional documentation is requested, a computation (or mathematical)
error exists regarding a charge, or the failure to reflect a payment or credit to the account. See
15 U.S.C. 9 1666(b)(l) (7); 12 C.F.R. $226.13(a)(l)-(7); see also Gray v. American Express

Co., 743 F.2d 10, 13 (1984) ('"If the [cardl~older]believes that the [billing] statement contains a
billing error . . . he then may send the creditor a written notice setting forth that belief, indicating
the amount of the error and the reasons supporting his belief that it is an error."') (quoting

American Express Co. v. Koerner, 452 U.S. 233,235-36, 101 S. Ct. 2281,68 L. Ed. 2d 803
(1981)).
Carroll cannot meet the statutory definition as she has failed to identify an explicit
payment or other explicit credit to the Account that she contends was in error and has not
provided the requisite specificity to identify a particular billing error.
The detail required to constitute a "billing error" appears in the FCBA under 15 U.S.C.

5 1666(b)(l) (7).

The alleged "billing error notice letter" here does not comply with the statute

in at least the following respects:
a.

It does not suggest that a charge for a purchase billed to
Carroll's Account was not made by her. To the contrary,
Carroll admits the Balance Transfers constituting the
outstanding balance were indeed requested by her.
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Schwager Aff., Exh. 1 (Defendant's Answer to Request for
Admission Nos. 38,40,41-43,45-52).
b.

It does not indicate that a charge was included on Carroll's
Account statement in an improper amount for a purchase.
In fact, the only complaint made by Carroll is her claim is
that she was not given an inexplicable "credit" for her
outstanding 2004 obligation, based on the 1999 Card
Application, which Carroll submitted at least four years
before 2004. Id. (Defendant's Answer to Interrogatory
No. 32, re: Request for Admission No. 62, Defendant's
Answer to Interrogatory No. 34, Exh. A; Answer to
Interrogatory No. 37).

c.

It does not suggest that Citibank failed to credit a particular
payment to Carroll's Account. In fact, she admits that
during the relevant time at issue, Citibank properly applied
all payments made to the Account. Id. (Defendant's
Answer to Request for Adinission Nos. 55,61).

d.

It does not suggest, with any particularity, that any of the
goods or services reflected on the statement were not
accepted by Carroll and in fact, Carroll adinifs she caused
the Balance Transfers at issue. Id. (Defendant's Answer to
Request for Admission Nos. 38,40,41-43,45-52).

e.

It does not suggest, with any particularity, that any of the
goods or services reflected on the statement were not
delivered to Carroll and in fact, Carroll admits she caused
the Balance Transfers at issue. Id. (Defendant's Answer to
Request for Admission Nos. 38,40,41-43,45-52).

f.

It makes no particular reference to any computation error or
accounting error; and again Carroll's only complaint is a
purported incomprehensible "credit," allegedly not given to
her for the entire Account balance. Id. (Defendant's
Answer to Interrogatory No. 32, re: Request for Admission
No. 62, Defendant's Answer to Interrogatory No. 34,
Exh. A; Answer to Interrogatory No. 37).

g.

It does not suggest that a statement for Carroll's Account
was not delivered to her at her last known address and in
fact, Carroll admits she received all the statements at issue.
Id.Exh. 2 (Defendant's Answer to Request for Admission
No. 13).
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The undeniable fact that Carroll's December 2004 letter did not coilstitute a "billing
error" is confirmed by a "Facts for Consumers" bulletin issued by the Federal Trade Commission
("FTC"), a copy of which is attached as Exhibit A and is also available online at

bttp://www.frc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/credit/fcb.htm.
Interpreting the FCBA, this bulletin
describes to consulners the types of "billing errors" for which the FCBA settlement procedures
apply, such as: "unauthorized charges . . . ,charges that list the wrong date or amount; charges
for goods and services you didn't accept or weren't delivered as agreed; math errors; failure to
post payments and other credits, such as returns; failure to send bills to your current address

-- provided the creditor receives your change of address, in writing, at least 20 days before the
billing period ends; and charges for which you ask for an explanation or written proof of
purchase along with a claimed error or request for clarification." The bulletin demonstrates that
the purpose of the FCBA, as interpreted by the FTC, is to provide consumers with a procedure
under which they can dispute illcorrect merchant charges on their account, not the entire balance
owing. Importantly, the bulletin does not include any description of the purported "billing error"
upon which Dynamic Solutions manufactured and sold on the Internet to Carroll.
Recently, Citibank pursued a summary judgment motion against a credit card customer
who was using a similar billing error scam to attempt to avoid his credit card obligation in Weld
County, Colorado. Although not precedent, the analysis of the Colorado court is insightful. III
granting summary judgment, the Colorado court reiterated the requirement that a billing error
letter point to a specific alleged error before FCBA rights are triggered:
The FCBA was enacted to allow consumers a mechanism to
correct specific billing errors in their credit card statements. Griez
v. Household Bank, 8 F . Supp. 2d 1031 (N.D. Ill. 1998). When a
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTFF'S
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consumer believes that there has been an error on his or her bill,
such as a misstated charge or a miscalculation, he or she must give
the credit card company the opportunity to rectify the mistake by
notifying the company of it in writing. A certain degree of
specificity is necessary in these notifications so that a credit card
company may quickly identify the alleged error and then take the
coxnplicated statutory steps to resolve the issue. Without details,
the entire process would be nothing more than a blind fishing
expedition for the credit card company, as it will be forced to
examine potentially hundreds, or even thousands, of transaction
records to determine whether or not there may be [an] error in their
accounting. To allow such a result would be to open the door to
the Tlvth in Lending Act, and the associated FCB to be used as an
"instrument of harassment and oppression" by misguided
consumers who seek to delay or avoid their debt obligations.
Kramer v. Marine Midland Bank, 559 F. Supp. 273, 278 (S.D.N.Y.
1983). The key to these notifications, then, is whether the billing
error notification is sufficient to point the credit card company to a
specific transaction or series of transaction in their account in order
to conduct their statutorily mandated investigative duties.
. . . . Defendants merely sought to challenge the entire outstanding
balance, the current monthly minimum due, as well as the totality
of the finance charges assessed against his credit account. To
conduct an investigation ofthe scope requested by the letters
would be to ask Plaintiff to examine every transaction conducted
since the inception of the account. As previously stated, this is not
the putpose of the FCBA.

See Citibank (South Dakota), M A . v. Jurgeliet, Case No. 05 CV 1072 (Colo. Dist. Ct., June 14,

2006) (emphasis added). A copy of Jurgeliet is attached hereto as Exhibit B. As explained in
Jurgeliet, Congress did not enact the FCBA so that consumers could use it as an "instrument of

harassment and oppression" to avoid paying credit card debts, as Carroll attempts to do.
Similarly, a Minnesota state court recently granted Discover Bank summary judgment on
the exact same "billing error dispute" form used by Carroll. See Discover Bank v. Busack, 28CV-06-000763 (Minn. December 18, 2006), p. 3; attached hereto as Exhibit C. In that case, the
court, in reviewing the same form used by Carroll, found as a matter of law that the purported
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letter failed to specify any specific purchase or payment that was in dispute and, therefore,the
billing error rights set forth in the FCBA were not triggered. Id., p. 4. Citing Krarner v. Marine
MidIandBank, 559 F. Supp. 273,278 (S.D.N.Y. 1983), the court held that "consumers have a

responsibility not to use the TILA as an instrument o f harassment and oppression against the
lending industry." Id.
Carroll's misguided use o f the FCBA amounts to an argument that the K B A was
enacted so that consumers could incur legitimate debts on their credit cards and then never have
to pay them so long as they send an incomprehensible "billing error" letter claiming, with no
particularity, that an unidentified and phantom "credit" had not been made and that the entire
balance is in dispute. Congress had no such intent. The FCBA was enacted to allow consumers
a mechanism to correct legitimate, specific, billing errors in their credit card statement. Since
Carroll's letter is not an actual billing error, the claim must be dismissed. Reaumorzt v. Citibanlc
(South Dakota), N.A., supra, 2002 W L 483431 at 1 1 (claim dismissed where plaintiff failed to

allege a billing error as defined by the FCBA and Regulation Z).
None o f the principles o f the FCBA are served by Carroll's attempt to make a billing
error out o f a claiin that, by &signing the Card Application in 1999 somehow entitles her to
claim a credit for charges incurred in December

and February 2004 on her December 2004

billing statement for the entire sum in excess o f $20,000. The claim is manufactured,has no
basis in law, and is simply an abuse o f the court systein
B.

Carroll's "Billing Error Dispute Letter" Is Untimely Because It Was Not Sent
Within 60 Days Of The First Statement Reflecting The Alleged Billing Error.

Even i f the absurdity o f Carroll's purported dispute letter was ignored, her FCBA claim
fails as a matter o f law, as it is untimely. Regulation Zpromulgated under the FCBA specifically
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provides that notice of a billing error must be made "no later than 60 days after the credit01
transmitted the first periodic statement that reflects the alleged billing error." 12 C.F.R.

3 226.13@)(11); 15 U.S.C. 5 1666(a). This principle has been consistently applied by the courts
to hold that a creditor has no obligation to investigate and verify the disputed billing statement if
the debtor fails to satisfy the 60-day notice requirement:
To trigger a creditor's obligation to investigate and verify the
disputed billing statement, a consumer must send written notice to
a creditor of the alleged error. 15 U.S.C. $ 1666(a). This notice
must be received by the creditor within 60 days of the creditor's
transmission of the statement containing the alleged error. See
15 U.S.C. 5 1666(a). Further, the applicable regulation (known as
"Regulation 2") specifies that the 60-day period begins to run
"after the creditor [has] transmitted the first periodic statement that
reflects the alleged billing error." 12 C.F.R. 5 226.13@)(1)
(emphasis added); see also Pinner v. Schmidt, 805 F.2d 1258, 1264
(5th Cir. 1986) (holding that the 60-day notice period begins to run
"when a disputed statement is first received"). . . .

Dawltins v. Sears Roebuck and Go., 109 F.3d 241,243 (5th Cir. 1997) (emphasis in original)
(affirming summary judgment because, by waiting longer than 60 days, "Dawkins failed to
trigger Sears's obligations under

5 1666, and Sears cannot be held liable for violations of that

section"); see also Garner v. MBNA America Bank, MA., 2006 W L 2354939, "5 (N.D. Tex
2006) ("A consumer forfeits his or her rights under 3 1666(a) by failing to provide a creditor
with notice of a billing error within 60 days of receiving the first statement reflecting the alleged
error . . . . If the consumer sends an untimely notice of error afler the 60-day window has
lapsed, the creditor is not required to investigate the disputed amounts, and $ 1666 is not violated
if the creditor refuses to do so.").
Notably, Carroll's Card Agreement specifically contains the same 60-day limitation
found in 15 U.S.C. 5 1666(a) and in Federal Reserve Board Regulation Z:
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If you think your billing statement is wrong, of if you need more
information about a transaction on your billing statement, write to
us (on a separate sheet) at the address shown on the front of your
billing statement. Write to us as soon as possible. We must hear
from you no later than 60 days after we sent vou the first billing
statement on which the error or ~roblemappeared. You can
telephone us, but doing so will not preserve your rights.
Ryning Aff., Exh. 4
Courts generally consider a billing enor dispute letter to be untimely when the letter
disputes the entire credit card balance rather than specific charges. See e.g., Citibank (South
Dakota), N.A. v. Jurgeliel, supra, at pp. 5-6 (Exh. B); Discover Bank v. Busack, supra, at p. 5

(Exh. C); Citibank (South Dakota), N A . v. Griffjng, Docket No. CV 05-401 1520S, 2006 WL
2130414, "3 (Conn. Sup. Ct., July 17,2006) (attached as Exhibit D).
Carroll's December 28, 2004 letter purports to dispute an error contained in the
December 16,2004 statement. However, Carroll has conceded that the purported "unsigned
note" that she relies upon for the phantom "credit" is her February 1999 Card Application.
Schwager Aff., Exh. 1 (Defendant's Answer to Interrogatory No. 32, re: Request for Admission
No. 62, Defendant's Answer to Interrogatory No. 34, Exh. A). Carroll then mysteriously
concludes that this unspecified "credit" was to apply to the obligations that were set forth in the
December 16,2004 billing statement. Setting aside the absurdity of that argument, Carroll fails
to recognize that the outstanding balance set forth in the December 16,2004 statement was
established in December 2003 and February 2004. Afier the February 12,2004 balance transfer,
Carroll did not use her credit card and the only charges accruing were the finance charges.
Ryning Aff., 7 6, Exh. 2. Obviously, the December 16,2004 Account statement, sent about
10 months after the last balance transfer, is not the firsl statement addressing the Balance
Transfers.
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In fact, Carroll in her discovery responses contends that the same purported billing
"error" was made in every single statement since May 1999. In response to hterrogatory
No. 39, which asks Carroll to identify all inaccurate account statements, Carroll claims that
Account statements ranging from May 1999 through Account statements from 2003 and 2004,
contained the same error in that they "fail[ed] to show credit for the signed note." Schwager
Aff., Exh. 1 (Defendant's Answer to Interrogalory No. 39).
Thus, Carroll specifically admits that the purported "error" could be found on every
single statement since May 1999 and that she did not dispute the "error" within "60 days after
the creditor transmitted the first periodic statement that reflects the alleged billing error."

1

12 C.F.R. 5 226.13(b)(l) (enlphasis added); see also Schwager Aff., Exh. 1 (admitting in

iI

response to Request for Admission No. 34 that "prior to December 28,2004, [Carroll] had never

1

discussed or referred to, whether verbally or in writing, 'note(s) or other similar instrument' with

1

Citibank").

1

It is undisputed that Carroll did not send her first "dispute letter" until December 28,

1

2004, well past the 60-day requirement of Section I666(a) -- in fact, over five years past the
notice requirement. Thus, any purported claim by Carroll is untimely and barred.
C.

The Counterclaims Of Negligence Per Se And Willful And Wonton Misconduct Fail
For The Same Reasons.
In addition to the FCBA counterclaim, Carroll has also asserted counterclaims for

negligence per se and willhl and wonton misconduct. However, those counterclaims are solely

I

based upon the purported FCBA violation. As a result, they fail for the same reasons the FCBA

I

claim fails.
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D.

Citibank Is Entitled To Its Attorney Fees And Costs Pursuant To The Terms Of
The Contract And Rule 11.
Idaho law enforces contractual provisions granting attorney fees and costs.

I.C. 5 12-120(3);Mountainview Landobvners Co-op Ass'n, Inc., v. Cool. 142 Idaho 861, 136
P.2d 332, 337 (2006). In addition, an award of attorney fees and costs is warranted under Idaho
law when claims are pursued frivolously, unreasonably, and without foundation. 1.C. 9 12-121;

Sunshine Mining Co. v. Metropolitan Mines Corp., 111 Idaho 654,726 P.2d 766 (1986). In this
case, the Card Agreement provides for the award of attorney fees and costs if it is necessary for
Citibank to retain counsel to collect the Account. Ryning Aff., Exh. 4. Carroll's failure to pay
the outstanding obligation owed on her Account necessitated this action and Citibank should be
awarded all of the attorney fees and costs Carroll is forcing Citibank to incur in this action
pursuant to the terms of the Contract, Idaho Code $ 12-120(3) and Idaho Code § 12-121.
In addition, pursuant to Rule 11 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, pleadings,
motions, and other papers signed by a party must meet certain criteria, and failure to meet such
criteria should result in the imposition of sanctions. I.R.C.P. 1l(a)(l); Campbell v. Kildew, 141
Idaho 640, 115 P.3d 731, 741 (2005). Traditionally, a court's determination ofwhether to issue
sanctions falls on whether a proper investigation was made into the fact and legal theories before
signing and filing a document. Id. It is a management tool to be used by the district court to
"weed out, punish, and deter specific frivolous and other misguided filings . . . ." Id. In

Campbell, the Idaho Supreme Court upheld the award of $60,000 in sanctions due to the use of a
sham arbitration device, which the court found to be an attempt to engage in fraud upon the
court. Id. at 742. The Supreme Court agreed that the "sanction must be significant enough to
deter the misuse of the judicial process . . . ." Id. Similarly, in this case, Carroll is attempting to
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misuse the court system to perpetuate a debt avoidance scheme sold over the Internet. Citibank
respectfully requests that this Court discourage such misuse with appropriate sanctions.

vi.
CONCLUSiON

For ihe foregoing reasons, Citibank is entitled to summary judgment on Carroll's
counterclaims. Citibank is also entitled to summary judgment on its claims against Carroll in the
amount of $24,567.91, plus accruing interest, attorney fees and costs.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THIS

1%

day of January, 2007.

BAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HA

0

Attorneys for ~l;ntiff/~ounterdefe d nt
Citibank (South Dakota) N.A.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

'db

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this&day of January, 2007, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
A . s . Mail, Postage Prepaid
-Band Delivered
-Overnight Mail
-Telecopy

Miriam G. Carroll
HC-11 Box 366
Kaniah, ID 83536
Ipvo se]
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Fair Credit Billing
Have you ever been billed for merchandise you returned or never received? Has your credit card
company ever charged you twice for the same item or failed to credit a payment to your account?
While frustrating, these errors can be corrected. It takes a little patience and knowledge of the
dispute settlement procedures provided by the Fair Credit Billing Act (FCBA).
The law applies to "open end" credit accounts, such as credit cards, and revolving charge accounts
- such as department store accounts. It does not cover installment contracts loans or extensions
of credit you repay on a fixed schedule. Consumers often buy cars, furniture and major appliances
on an installment basis, and repay personal loans in installments as well.

-

What types of disputes are covered?
The FCBA settlement procedures apply only to disputes about "billing errors." For example.
unauthorized charges. Federal law limits your responsibility for unauthorized charges to $50;

I

charges that list the wrong date or amount;

I

I

charges for goods and services you didn't accept or weren't delivered as agreed;
math errors;
failure to post payments and other credits, such as returns;
failure to send bills to your current address -provided the creditor receives your change of
address, in writing, at least 20 days before the billing period ends; and
charges for which you ask for an explanation or written proof of purchase along with a
claimed error or request for clarification.
To take advantage of the law's consumer protections, you must:
write to the creditor at the address given for "billing inquiries," not the address for sending
your payments, and include your name, address, account number and a description of the
billing error.
send your letter so that it reaches the creditor within 60 days after the first bill containing the
error was mailed to you.
Send your letter by certified maii, return receipt requested, so you have proof of what the creditor
received. Include copies (not originals) of sales slips or other documents that support your position.
Keep a copy of your dispute letter.
The creditor must acknowledge your complaint in writing within 30 days after receiving it, unless the
problem has been resolved. The creditor must resolve the dispute within two billing cycles (but not
more than 90 days) after receiving your letter.

,
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Fair Credit Billing

Date
Your Name
Your Address
Your City, State, Zip Code
Your Account Number

I

Name of Creditor
Billing Inquiries
Address
City, State, Zip Code

I
I

Dear Sir or Madam:

I am writing to dispute a billing error in the amount
on my account. The amount is
of $inaccurate because (describe the problem). I am
requesting that the error be corrected, that any
finance and other charges related to the disputed
amount be credited as well, and that I receive an
accurate statement.

Enclosed are copies of (use this sentence to
describe any enclosed information, such as sales
slips, payment records) supporting my position.
Please investigate this matter and correct the billing
error as soon as possible.
Sincerely,
Your name
Enclosures: (List what you are enclosing.)

What happens while my bill is in dispute?
You may withhold payment on the disputed amount (and related charges), during the investigation
You must pay any part of the bill not in question, including finance charges on the undisputed
amount.
The creditor may not take any legal or other action to collect the disputed amount and related
charges (including finance charges) during the investigation. While your account cannot be closed
or restricted, the disputed amount may be applied against your credit limit.
Will my credit rating be affected?
The creditor may not threaten your credit fating or report you as delinquent while your bill is in
dispute. However, the cred~tormay report that you are challenging your bill. In addition, the Equal
Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating against credit applicants who exercise
their rights, in good faith, under the FCBA. Simply put, you cannot be denied credit simply because
you've disputed a bill.

...

What if

...the bill is incorrect?

r ar Credit Btillling

i

i
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if your bill contains an error, the creditor must explain to you - i n writing - the corrections that will be
made to your account. In addition to crediting your account, the creditor must remove all finance
charges, late fees or other charges related to the error.
If the creditor determines that you owe a portion of the disputed amount, you must get a written
explanation. You may request copies of documents proving you owe the money.

...the bill is correct?
If the creditor's investigation determines the biil is correct, you must be told promptly and in writing
how much you owe and why. You may ask for copies of relevant documents. At this point, you'll
owe the disputed amount, pius any finance charges that accumulated while the amount was in
dispute. You also may have to pay the minimum amount you missed paying because of the dispute
If you disagree with the results of the investigation, you may write to the creditor, but you must act
within 10 days after receiving the explanation, and you may indicate that you refuse to pay the
disputed amount. At this point, the creditor may begin collection procedures. However, if the
creditor reports you to a credit bureau as delinquent, the repolt also must state that
you don't think you owe the money. The creditor must tell you who gets these reports

...the creditor fails to follow the procedure?
Any creditor who fails to follow the settlement procedure may not collect the amount in dispute, or
any related finance charges, up to $50, even if the biil turns out to be correct. For example, if a
creditor acknowledges your complaint in 45 days - 15 days too late or takes more than two billing
cycles to resolve a dispute, the penalty applies. The penalty also applies if a creditor threatens to
report or improperly reports -your failure to pay to anyone during the dispute period.

-

-

i

An important caveat

I

Disputes about the quality of goods and services are not "billing errors," so the dispute procedure
does not apply. However, if you buy unsatisfactory goods or services with a credit or charge card,
you can take the same legal actions against the card issuer as you can take under state law against
the seller.
To take advantage of this protection regarding the qual~tyof goods or services, you must:
I

have made the purchase (it must be for more than $50) in your home state or within 100
miles of your current billing address;
make a good faith effort to resolve the dispute with the seller first.
The dollar and distance limitations don't apply if the seiler also is the card issuer - or if a special
business relationship exists between the seiler and the card issuer.
Other billing rights
I

I

Businesses that offer "open end" credit also must:

-

give you a written notice when you open a new account and at certain other times -that
describes your right to dispute billing errors;
r provide a statement for each biliing period in which you owe - or they owe you -more than

I

one dollar:
send your bill at least 14 days before the payment is due -if you have a period within which
to pay the bill without incurring additional charges;
credit all payments to your account on the date they're received, unless no extra charges
would result if they failed to do so. Creditors are permitted to set some reasonable rules for
making payments, say setting a reasonable deadline for payment to be received to be
credited on the same date: and
promptly credit or refund overpayments and other amounts owed to your account. This
applies to instances where your account is owed more than one dollar. Your account must
be credited promptly with the amount owed. If you prefer a refund, it must be sent within
seven business days afler the creditor receives your written request. The creditor must also
make a good faith effort to refund a credit balance that has remained on your account for
more than six months.
Suing the creditor
You can sue a creditor who violates the FCBA. If you win, you may be awarded damages, plus
twice the amount of any finance charge as long as irs between $100 and $1,000. The court also
may order the creditor to pay your attorney's fees and costs.

-

If possible, hire a lawyer who is willing to accept the amount awarded to you by the court as the
entire fee for representing you. Some lawyers may not take your case unless you agree to pay their
fee - win or lose or add to the court-awarded amount if they think it's too low.

-

Reporting FCBA violations
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) enforces the FCBA for most creditors except banks. The
FTC works for the consumer to prevent fraudulent, deceptive and unfair business practices in the
marketplace and to provide infornlation lo help consuiners spot, stop and avoid them. To file a
com~laintor to oet free information on consumer issues, call toll-free. 1-877-FTC-HELP(1 -8773822357). or use the complaint form at www.ffc aov. he FTC enters Internet, telemarketing,
identity theff and other fraud-related complaints into Consumer Sentinel, a secure, online database
available to hundreds of civil and criminal law enforcement agencies in the U.S. and abroad.
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DISTRICT COURT, WELD COUNTY, COLORADO
Court Address: 901 9th Avenue, Greeley, CO 80631-11 13
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 2038, Greelcy, CO 80632-2038

Plaintiff: CITIBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A.,
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Defendant: BARRY JURGELEIT

Case Number: 05 CV 1072
Division: 4

ORDER GRANTING PLAIB'ITBT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON
ITS COMl'LALNT Ah'D ON DEFENDANT'S COUNTERCLALM
THIS MATIER comes before the Court on Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgmenl on
its Complaint and on Defendant's Counterclaim filed February 17,2006. The Court has
reviewed the Motion, Response, Reply, and all exhibits and affidavits attached thereto, as well as
the file in this case; and being otherwise fully advised, KEREBY GRANTS Plaintiffs Motion
for Summary Judgment for the reasons set forth herein

This case is a collection matter surrounding credit card debt. Plaintiff Citibank issued a
credit card account lo Defendant Barry Jurgeleit This credit card account was used by
Defendant and the balance due on that account now totals $28,346.98. Plaintiff filed the
Complaint in this matter on June 9,2005 to recover the balance due on the account.
Defendant subseonentlv filed an Answer and Counterclaim in chis matter. In his
countcrclairn, Defendant claims that Plaintiff failed to reply to his billing error notice pursuant to
the requirements of the Fair Crcdit Billing Act, 15 U.S.C. 5 1666. As a result of Plaintiffs
alleged failure to comply with the provisions of the Act, Defendant believes he is entitled to
multiple statutory damage awards, as well as attorney fees and costs.
~

~~

~

~

~

Plaintiff filed a Motion for Summmy Judgment in this matter on February 17,2006. In
that motion, it asserts that Defendant does not dispute that he owes money to Plaintiff for the
charges to the credit account. See Motion, Exh. B, Deposition of Barrv Jureeleit, Pg. 49, in 18-25
to Pg. 51, in. 1. Since Defendant admits to incnrring the charges and believes that he owes them,
Plaintiff argues that as a matte*of law, it is entitled to the relief demanded in its complaint.
Defendan6 as previously stated, does not dispute Plaintiffs claims regarding the credit
account charges. In fact Defendant admits in his Response that he "does not deny making
I of6

purchases with the credit card which is the subject of Plaintiffs complaint." Response, pg. 2.'
Nor does Defendant "deny owing for the purchases made'on the credit card." Id.
Defendant's counterargument, and the source of his counte~claim,is that Plaintiff failed
to properly respond to six let& he sent to the credit card company regarding billing errors on
his account. Specifically, these letten reference theaforementioned Fair Credit Billing Act
(hereinafter referred to as the "FCBA"), and state that Defendant believes that his credit card
account statements contain "billing errors under 15 U.S.C. 1666@)(1), (2) and (5)" and that
Plaintiff has "failed to give all of the proper disclosures reqnired by law to me prior to opening
this account, and additional disclosures since then." See, e.g., Motion, Exh. D, Letter from B m
Jur~eleitto AT&T Universal Dimute Departmenf pg. I. The letters also generally dispute the
accuracy of (1) the current balance; (2) the finance charges; and (3) the minimum monthly
payment due on the account. Id at pg. 2. Fially, the letters request an extensive amount of
documentation regarding the credit card acwmt, including "[clopies of all records of my written
and s i p e d authorizations for any purchases from all vendors for which extension of consumer
credit is claimed to have bben made." Id As plaintiff failed to respond to these letters in the
manner required by the FCBA, Defendant claims that he is no longer responsible for the charges,
and in fact, is entitled to damages against Plaintiff for its non-compliance.
is that his letters do not complv with
Plaintiffs resnonse to Defendant's FCBA ar-ent
the requirements of &e FCBA. According to plaintiff, the FCBA requires that a Notice o i
Billing Error state a specific enor on the billing statement. Plaintiff believes that Defendant's
failure to identify a specific purchase or purchases that may contain an error, as well as his
general assertions that certain "initial disclosures" were not provided to him, does not meet the
definition of a billing error as that term is defined by the FCBA. Moreover, Plaintiff also argues
that Defendant's notification came outside of the sixty day time limit authorized by the FCBA.
For all of these reasons, Plaintiff believes that the FCBA does not apply to this situation.

When reviewing a motion for summary judgment, the court applies a stringent test that
gives the non-moving party every benefit of the inferences. See Trinily Broad. ofDenver, Znc. v.
Cily ofWmfminster,848 P.2d 916, 925 (Colo. 1993). The moving party has the initial burden to
show that there is no genuine issue of material fact. Id. Once the moving party meets its initial
burden the burden shifts to the non-moving party to establish that there is a triable issue of fact.
AviComm. Inc. v. Colo. Pub. Utils. Comm'n, 955 P.2d 1023, 1029 (Colo. 1998). The partv
opposing a motion for summary judgment cannot rest upon the allegations or denials in its
pleading; but must instead produce specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial. Fed.
LandBankof Wichifav. Deatherage, 739 P.2d 905,906 (Colo. App. 1987).
Plaintiffs clam for summary judgment is based on the doctrine of account stated. The
.elements necessarv to establish a claim for account stated are: (1) a statement for sums due
presented by plaiGiff to defendant; and (2) an agreement between plaintiff and defendant that the
account is correct and that the agreed amount is due from defendant to plaintiff. Rhode,

Titchenal,Baumann & Scripter v. Shottuck, 619 P.2d 507,508 (Colo. App. 1980) (citing Mace v.
Spaulding, 130 P.2d 89 (Colo. 1942).
As for Defendant's counterclaims, in order for him to sustain a claim under the FCBA his
letters must meet two requirements under the statute. First, the letters must notify Plaintiff of
'+billing errors" as they are defined under the statute:
(b) Billing error

For the purpose of this section, a "billingerror" consists of any of thefollowing.

(1) A r&ection on astatement of an extension of credit which war not made to the
obIigor or, Sfmade, was not in the amount rejected on such statement.
(2)A r&ection on a statement of an extension of creditfor which the obligor
requests additional clarificafionincluding documentaiy evidence thereof:
(3) A rejlection on a statement of goods or sewices not accepted by the obligor or
his designee or not delivered to the obligor or his designee in accordance with the
agreement made at the time of a transaction.
(4) The creditor'sfailure to reyecfproperly on a statement apayment made Ly the
obligor or a credit issued to the obligor.
(5) A computation error or similar error of an accounting nature of the creditor
on a statement.
(6) Failure to transmit the statement required under section 163 7@)of this title to
the last address ofthe obligor which has been disclosed to the creditor, unless
that address war&rnished less than twenty days before the
end of the biIling cyclefor which the statement is required.
(7) Any other error described in regulations of the Board.
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1.5 KS.C. 5 1666@);see also 12 C,F.R f 226,13 ('Tor the purposes ofthis section, the tern
billing error means: (6) A reflection on aperiodic statement of an extension of credit for which
the consumer requests additional clarification, .including documentary evidence."). Second, the
letters must have been transmitted to plaintiff within sixty days of the specific event in dispute.
See 15 US.C. $1666(a). In order to trigger.a creditor's obligation to investigate and ver@ a
disputed billing statemen$ a consumer must send written notice to the creditor within sixty days
of the specific event. D&kins v. Sears Roebuckand Co., 109 F.3d 241 (5th Cir. 1997). The
sixty day period runs from the date the creditor first transmitted the first periodic statement that
reflected the billing error. Plutchok v. European American Bank, 540 N.Y.S.2d 135 (Dist. Ct.
1989).

If the billing error rules apply, the creditor is required by statute to achowledge receipt
of the consumer's billing error notice, and then investigate and respond to the notice within
specific time periods. 15 U.S.C. $1666. The billing error regulations also establish guidelines
for credit card companies with respect to the collection, reporting, and re-billing of the disputed
amounts. Id. Credit card companies may be subject to statutory penalties of up to two times ihe
finance charge for failure to comply with the regulations, even if the consumer would not have
otherwise faced any actual damages. IS. US.C. § 1640(a).

A. Plaintz~sClaims Against Dqendant
From the outset, it should be noted that there are no genuine issues of material fact for fhe
Court to consider in this matter. The parties present two legal issues for the Court to resolve: (If
whether the unconhovexted facts of this casesupportPlaintiffs claim for account stated; and (2)
whether the letters sent by Defendant to Plaintiff constitute valid notices of billing errors as they
are d e h e d by the FCBA.
As previously stated, Plaintiff must prove two elements to establish a claim under the
docbine of account stated. The first requirement, that there be a statement for sums due to the
Plaintiffby the Defendant, has been satisfied by affidavit. Plaintiff has supplied the Court with
an affidavit of Sandra Arenas, an Attorney Management Specialist with Citibank. Motion, Exh.
A. In her affidavit, Ms. Arenas attests to the fact that she has personal knowledge of the
Defendant's account, has reviewed all relevant itinancia1data with respect to the account and its
delinquency, and can attest that the amount owed by Defendgt on the account is currently
$28,346.98.
Plaintiff has also met the second prong of the account stated claim, as it has provided
ample evidence of an agreement between Plaintiff and Defendant that the account is correct and
that the agreed amount is due fromDefendant to PlaintiifE Most obvious, of course, is the
admission by Defendant that he entered into a credit card account agreement with PlaintifE, used
that card for purchases and cash advances over a period of years, and does not dispute that he
owes Plaintiff the money he borrowed for those purchases and cash advances. See Motion, Exh.
B, Jleposition of Barn Jurgeleit, Pg. 49, in 18-25 to Pg. 51, in. 1.; Response, pg. 2. In addition,
Plaintiff has also submitted a copy of its Cardmember Agreement between Plaintiff and
Defendant Motion, Ezh. C. This evidence constitutes prima facie proof of the debt of
Defendant, and is sufficient to meet Plaintiff's burden of production for summary judgment
pursuant to C.RC.P. 56. See, e.g., Polichio v, Oliver Wells Forks, Inc., 362 P.2d 1056, 1060
(Colo. 1961).
AsiJz from the sforcmeotioned adn~issions,Dcfendm~thas ]lot provided the COWwilh
any evidence to rebut Plaint~ffs claims fur account stated. Defendant's reliance on USA
Leasing, Inc., L.L.C. v. Mbntelongo, 25 P.3d 1277 (Colo. App. 2001), is misplaced, as pointed
out by Plaintiff. That case stands for the proposition that an affidavit in support of summary
judgment must ''affirmatively show that the [affiant]has...p ersonal knowledge of the relevant
facts" and that the affidavitstates more than mere "conclusory allegation[s] that defendant is
'indebted' to plaintiff for certain amounts." Id. at 1279. The previously cited affidavit by Ms.
Arenas submitted by Plaintiff is sufficientto overcome both of these concerns. Not only did Ms.
Arenas state facts that demonstrate she had personal knowledge of the account information, her
review of that information provides a factual basis for the mount of indebtedness she attests to
in the affidavit. Therefore, the requiremen& of USA Learing have been met in the matter at bar.

Since Defendant has failed to rebut any of the evidence presented by Plaintiff on its claim
for the amount owed on the credit card account, summsuy judgment in favor of the Plaintiff on
this issue is appropriate

B. Defendant's CounterclaimsAgainst PlaintifJ
The FCBA was enacted to allow consumers a mechanism to correct specific billing errors
in their credit card statements. Griez v. HouseholdBank, 8 F. Supp.2d 1031 W.D. 111.1998).
When a consumer believes that there has been an error on his or her bill, such as a misstated
charge or a miscalculation, he or she must give the credit card company the o p p o M t y to rectify
the mistake by notifying the company of it in writing. A certain degree of specificity is
necessary in these notifications so that a credit card company may quickly identi@ the alleged
error and then take the complicated statutory steps lo resolve the issue. Without details, the
entire process would be nothing more than a blind fishing expedition for the credit card
company, as it will be forced to examine potentially hnndreds, or even thousands, of transaction
records to determine whether or not there may be in error in their accounting. To allow such a
result would be to the open the door to the Truth in Lending Act, and the associated FCB to be
used as an "instrument of harassment and oppression" by misguided consumers who seek to
delav or avoid their debt obligations. Kvamer v. Madne Midland Bank, 559 F. Sum. 273.278
(s.6.N.. 1983). The key t h e s e notifications, then, is whether the billing error notification is
sufticient to point the credit card company to a specific transaction or series of transactions in
their account in order to conduct their statutorily mandated investigative duties.

..

The Court's examination of Defendant's letters reveals that they do not point to any
specific transaction. While Defendant sent a total of six separate l e t f e ~
to~Plaintiff, none of the
letters cited any specific transactions that might be in err. Instead, Defendant merely sought to
challenge the entire outstanding balance, the current monihly minimum due, as well as the
totality of the jjnance charges assessed against his credit account. To conduct an investigation of
the scope requested by the letters would be to ask Plaintiff to *e
every transaction
conducted since the inception of the account. As previously stated, this is not the purpose of the
FCBA. Defendant's additional requests for documentation also require specificity, and therefore
fail for the same reason. See 12 C,F.R f 226.13(a)(6)-1, Oficial Staffcommentary CA request
for documentation...unaccompanied by an allegation of error...does not trigger the error
resolution procedures."). As such, Defendant's letters cannot be considered notifications of
''billing errors" under the FCBA, and therefore Plaintiff had no obligations to him under the
statnte.

i

Another way the FCBA seeks to focus a consumer's billing inquiry is by requiring that
the credit card company be notified of the billing error within sixty days of the specific event.
Once again, this is to make the investigativeprocess more efficient, as it will be easier for the
credit card company to inspect their records for the error closer in time to the actual occurrence
of the disputed transaction. Here, Defendant's letter states:

''I believe ishould not have been chargefinance charges or feesfor the history
of the accouiit..idispufe the accuracy o$..the current balance, the amounts and

payments due and all finance charges andother fees ckargedsince fhis'accounf
was opened."

Motion, Exh. D (emphasis added). These requests clearly fall outside of the sixty day notice
requirement. In addition to their lack of specificity, these notifications were also untimely, and
a s such, they do not trigger Plaintiffs dutics under the FCBA. Therefore, summaryjudgment
against Defendant's counterclaims under the Fair Credit Billing Act is appropriate in this matter
as well.

For the reasons set forth above, IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:
1.

Plaintifts Motion for Summary Judgment is HEREBY GRANTED.

2.

Defendant's Counterclaims against Plaintiff are HEREBY DISMISSED.

3.
Judgment HEREBY ENTERS in favor of the PlaintifFCITIBANK SOUTH
DAKOTA, N.A. and against Defendant BARRY F. JURGELEIT in the principal amount of
$28,346.98, plus interest, costs and attorney's fees. Plaintiffs counsel may submit an affidavit
of attorney fees within 15 days of this order. If necessary the court may hold a hearing on the
reasonableness of any fees request.

I

I
I

4.
I

The trial date of May 1,2006 is HEREBY VACATED.

i

Dated: April 28,2006
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PROPOSED ORDER RE: DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER

This matter having come on for review on Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration and the Court
being duly advised in the premises, does hereby enter the following order:
Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration is DEhWD.
DATED: June 14; 2006

BY TNE COURT:

District Court Judge
niis ordfirwatpIfidakcIr~nica~prnsu~nt
to IhJs 121, $1.26 7 h a originaIsigndd ordv is in fhs Courf'sfk.
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State of Milesota
Houston County

/ Cout File Number: 28-CV-06-763
Case Type:

District Court
Third District

Contract

Notice of:
Piling of Order
Entry of Judgment
Doclreting of Judgment

a

MICHAEL JOHNSON
SUITE 590
401 N THIRD STREET
MINNEAPOLIS MN 55401
CHARLES BUSACK
1005 MULLEN DR
BROWNSVILLE MN 55919
MARIE E BUSACK
1005 MULLEN DR
BROWNSVILLE MN 55919

DISCOVER BANK vs Charles Busack, Marie E Busaclc
You are notified that on December 18,2006 the followu~gocc~u~ed:

a An Order was filed.
a Judgment was entered.
Judgment was doclceted in tile anotult of $

A copy of this Notice has been seived by inail ~lponil~eparlies at the lest lcnown address
of each.
Dated: Deceinber 18, 2006

Dkrlene L. Kul)lers
Co~utAdministrator
By:

d1aQ.Y

-ICi2&M

Deputy
Houston County District Court
304 South Mashall, Room 204
Caledonia MN 55921-1324
507-725-5806

m&D

$k%

HOUSION COUNTY UISRICTCOURT
CALEDONIA. MN 55921

n

STATE OF MINNESOTA

DlSTRlCT COURT

COUNTY OF HOUSTON

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
Court File No. 28-CV-06-000763

Discover B d ,
PlaintiE,
VS.

ORDER FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

1
.

Charles Busack and Marie E. Busack,
Defendants.
This matter came before the Honorable Judge Janles A. Fabian of the District COLII~
on
November 21,2006, pursuaxt to Plaintiffs motion for summary judgment and Defendant's
motion to compel additional discovery.
Attorney Michael D. Johnson appeared on behalf of the Plaintiff. The Defendants
appeared pro se.

MEMORANDUM

This matter arises out o f a Discover Bank credit card that was issued to the Defendants.
From t l ~ eexhibits attached to the Plaintiffs s m w y judgment motion, the Defendants signed a
credit card application and received a significant number of billing statements. Plaintiff seelcs
to recover the unpaid debt in the amount of $7,375.69, based upon the account stated theory.
Defendants have brought a motioil to compel additional discovery.
The Defendants dispute they are liable for this debt because of a letter they sent lo
Plaintiff on August 12, 2005. In the letter, the Defendants stated,
I am writing regarding the above account. I believe that my most recent statement, July
25,2005 is inaccurate.

FILED
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HOUSTON COUNTY DlSTRlFf COURT
CALEOONIA, bIN 55921

I a n disputing the above amount because I believe that you failed to credit my account
for prepayments you agreed to credit on the statement dated July 25, 2005. It was my
understanding that when I entered into the agreement wit11 you that you would accept my
signed note(s) or other similar instrument(s) as money, credit or payment for previous
accow~ttransactions, and then reflect those credits in the statement dated July 25, 2005.
They do not appear in the statement and 1 am wondering why. The amount of the credits
on .the prepayments of money or credit accepted by you should be the approximate
amount that I listed above. I am making this billing inquiry since I am uncertain of all
the dates of the prepaid credits and also since there may be additional credits that I am
entitled to. Please provide me with a witten explanatio~lwhy these credits are not
showing.
I am req~~esting
that you provide me with an acknowIedgement of this billing error and
complete a full investigation by sending me a written explanatioi~report related to the
subject matter of this billing error.
I am also requesting additional documentary evidence' of indebtedness of the account
showing that you did not accept any note or similar instrument from me witllout properly
crediting my account as agreed, which includes copies of the account entries that made
you anive at the recent balance shown on my statement.
I may exercise my right to withhold the disputed amount until you con~ply. Thank you
for your time and consideration in this matter. If you have any questions, please contact
me immediately at the address below, but make sure your questiolls reference an
acknowledgelnellt to this billing error dispute.
The letter of August 12,2005 continued for an additional paragraph that requested no
phone calls to their residence. Defendants claim this letter constituted a billing dispute pursuant
to the Fair Credit Billing Act (FCBA), 15 U.S.C. 6 1666, and obligated the Plaintiff to conduct
an investigation before instigating collection action for the unpaid debt
The FCBA requires a creditor to investigate all valid billing complaints that comply with
the requireme~ltsof the law. 15 U.S.C. 6 1666(b) defines what constitutes a billing error:
(b) Billing error
For the purpose of this section, a "billing error" consists of any of tile following:
(1)
(2)

A reflection on a statement of an extension of credit which was not made to the obligor
or, if made, was not in the amount reflected on such statement.
A reflection on a statement of an extension of credit for which the obligor requests
additional clarification including documentary evidence thereof.

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)

A reflection on a statement of goods or services not accepted by the obligor or his
designee or not delivered to the obligor or his designee in accordance with the agreement
made at the time of a transaction.
The creditor's iBj1w.e to reflect properly on a statement a payment made by the obligor or
a credit issued to the obligor.
A computation error or similar error of an accounting n a m e of the creditor on a
statement.
Failure to transmit the statement required under sectioli I637(b) of this title to the last
address of the obligor which has been disclosed to the cieditor, ~nlessthat address was
furnished less t11an-twenty days before the end of the billing cycle for which the statement
is required.
Any other error described in regulations of the Board.
In order to enact the protections of the FCBA, a consumer must state a specific error on a

billing statement. Griesz v. I-XouseholdBank, 8 F.Supp. 2d 1031 (N.D. 111. 1998) (letter
complaining only of "iu~satisfactoryservice" did not higger billing error rights), nfd on other
grounds, 176 F.3d 1012 (7"' Cir. 1999). The FCBA is designed to rectify errors in billing
statements such as misstated charges or eaIcutations in the bill. It does not give consumers an
unfettered license to delay collection actions. Consumers have a responsibility not to use the
TILA as an "instr~unentof harassment and oppression" against the lending industry. Krarner V.
Marine Midland Bank, 559 F. Supp. 273,278 (S.D.N.Y. 1983).
In the pleadings submitted by the Defendants and their arguments during the November
21,2006 hearing, the Defendants fail to identify exactly what tbey dispute. The Defendants
allege an unidei~tifiednote was not credited to the account, bnt they do not provide any evidence
of such a note. In addition, the Defendants fail to identify a single specific purchase or payment.
The Defendants repeatedly request to see the Plaintiff's account ledgers and other accou~lting
tools, but fail to explain wliy these documents are relevant or why tl~eycannot use the billing
statements to identify what they dispute. Because the Defendants failed to identify a specific
purchase or payment, their letter did not comply with the specificity requirements of the FCBA.

It also appears that the Defendants did not make their dispute in a timely manner. Under
15 U.S.C. 6 1666(a), the Defendants had 60-days to "set forth the reasons for the obligor's belief
(to the extent apj~licable)that the statement contains a billing error." In order to trigger a
creditor's obligation to investigate and verify the disputed billing statement, a consumer must
send written notice to the creditor within 60-days of the specific event. Dawkins V. Sears
Roebuck and Co., 109 F.3d 241 (5"' Cir. 1997). The 60-day period luns from the date the
creditor transmitted the first periodic statement that reflected the billing enor. Pl~ttchokv.
European American Bank, 540 N.Y.S.2d 135 (Dist. Ct. 1989). If the enor is a failure to include
a credit, the timing is sixty days after the statement in which the credit should f i s t have
appeared. Official Staff Conmentary on Reg. Z ' 226.13@)(1)-2.
According to the Defendaits' letter of August 12,2005, they are making their dispute
based upon a note they alleged executed when they entered into the agreement. If the disputed
note dates from the opening of the account, then t'he Defendants had knowledge of any potential
dispute from the very first billing statement. Therefore, the 60-day period would have started to
run from the date of the first billing statement. From the billing statements attached to the
Plaintiffs motion, the account has been opened since at least Febn~aryof 1999. Because the
Defendant's letter was sent more than 60-days from when the Defendants would have been
aware of the potential dispute, their dispute was untimely.

CONCLUSION
The FCBA is a consumer protection statute that should be interpreted liberally in favor of
consumers. However, a consumer must act in good faith. The Defendants' failure to articulate a
single specific disputed purchase or payment casts grave doubt upon their claims and intentions.

A consumer acting in good faith should have no trouble informing a creditor what is disputed.

The Defendants' sole defense is based upon their letter dated August 12,2005. Because
that letter fails as a matter of law to cornply with the requirements of the FCBA, there is no
question of material fact in this case and Plaintiff is entitled to summary judgment.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

Defendant's motion to colnpel is denied.

2.

Plaintiffs motion for sutninary judgment is hereby granted

3.

Plaintiff shall have judgnlent against defendants for the principal sum of
$7,375.69, together with its costs and disbursements incurred herein.

ORDER FOR JUDGMENT
LET JUDGMENT BE ENTERED ACCORDINGLY AND FORTX-TWITIX.
DATED this

-&day o
&

f b a ~h~ y
,

,2006.

BY THE COURT:

JUDGMENT
The above Conclusions of Law and Order for Judgment hereby constitute the Jndgment
of this Court.
DATED: December 18, 2006
COURT ADMMISTRATOR
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Factual and ~'rocedure
Background

!

On April 20,2005, the plaintiff, Citibank (South Dakok), N.A. (Citibank);
commenced this debt collection action a g h s t the defendant, Kristin k Griffing, for
$8&26.73allegedlydudand owing on credit extended to Griffing by Citibank. In a
one ~ountcomplaint, Citibank alleges that "mdnthly,

full and true accounts of the

indebtedness owing by [Grifftng] :. . were delivered to and accepted without
objection by [GriffingJresulting in an account stated. . . ." In her answer, GriEng
alleges, by way of a special defense, that Citibank did not make statutorily required
disclosures $or to and following the activation ofher credit card account..She

.

.
.,

.

finthe; alleges that Cihbank failed lo resolve a billing dispute and consequently.
cannot maihtain the present collection action. The sape factual allegations.serveas
the basis for Griffing's counterclaim, in which she alleges violations of the Federal
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must make a showing that it is quite clear what the tnith is, a d that excludes any real
doubt as to the existence of any genuine issue of material fact." wema1 quotation
marks omitted.) Socha v. i?ordeau, 277 C o v . 579,585-86,893 A.2d 422 (2006).
. .

Likewise, "[tlhe existence of the genbine issue of material fact must be demonstrated
by countvr&davits and concrete evidence," (Emphasis deleted; internal quotation

'

~

marks omitted.) Little.". Yale ~niversiti92 Corn App. 232,235,884 A2d 427
(2005), cert. denied, 276 Conn. 936,891
A.2d 1 (2006). Because the court file
. .
.

.

includes no opposition to the motion for summaryjudgment by Griing, the court
may decide "the motion by looking only to the sufficiency of the [movant's] affidavits
and other proof." (Emphasis deleted; internal quotation marks omitted.) Id.

m
Discussion
Citibank argues that summary judgmentis warranted based on the "theoryaf
~ v e r y . k n o &as 'account stated,' $which, by contract, the debtor has a reasonable
period of time in which to question all or part of the indebtedness, after which the
account stated is conclusively presumed tobe the amount due." Ciribank (South
Dakota), NA. v. Stewurt, Superior Court, judicial district of New Haven, Docket
No. CV 05 4012384 (November30,2005, Silb& J.) (40 Conn. L. Rptr. 337,337).
k
have recognized the validity of aii account stated
"Several Superior ~ o u decisions
cause of action in Co&ticut

involving the same plaintiff as here." Cifibank (South

Dakota), k 4 . v. Manger, superior ~ o u i tjudicial
,
district of Danbury, Docket
N o w 05'4001358 (May 25,2006, Schuman,J.), citing C i t h k (South

.

,
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Dakota), %A. v. PisciteNi, Superior Court, judicial dismct of New Haven, Docket
No. CV 04 0491060 (March 17,.2006, Corradino, J ) ; Citibankv. Gemske, Superior
Comt,judicial district of Middlesex, Docket No. CV 05 4002020 (December 21,
2005, McWeeny, J ) ; ~ilibank(~outh
~akoffi),MA. y. Stewah, supra, 40 Conn. L.
Rptr. 337.. In this case, Citibank argues that there is nogenuine issue ofmaterial fact,
regarding an account statod between the parties because it complied with the
disclosure requirements under theact and because Griffing did not object to credit
card billings in accordance with the code and the federal Fair Credit Billing Act,

I5 U.S.C. $5 1666-1664.'
The act sets forth the disclosures required by a creditor before opening an
account under an open-end consumer credit plan. See 15 U.S.C. $ 1637 (a).
Section 1637(b), in particular, prescribes statements "for each billing cycle'at !he end
of which there is an outstanding balance in that account or with respect to which a
finance charge is imposed." ','The delivery:

..of each statement. . .[is] a rendition

of the: account so that retention thereof for an unreasonable time constitute[sJ an
account stated, which is prima facie evidence of the correctness of the account. Such
acco&t stated can be opened and inipeached upon proof of mistake or kaud . .. ."
General Petroleum Products, Inc. v. Merchant T i s t Co., 115 Conn. SO, 56,
160A. 296 (1932). Citibank alleges in its complaint and asserts in its memorandum
of law in suppolt of the motion for summary judgment that monthly billing statements

T& federal Fair Credit Billing Act is an amendment ti the actthat ihe Connecticut
legislature adopted pursuant to General Statutes 5 36a-678.
.

'
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"delivered to and Bccepted without objection by [Griffing] ?es;lt[ed] in an account
stated.

. . ." The statements appended as exhibit D to Citibank's motion for summary

judgment reffe&Grifing's expenditures begiming in January2000 through
April 2005. Among other thin&, the statements identify the finance charges iccntcd
and the balance due for each billing cycle, as required by the above provisions of the
act, and establish Griffhg's unpaid account balance of $8426.73. Because Griffing
. .

neglected to "question all or part of the indebtedness.. . .the. account
.
stated is
conclusively presumed to be the amount due." Citibartk(South Dakota), N.A. v.
Sfewbrt,supra, 40 Conn. L. Rptr. 337.

Griffinghas not pleaded or proved Astakeor fraud by Citibank; however, in
her notice ofbilling error, she purportsto "dispute the accuracy of the following
amounts listed on the statement dated 12/7/2004 . . . the alleged current balance of
$7,385.1 1 . . . the alleged finance charges and f&s of $73.44 and. . .the minimum
payment allegedly due of $153.00.'" The code provisions governing billing errors
provide in relevant part: "A biIEng error notice is a written notice from a consumer
that.

..[i]s received by a creditor. . .no later than 60 days after the creditor

trammined the first periodic statemefltthat reflects the alleged billing emr . . .

.

..

and . . [t]o the extent possible, iadicates the.

. .type, date, and amount of the error."

12 C.F.R.$226.13 (b). The act states in pertinent part that "[ilf a creditor, within
sixty days after having transmitted to an obligor a statement of the obligor's account

in connection with an extension of consuqer credit, receives.. . a written notice. . .

*

See exhibit E appended to Citibank's motion for summaryjudgment

the creditor shall ... send a written acknowledgment thereof to the obligor. .. ."
15 U.S.C. $1666 (a). This langurtge is paraphrased on page fourteen of the attached

credit card agreement.
Grif5ng's notice, by iti terms, "disputes the accuracy of. .. the current
balance, the amounts and payments due and all finance charges and other fees charged
since this account was opened." (Emphasis added) The notice references Grifhg's
total d&t to date rather than "indikat[ing] the. ..type, date, and amount of the error"
within the sixty-day limitations period. Thus, Griffing's notice amounts to an
untimely, blanket objection, which failed to trigger ~itibank'sobligations under the
act. See Dawkins v. Sears Roibuckd; Co., 109 F.3d 241,243 (5th Cir. 199'7).
Based on the foregoing analysis, Citibank has proved "the absence of any
genuine issue as to all the material Facts, which, under applicable principles of.
substantive law, [entitle] [it] to a judgment as a matter of law" on its complaint.
. .
Sicha v. Bordeau, supra, 277 Conn. 585. Griffig, meanwhile, has not
"substantiate[d] [an] adverse claim by showing that there is a genuine issue of
material fact togetha with the evidence disclosing the existence of such an issue."
(Internal quotation marks omitted.) SchilbergIntegrated Metals Corp. v. Continental
Casualty Co., 263 Corn. 245,252,819 k 2 d 773 (2003).
Conclusion
"[Wlhkn examination of the affidavit and exhibits accompanying the

,

plaintiffs motion for summaryjudgkent discloses the unchallenged existence of.

*

!

unpaid debts ... [tlhe court may grant a motion fo'r summaryjudgment on liability

1

!
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only and hold [a3 hearing on W a g e s at a laterdate." (fnternal quotation marks
oniitted.). Citibank v. Morgan, Sjperioi Cow, judicial district of Ansonia-Milford,

/I

DocketNo. CV 05 4001516 (Febmary27,2006, Ronqn, J.T.R.) (40 Conn.

I

L. Rptr. 801,802). See also Practice Book 5 17-50 P* summag judgmenf

I/

interlocutory in character, may be rendered on the issue of liability alone, although

(1

there is a genuine issue as to damages"). In Morgan, the defendant debtor's affidavit

I
I

"raise[d] questions as to . . . the proper amouitt owed or whether there was a mistake."

Id. This prompt6d the court to find "that t h e . . . [was] a genuine issue ofmaterial
fact as to the ainount of damages." Id. Unlike in Morgan, Oriffing offers no
counteraffidavitsor other admissible evidence to demonstrate an issue of fact with
respect to damages; accordingly, summaryjudgment is panted as to both liability afid
damages. See Citibank (South ~ a k o t a ) . ' ~v.. ~tewart,
~,
supra, 40 Conn.
L. Rph: 338. Judgement shall enter in favor of the plaintiff and against the defendant
in the amount'of $8,426.73.

i
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Sheila R. Schwager, ISB No. 5059
Loren K. Messerly, ISB No. 7434
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, U3 83701-1617
Telephone: (208) 344-6000
~acsimile:(208) 342-3829
Email: srs@hteh.com
lmes@hteh.com
Attorneys for Citibank (South Dakota) N.A.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO

1

CITIBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A.,

)

Plaintifflcounterdefendant,

1

VS.

)

MIRIAM G. CARROLL,

TO:

Case No. CV-2006-37067
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)

ALL, PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD
PlaintiffJCounterdefendant, Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. ("Citibank"), by and through

its attorneys of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, hereby respectfully moves this
Court, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56 for summary judgment, on the ground that
there is no genuine issue of material fact regarding Citibank's claim against the Defendant,
Miriam G. Carroll ("Carroll") and therefore Citibank is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
Citibank further moves for summary judgment as to all counterclaims filed by Carroll against

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1

682

DEPUTY

Citibank, as there is no genuine issue of material fact entitling Citibank to a dismissal of all
counterclaims with prejudice. This motion is based upon the Memorandum in Support of
Motion for Summary Judgment, Affidavit of Sheila R. Schwager, Affidavit of Tem Ryiiing, and
the pleadings, and other materials that are a part of the record in this action.
Citibank furtherrequests reasonable attomey fees and costs incurred in prosecuti~~g
and
defending this action pursuant to the terms of the Contract, I.C. §

5 12-120, 12-121, and Rule 11

of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and as may otherwise be allowed by law.
DATED THIS B d a y of January, 2007,
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS &

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
,.....

. 683

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
of January, 2007,I caused to be served a true
I HEREBY CERTIFY that 011 this
copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated below,
and addressed to each of the following:

,

_li U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Mirian G. Carroll
HC-11 BOX366
Kamiah, I
D 83536
Cpro se]

Hand Delivered
___ Overnight Mail
___ Telecopy

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3
.-I

4
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Sheila R. Schwager ZSB No. 5059
Loren Messerly ISB No. 7434
HAWLEY TROXIELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701- 1617
Telephone: (208) 344- 6000
Facsimile: (208) 342- 3829
Email: srs@hteh.com
Imes@hteh.com
Attorneys For Citibank (South Dakota) NA.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SBCOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO
ClTIBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A.,

Case No. CV- 2006- 37067

PlaintiWCounterdefendant,

OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO COMPEL

VS.

MIRViM G. CARROLL,

I
PIaintiff, Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. ("Citibank"), by and through its attorneys of
recoxd, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, hereby submits this objection to Defendant's
I
I
I

Motion to Compel.

I.
INTRODUCTION

Subsequeat to the filing of Citibank's Motion for a Protective Order filed on January 8,
2007, (('Protective Order Motion"), the Defendant Miriam Carroll ("Carroll") sewed a Motion to
Compel demanding &at Citibank respond to the very discovery for which Citibank seeks a

Jan.

18. 2007 4:59PM
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protective order. As stated in the Protective Order Motion, on. or about October 30,2006, (hroll
served Citibank with a third set of discovery ('Third Discovery Set") that contained four
interrogatories, ten requests for production of documents, and forty- four requests for
admissions, that for the most part were unintelligible and went far beyond the scope of the
pleadings. See Affidavit of Sheila R. Schwager filed in Support of Citibank's Motion for a
Protective Order ("Schwager Aff!'),

Exh. C. On. or about December 4,2006, Citibank served

Cmoll with responses to the Third Discovery Request (Tibbank's Response"), responding to
all of the discovery requests that were relevant to the pmding action and setting forth specific

objections to the discovery requests that were not intelligible or were irreIevant. Id, f( 4,
Exhs. D, D-1.
Citibank's Memorandum in support of the Protective Order Motion contains a detailed
description of Carroll's requested discovery and Citibank's specific objections to the disputed
discovery. To summarize, the majority of the disputed discovery requests address issues that are
completely imelevant to the pending case, such as information regarding the Federal Reserve
System, whether the admitted balance transfers Carroll requested were ?money of account" or
"money of exchange," whether credit card payments are 'koney of account;" the identification
of the amount of cash reserves held by Citibank in relation to the amount of h d s extended or
available under the "Fractional Resave System," and requests for documents regarding the
funding Citibank used to pay the balance transfers requested by Carroll. Schwager Aff., Exh.C.

In light of the fact that Carroll has already admitted in discovery that the debt obligations at issue
arise Erom balance transfers she requested Citibank to pay to other creditors, that Citibauk paid
those creditors, and that Citibank applied to her Account all the relevant payments at issue that
she made to Citibank, the discovery she seeks is patently irrelevant and harassing. Schwager
.-

-

- - 686
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AE.,Exh. H (Defendant's Answer to Requests for Ahssions Nos. 38,40,4143,45-52,55,57,
61).
The Protective Order Motion further explains that Citibank is familiar with these type of
discovery requests because debtors are obtaining discovery fonns and other pleadings and filings
from Internet websites that provide promises to help the debtors eliminate their debt. The

Internet forms are rampant with irrelevant issues that have been repeatedly rejected by courts.
Carroll has admitted in discovery that in fact she purchased the form, fill in the blank, letter that
is the basis for her counterclaim from a now defunct internet company called Dynamic Solutions,
to atteinpt to reduce or avoid the following credit caxd obligations: Advanta, American Express,
Bank One, Chase, Citiba.uk, Discover, MBNA,National City, and Providian. Schwager Aff.,

Bxh. 1 (Defendant's Answers to Requed fir Admjssion No. 32); Exh. 2, Interrogatory No. 17,
Request for Ptoduction No. 13, Exhs. X, Y,Z).
Carroll has filed the Motion to Compel claiming that the disputed discwery is relevant.
Yet, her reasoning remains conclusory, is mere supposition, and/or is wholly insufficient, and
should be denied.

II,

THERE IS NO BASIS TO COMPEL THE DISPUTED DISCOVERY
Carroll argues that Interrogatory No. 2 and Requests for Production of Documents
Nos. 3- 5 all relate to the issue of standing. Carroll for the first time attempts to explain ber
argument regarding standing. She states:
[The Standard Credit Card Master Trust I] is the name of the trust
Citibank created to securitize its credit card assets. Carroll's
request is relevant because Citibank placed its credit card accounts
into the Standard Credit Card Master Trust 1(and more recently
Standard Credit Card Master Trust 11) as security for certain
investment instruments Citibank has issued. Citibank has filled the
necessary forms with the Securities and Exchange Commission

Jan; 18.

2007 5:00PM
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(SEC) and filed the required prospectus for each offering, a copy
of which is available to the public through EDGAR,the electronic
database of forms and applications filled [sicJ with the SEC. By
placing tbese credit card accounts into the trust, Citibank has
effectively given up ownership and control of the credit card
account. As such, Citibank is not areal party in interest in this
action and/or has failed to join an essential party (the trust).
Citibank therefore lacks standing and its lawsuit against Carroll is
either defeotive or fraudulent.
Of course, ignored by Canoll is the fact that she has already admitted that Citibank is the owner
of her credit card Account in her Answer to the Complaint. Schwager Aff., Exh. B, 9 III.
FuTthermore, blatantly omitted fmm her standing argument (which appears to be a new debt
avoidance scam), is the prospectus she refers to. The reason for the omission is that public
prospectuses that are filed with the SEC make it clear that Citibank has not transferred ownership
of~reditcard accounts, but only an interest in its receivables for certain credit card accounts. By
way of example, attached are pertinent pairs of a Septembex 23,2005 Prospectus Supplement
(the "Supplement'') that was obtained &an the SEC's website and relates to the issuance and
sale of certain notes to the Citibank Credit Card Issuance Trust (the 'YrrUst"). The Tmst is the
owner of certain credit card receivables. See Supplme~tpg.5'-9 However, as expressly noted in
the Supplement, Citibank does not transfa ownership of the credit card accounts to the Trustonly an interest in the receivables. See Supplement atpg. 93
As expressly alleged in Citibank's Complaint, admitted by Carroll in her answer, and

stated by Citibank in Teni Ryning's Affidavit in Support of the Motion for S m a r y Judgment
("Ryning Aff."), Citibank is the owner of Carroll's Account. Schwager AE, Exh.B, 1ILT;
R e g M., 18. Canoll's request to this Court to allow her to proceed with an overly
burdensome fishing expedition on a false contention (with no legitimate basis in fact) should be
denied.
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Carroll.next argues that Interrogatory No. 3, which requires Citibank to set forth how the
Account was created, funded, and made operational, including any connection to the Federal
Reserve, i s relevant because:
Citibank, being the Plaintiff, is required to prove the elements of their
[sic] claim, lhis includes demonstrating that Citibank created the account
foUowing all appropriate rules and regulations (clean hands), of which
Carroll has the right to discover the veracity, or lack thereof, of the
documents and conditions of the account and the bank's oompliance with
the rules and regulations, as these factors determine the validity of
Citibank's claim
Motion to Compel, pp. 6-7. As set forth above, Carroll has admitted that as to the amounts that

remain outstanding, she used her Account to transfer balances, which paid other creditors, that
Citibank paid those requested balance transfers, and that she has failed to pay Citibank.
Schwager M.,Exh. B (Defendant's Answer to Requests for Admissions Nos. 38,40,41-43,4552,54,55,57,61);

Ryning Aff, 1n5,6. Thus, the information she seeks, such as how her

Account was b d e d by Citibank and "made operational"% completely irrelevant to her
obligation to pay the outstanding debt, she admits she incurred. Id. This irrelevancy is
buttressed by her failure to even attempt to explain how such information could possibly impact
her payment obligations, or Citibank's right to collect such payment obligations.
As to Interrogatories Nos. 4 and 5, which request information as to "discount windows,"

the Federal Reserve, and the cash available under the Federal Reserve system, Car011 makes
vague and conclusory contentions of relevance, stating that the issues of '%bank credit," "discount
window," "cash reserves," and the "ftactional reserve system" are all relevant "to Citibank's
claim that Citibank has been damaged, and thus has a cause of action against Carroll." This

conclusory statement is not an explanation of relevancy and for the reasons set forth above, the
information is not relevant to this case.
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In Requests for Production Nos. 6- 12, Carroll requests for all 'T- balance sheets, ledger

sheets and entries, transfers, authorizations, and records" related to certain balance transfers to
her credit card Account. Citibank has provided copies of & of the Account monthly statements,
balance transfer checks, and copies of payments in discovery. As noted, Carroll

she

requested and received the balance transfers to her Account. However, Carroll remains adamant
that she is in need of fuirher documents so that she can "determine the veracity of Citibank's
claim against her." Carroll's conclusory claim is without merit, as indicated by her faillire to
explain why Citibank's veracity is inquestion in light of her admissions that she in fact requested
the balance transfers at issue and has not yet paid for that debt. Schwager Aff., Bxh. H
(Defendant's Answer to Requests for Admissions Nos. 38,40,41-43,45-52,54,55,57,61).
Ryning Aff, 3 T[ 5,6. Caxroll's request for further documents is overly burdensome and is merely
an attempt to engags in a harassing fishing expedition.

Last, as to Requests for Admission Nos. 27 and 28, Carroll requests that Citibank admit
that it is a member of the Federal Reserve Bank and "uses a fractional reserve system." She now
asserts in her Motion to Compel, that "Carroll has reason to believe that Citibank has incmed no
loss or damage as a result of its membership in, and relationship to the Federal Reserve" and that
"use of a fkactionalreserve system . . .has a direct impact on whether Citibank has actually been
damaged or not." Citibank is not even able to respond to these arguments as they are
incomprehensible and not based on existing fact or law.

m.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above and in Citibank's Motion For Protective Order and
Memorandum in Support, filed on or about January 8,2007, Citibank xespectfidly requests that
this Court deny Defendant's Motion to Compel.
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DATED THIS 18" day of January, 2007.
HAWLEY TROXELL E M S & HAWLEY LLP

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of J m q , 2007, I caused to be served a m e
copy of the foregoing OBJECTION TO DEPENDANT'S MOTION TO COMPEL by the
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Ms. Mmam G. Canoll
HC- 11BOX366
Kamiah, Idaho 83536
kro se]

X U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
-Hand Delivered
-Overnight Mail

-Telecopy
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Prospectus Supplement
424B5 1 d424bT.hm PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT
XrrBle of ConW(9.

Filed Pursuant to Rule 424@)(5)

File No. 333421228
me NO.333-121228-01

File No. 333-121'228-02
File No. 333-1;11228-03
PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT DATED SEITEMBER 23,2003
(to Prospectus dated September 13,2005)

Citibank Credit Card Issuance Trust
$1,500,000,000 Floafiag Rate Class ZOOS-A6 Notes of October 2009
(Legal Maturity Date October 2011)

Citibank (South Dakota), Nat3onal Association
Citibank (Nevada), National Association
Originators of the Trust
C l a s 2005.A6 Notes

The h e r will issue and sell

$1,5OO,OM),OW

Principal amount
Interest rate
Inrerest p a p e n t dates

rhreemonth UBOR plus 0.03 % pcr annum
7h day of each January, April, July and October.

Expected principal payment date

beginning January 2006
October 7,2009
October 7.201 1

Legal mahuily data
Expected issuance date
Rico to public
Underwriting discount
Proceed6 m the issuer

$1.497;~0;000(or 99.80%)

The Class 2005-A6now are a fiubclassof Nsu A notes of the Citiscrics. Principal paynienrs on Class B now of the
Citiscrics are subordinated ro oavmenrs on Mass A nores of that series. Plincipal payments
. on Class C notes of the CiGserics
are subordinated to payments ;;aassA and Class B notcs ofthat series.

.

You should revlew and consider the discussion under ' I Risk l i ~ c t o dbeginning
'
on page 15 of the accompanying
prospectus befare you purchase any notes.
Neither tho Sccuritics and Exchange Commission nor any sratc securjdes commission has approved the notes or d~t~rinincd
rhar this prospectus supplement or tho prosp~ctusis mthful or complorc. Any represenmtionro rhe connary is a criminal
offense.
The nolcs an; obligations of Citibank Crcdir Card Lvsuancc Trust only and are nor oligndons of any other person. Each
class of nores is secured by only somc of tho assek of Cinbarlk Crsdil Cud Issuance Trust. Noteholden will hnve no
;
of ~itibankCredit Card Sssuance Trust for lhe payment of ?&e notes. The notes are nor insured
recourse to any other ass&
or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insursnce Corporation or my othcr govcnunwral agency or insrmmenfaJity.

Underwriters

Citigroup

Bane of America Securities LLC
Deutsche Bank Securities
Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Jan.
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Class A noteholders will have no recourse to any orher assets of the
issuer or any other person or entity for rhe payment of principal of
or inrerest on these Class A notes.
Master Tmst Assets and
Receivables

The collateral certificate, which is the issuer's primary source of
funds for the payment of principal of and interest on these Class A
notes, is an investor certificate issued by Citibank Credit Card
Master Trust I. The collateral certificate represent6 an undivided
interest in the assets of the master trust. The master trust assets
include credit card receivables from selected Mastercard and VISA
revolving credit card accounts that meet the eligibiiity criteria for
inclusion ia the master trust. These eligibility criteria are discussed
r
in the prospectus under "The Master %st-Master T ~ sASSCCS."
The credit card receivables in the master trust consist of principal
receivables and financecharge receivables. Principal receivables
include amounts charged by cardholders for merchandise and
services and amounts advanced to cardholders as cash advances.
Finance charge receivables include periodic finance charges,
annual membership fees, cash advance fees, late charges and some
other fees billed to cardholders.
The aggregate mount of credit card receivables in the master trust
as of June 25,2005 was $77,965,284,108, of which
$76,844,041,217 were prjncipal receivables and $1,121,242,891
were finance charge receivables. See "The Master Trust
Receivables and Accounts" in Annex I of this prospectus
supplement for more detailed financial information on the
receivables and the accounts.

The Citiseries

As of the issuance date of these Class A notes, there will be 62

subclasses of notes of the Citiseries outstanding, with an aggregate
outstanding dollar principal amount of $62,455,249,918, including
these Class A notes, consisring of:
Class A notes
$55,315,249,918
$ 2,790,000,aoO
Class B notes
Class C notes
$ 4,350,000,ooO
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The Banks have acquired, and may acquire in the future, credit card receivables in accounts owned
by their affiliatesand transfer those receivables to the master msr. In addition, other affiliates of the
Banks may in the future sell credit card receivables to the master mst by becoming additional sellers
under the pooling and servicing agreement.
The master trusr does not engage in any activity other than acquiring and holding uust assets and
the proceeds of those assets, issuing series of investor certificates, making distributions and related
activities.
The master trust has no employees and does nor conduct unrelated business activities.
Master Trust Assets
The master trust assets consist primarily of credit card receivables arising in a portfolio of
revolving consumer credit card accounts, and collections on the accounts. The Banks sell and assign the
credil card receivables to the master trust. The receivables arise in accounts tbat are generated under
Mastercard International or VISA programs. The accounts are originated by Citibank (South Dakota) or
one of its affiliates or purchased from other credit card issuers.
Citibank (South Dakota) is the owner of all of the credit card accounts designated to the master
trust, but has sold a parricipation in the credit card receivables in some of the accounts to Citibank
(Nevada) before their conveyance to the master trust.
Some of rhe accounts designated to the master mst were originated and owned by Universal Bank,
N.A., an affiliate of the Banks which merged into Citibank (South Dakota) on January 7,2002. These
Universal accounts consist solely of Mastercard and VISA revolving credit card accounts originated
under the AT&T Universal Card program. The AT&T Universal Card combines a credit card and a
separate AT&T calling card. The calling card feahue allows cardholders to charge local, long distance
and international calls and other telecommunications services to their accounts.
Calling card receivables in the designated Universal accounts are not initially included in the
master trusi's assets. However, to the extent the cardholder finances the calling card transaction-rhat is,
1 when billed-the receivable and its related finance charges become assets of the
does not pay it in N
master trust. As described in 'The Master Trusr Receivab1.s and Accounts" attached as Annex I to the
supplement to this prospectus, minimum monthly payments required from cardholders of the AT&T
Universal Card cover all calling card ttansactions, and payments received from cardholders are credited
against calling card transactions first.
Accounts designated to the master trust must meet the eligibility requirements specified in rh@
pooling and servicing agreement. Eligible accounts are revolving crcdic card accounts thac
are in existence and maintained by Citibank (South Dakota) or one of its aBliaces,
*
are payable in U.S. dollars,
93
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Attorneys For Citibank (South Dakota) N.A.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTNCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO
CITIBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A.,
Plaintifflcounterdefendant,

1
)
)

Case No. CV-2006-37067

VS.

REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE

MIRIAM G. CARROLL,

1
)

>

Plaintiff, Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. ("Citibank"), by and through its attorneys
of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, hereby submits this Request for Juaicial
Notice, pursuant to Idaho Code 5 9-101(3),(2) and

5

9-315(1), that Citibank is a national

bank that is supervised by the Office of the Comptroller of Currency, and is therefore
exempt &om the Idaho Collection Agency Act (the "Act")
Citibank is a national bank that is located in South Dakota. Smiley v. Citibank

(South Dakota), NA., 517 U.S. 735, 737-738 (1996). As a national bank, Citibank is
REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE - 1

supervised by the Office of the Comptroller of Currency (the "OCC"). Id., 12 U.S.C. $ 1
et seq. On or about February 19, 1981, the OCC authorized Citibank to commence
business as a national bank, as reflected in the certification attached as Exlzibit A and, in
furtherance of its supervisory role, the OCC occasionally submits public disclo~u~es
relating to its supervision of Citiba~zk,see e.g., Exlzibit B (Public Disclosure, OCC's
Community Reinvestment Act Performance Evaluation of Citibank (South Dakota),
National Association) located at h&~:~www.occ.treas.aov/R~/craeval/Dec06/16971.~df.
Citibank respectfully requests that this Court take judicial notice that it is a
national balk, subject to supervision and regulation by the OCC, and is therefore not
subject to the Act pursuant to Idaho Code $ 26-2239, $ 28-41-301(37), § 28-46-301(2),

DATED THIS 29" day of January, 2007.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

f?

REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE - 2
I

696

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 29th day of January, 2007, I caused to be
served a true copy of the foregoing REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE by the method
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Ms. Miriam G. Can011
HC-11 Box 366
Kaniali, Idaho 83536
Ipro se]

-U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
XX
Overnight Mail
__ Telecopy

-

REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 3
1
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Conipllol.er of (lie Currericy
Adrnlnlstrator of Nauonal Banks

Limited Purpose

Public Disclosure
April 24,2006

COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT ACT
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Citibank (South Dakota), National Association
Charter Number 16971
701 East 6othStreet North
Sioux Falls, South Dalcota 57117

Comptroller of the Currency
Large Bank Supervision
250 E Street, SW
Washington, DC 20219
NOTE: This document is an evaluation of this institution's record of meeting the credit
needs of its entire community, including low- and moderate-income
neighborhoods, consistent with safe and sound operation of the institution. This
evaluation is not, nor should it be construed as, an assessment of the financial
condition of this institution. The rating assigned to this institution does not
represent an analvsis.
" .conclusion, o r opinion of the federal financial supervisory
agency concerning the safety and soundness of this financial institution.

Institution's CRA rating:
This institution is rated Outstanding.
The conclusions for the rating criteria are:
The bank demonstrates a high level of qualified investment activity, including some
investments that are not routinely provided by private investors, as well as an adequate level
of cormnunity development services.
The bank demonstrates occasional use of innovative or complex community development
services and qualified investments.
The bank demonstrates excellent responsiveness to credlt and community development needs
in its assessment area.

Scope o f the Exarl~ination
In evaluating Citibank (South Dakota), National Association's (CBSD) performance under the
CRA, we reviewed community development activities from May 1,2003 through April 24,2006.
We reviewed the level and nature of qualified investments and community development services.
At the bank's request, we also considered qualified investments and community development
services provided by its affiliates. At the prior examination, dated May 5,2003 which was a four
year exam period, we rated the bank Outstanding.
CBSD has adequately addressed the needs of its assessment area, and therefore, qualified
investments and community development services outside of the assessment area were
considered in evaluating its performance.

Description of the Institution
CBSD, lbcated in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, is a Competitive Equality Banking Act (CEBA)
limited purpose credit card bank with no branch banking offices. CBSD was designated a
limited purpose bank in 1996. As of year-end 2005, CBSD had $44 billion in total assets with
almost $94 billion in pass-through receivables and $64 billion in securitized receivables. The
bank issues consumer credit cards and services credit card accounts. Services provided at the
South Dakota processing center include providing customer service by telephone and
correspondence, establishing new cardholder relationships and enhancing existing accounts,
developing technology and providing technical support, providing transaction services, and
retaining credit card accounts and balances. The bank offers Visa and Mastercard consumer
products, AT&T Universal Card, American Express products, and oil and gas private label
programs. CBSD also has agent banking relationships. There are no legal, financial, or other
factors impeding the bank's ability to help meet the credit and community development needs of
2

its assessment area. The Competitive Equality Banking Act of 1987 designation requires that the
bank does not participate in any non-consumer credit card activities, so the bank does not have
any community development lending activity.
CBSD is a subsidiary of Citibank, National Association, which is a direct subsidiary of
Citigroup, headquarlered in New York, New York. Citigroup is one of the largest financial
services company in the world with assets of $1.5 trillion as of December 2005. The affiliates of
CBSD i~lcludeCitigroup (community development investments and lending through Citibank
Community Development Group), Citigroup Foundation (qualified grants), Citibank USA,
National Association (joint community development services), CitiHousing, Inc. (community
development services), and Smith Barney (community development services). No other afiliate
received CRA credit for specific loans, investments or services attributed to Citibank (South
Dakota), National Association.
From the beginning of the evaluation period through the end of 2005, CBSD's Tier 1 capital
grew steadily, total income remained relatively unchanged, and total assets and pass-through
receivables declined.

Table 1: Financial Information ($000~)

Description of Assessment Area
The bank's assessment area is the entire Sioux Fails metropolitan statistical area (MSA) #43620.
It consists of four counties in the southeast comer of South Dakota - Minnehaha, Lincoln,
McCook, and Turner.
The Sioux Falls MSA is the largest urbanized area in South Dakota with a population of 187,093
according to 2000 census data. The MSA includes Sioux Falls, the state's most populous city.
Outside city limits, the area is predominately tural land dotted with smaller fann communities.
Per 2000 census data, 35 percent of the families in the area have low- or moderate-incomes with
7.0 percent of all houseliolds living below poverty. The Department of Housing and Urban
Development estimates the area's median family income at $62,800 for the year 2006.

The assessment area meets regulatory requirements and does not arbitrarily exclude any low- or
moderate-income census tracts. The Sioux Falls MSA contains no low-income tracts. Five (of
the area's seven) moderate-income census tracts are located in the city of Sioux Falls
(Minnehaha County). McCook and Turner Counties both have a moderate-income census tract,
which roughly covers the southern half of each county.
The following table summarizes additional select demographics for the Sioux Falls MSA:
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The Sioux Falls economy remains healthy. The area is experiencing population growth
(21.9% percent increase from 1990 to 2000). The employment base is diversified with a broad
range of services including finance, retail, and health care. Sioux Falls is a regional provider of
medical and retail services and is, in fact, the largest retail center between Denver and
MinneapolisISt. Paul.
Unemployme~~t
rates remain below state and national averages according to information from the
Department of Labor. As of December 2005, the unemployment rate for the Sioux Falls MSA
was 3.1% (not seasonally adjusted), compared to state and national averages of 3.9% and 4.9%,
respectively (not seasonally adjusted).
Thebanking environment is highly competitive. There are 32 FDIC-insured financial
institutions with branches in the MSA. There are also ten credit unions that are headquartered in
the Sioux Falls MSA. South Dakota has liberal usury laws and, consequently, Sioux Falls is
home to several credit card banks with limited purpose CRA designations - including CBSD;
Citibank USA, National Association; Department Stores National Bank; Target National Bank;
and Wells Fargo Financial Bank. These institutions provide strong competition for community
development activities, particularly qualified investment opportunities.
Over the evaluation period, OCC representatives met with several community contacts including
two city officials, an affordable housing organization, and a nonprofit provider of services to
low- and modefate-income children. We also reviewed a representative sample of public
evaluations for other local banks.
Credit and commut~itydevelopment needs in the assessment area are somewhat limited given the
area's favorable demographics, strong economy, and highly competitive banking environment.
However, there are ongoing needs for:
Affordable housing and rental stock to accommodate a growing employment base;

Small business loans to encourage economic growth in rum1 areas;
Financial educational of homebuyers, small business owners, and youth; and
Social services for economically disadvantaged individuals.
111the course of our performance context research, we did not identify any adverse comments
regarding local banks' responsiveness to area credit needs or participation with community
development initiatives. We considered the one CRA complaint that we received during the
evaluation period concerning the bank's prior "Outstanding" CRA performance evaluation.

Conclusions about Performance
Summary
CBSD provided a high level of qualified investments and an adequate level of community
development services during this evaluatio~lperiod. We considered the bank's performance
strong. The volume of CBSD's community development activities represents 9.9 percent of
average Tier I capital for the evaluation period and 7.8 percent of average total income for
the evaluation period. The bank made qualified investments and grants totaling over $767
million. Of the total dollars invested, 85 percent were provided in the current evaluation
period and 45 percent directly benefited the bank's greater regional area that includes the
assessment area. Bank officers and employees provide numerous community development
services, mostly financial and technical assistance to boards or committees of organizations
providing community development services to the assessment area.
The bank occasionally uses innovative or complex community development investments and
services. Some of the bank's service projects are very large, requiring coordination among
state and local government agencies, nonprofit organizations, private businesses, and the
bank. The invesments include creative financing to support bond issues and narrowlydirected investments to meet very specific assessment area credit needs.
The bank's qualified investments and grants and community development sel-vices exhibited
excellent responsiveness to the credit and community development needs within the
assessment area. Qualified investments have primarily focused on affordable housing needs.
Substantially all of the grants were to organizations that provide services to low- and
moderate-income individuals and families. Community development services cover a wide
range of activities, including housing development and rehabilitation, home ownership
counseling, small business development,job training, financial literacy, and social services.

Qualified Investments
During the evaluation period, CBSD's qualified investments and grants totaled $655 million.
Forty-five percent of these dollars directly benefited the bank's greater regional area that
includes the assessment area. The types of investments the bank made include: low income
5

housing tax credits (LIIITC); qualified housing bonds to create affordable home ownership for
low- and moderate-income (LMI) individuals; mortgage-backed securities collateralized by loans
to low- and moderate-income households; and qualified charitable contributions.
During the review period, CBSD purchased $38.3 million in bonds issued by the South Dakota
Housing Development Authority (SDI-IDA). The proceeds of the bond sales are used to provide
below market rate mortgage loans to first-time homebuyers with incomes within federallyestablished limits. The purchase of bonds by CBSD provided the SDHDA with the ability of not
having to re-price any unsold bonds. Since SDHDA did not re-price the bonds, they were able to
continue offering low rate mortgages.
Since 1997, Citigroup has maintained a portfolio of mortgage-backed securities that are
collateralized by loans to LMI households in Citigroup markets. Citigroup ensures the securities
serve a community developlnent purpose by tracking the underlying loans in each security by the
income level of the borrower. During this evaluation period, Citigroup purchased mortgagebacked securities and allocated almost $109.3 million to CBSD for mortgages made in the
greater regional area which includes the assessment area.
CitiHousing, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of CBSD which was created in 1993, continues to
be a major leader in the financing of affordable housing in the Sioux Falls assessment area and
communities throughout the state. CitiHousing is a for-profit community development
corporation that facilitates the development of affordable housing with an emphasis on those h a t
qualify for the LIHTC Program. During the review period, an additional $10 million was
invested in CitiHousing by CBSD, bringing the total investment to $30 million. One of the most
innovative projects was a complex of 24 one-bedroom assisted-living apartments for individuals
who face chronic homelessness as a result of their severe and persistent mental illnesses. This is
the first program using housing tax credits that provides service-enriched housing for individuals
with mental illnesses.
During the review period, CBSD made investments totaling $243.3 million that participate in
LIHTC programs nationwide. Sixteen of the hnds were within the broader regional area
including the bank's assessment area representing 60 percent in the total number of funds and
$92.4 million or 38 percent in dollars. These funds are used to provide housing for LMI
consumers whose income is nolmally at 60 percent or less of the area's median income. In
Harrisburg, SD there is a project being developed that will contain 44 multi-family units in seven
2-story buildings where all the tenants' income will be at or below 40 to 50 percent of the area
median income.

Qualified Grants
During the evaluation period, CBSD made grants tolaling over $234 million dollars to agencies
in its assessment area that provide: community development services for low- and moderateincome people with respect to affordable housing; community services - including financial
education relating to credit, home buyer, home maintenance, and financial planning; activities

that promote economic development for small fanns and businesses; and activities that revitalize
or stabilize low- or moderate-income areas. Below are some examples of activities that were
funded with both the Foundation and local grant monies.
Effective April 2004, Citibank implemented an industry-leading policy for the funding of credit
counseling agencies. In an effort to ensure that customers get the best counseling support
available, Citibank became the first major financial institution to overhaul the traditional "fair
share" funding model in favor of a new grant program that awards agencies that provide the best
services for the bank's clients. CBSD contributed $232.7 million during the evaluatioll period.
Of that amount, $8.3 million benefited consumers in the bank's broader regional area including
the bank's assessment area. Most of the credit card receivables CBSD holds come from
customers outside of the north central plains states.
Specifically, these organizations provide assistance to a majority of low- and moderate-income
borrowers who are delinquent in their payments or may be at risk of going into default on
consumer loans, including credit cards. The agencies offer financial education and debt
management counseling to consumers on all aspects of their credit situation. They also help
prepare workable budgets and provide assistance with restructuring and consolidation of debt.
Through the Community Summer Intern Program (CSIP), CBSD funds summer internships for
college and graduate students to work for community development organizations that target lowand moderate-income people. This program provides organizations with valuable project
development assistance, and it introduces a new generation of potential leaders to the field of
community development. CBSD funded four internships for $20,000 in 2003, four internships
for $20,000 in 2004 and five internships for $25,000 in 2005.
CBSD has partnered with key community development organizations, called "strategic partners,"
to develop a number of signature programs. Through the Community Development Capacity
Building Program, CBSD provides financial training and one-on-one project development
assistance to organizations engaged in community development and neighborhood revitalization.
CBSD has partnered with the National Development Council (NDC), which provides training
courses and project development assistance to non-profits and specializes in economic and
housing development finance. In 2004, the foundation provided NDC with a $170,000 grant and
in 2005, a $225,000 grant to support training and technical assistance nationwide. Over the past
two years, NDC provided 22 trainings to more than 600 attendees across CBSD marketplaces.
In South Dakota, CBSD sponsored NDC's seminar, "Economic Development Finance" to 27
participants representing nonprofit and community development organizations and local, county
and state govetnments from across South Dakota.
For the past five years, CBSD has worked with a community fund to encourage entrepreneurship
and make capital available to those who do not have access to traditional bank financing. The
fund is a Community Developme~ltFinancial Institution (CDFI) located on the Cheyenne River
Indian Reservation in north central South Dakota. It provides training, technical assistance,
micro-financing and business incubation for entrepreneurs on this reservation. During the
evaluation period, Citigroup Foundation provided $75,000 in grants for loan loss reserves for the

~

revolving loan fund as well as to support the operations of an Individual Development Account
(IDA) Program for Native American youth. Additionally, the Foundation awarded a grant of
$14,150 to a community organization as part of the Women and Company Micro-enterprise
~ o o sProgram.
t
This signature program is designed to give practical assistance to LMI women
entrepreneurs by providing them with effective business skills training and technical assistance
from local micro-enterprise development agencies.
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Community Development Services
CBSD and its affiliate, Citibank USA, National Association (CBUSA), have dual employees
who provide community development services in the assessment area, throughout the state of
South Dakota and the broader regional area. None of the credit given for communily
development services has been duplicated between the two banks. During the evaluation period,
CBSD employees have provided technical expertise on financing and developing affordable
housing projects; financial and technical assistance to loan programs that support economic
revitalization through small businesses; and financial education to low- and moderate-income
groups and individuals. CBSD has developed several programs that are designed to build
capacity and leadership within the non-profit community development sector.
Since 1992, CBSD has had a partnership providing technical expertise with the SDHDA to
develop financing solutions for affordable rental and for-sale housing in the Sioux Falls area and
across the state. Since that time, CBSD, CBUSA, CitiHousing and SDE-IDAhave constructed

and rehabilitated affordable housing for LMI families, the elderly and people with special needs.
Total project costs for these affordable housing units are in excess of $100 million.
CBSD staff members serve on boards and committees for a number of South Dakota-based
colnmunity development organizations that benefit LMI populations. They also serve as task
force members on important community initiatives, such as tra~~sitional
housing and financial
literacy programs for LMI youth. From May 2003 tl~roughApril 2006, CBSD employees served
on thc Board of Directors andior Advisory Boards of 36 colnmunity organizations statewide. In
2003, they served in 35 positions; 37 positions in 2004; 38 positions in 2005; and, until April
2006,43 positions.
During this evaluation period, CBSD provided leadership and expertise to develop the SDHDA
Habitat for Humanity Loan Purchase Program. With the steadily increasing costs of construction
and land, the 14 Habitat for Humanity Affiliates in South Dakota requested assistance from the
State Habitat organization with finding ways to leverage their existing capital so they could
continue to provide affordable housing. Serving as the Treasurer of the State board, a Citibank
officer provided the leadership needed to assist Habitat for Humanity-South Dakota in
developing a loan purchase program. Tlie Habitat affiliate can sell a mortgage by permanently
transferring its interest in the mortgage to SDIiDA as the investor. Selling the mortgages allows
the affiliate to receive money up front rather than receiving monthly payments over the life of the
employee developed a comprehensive program manual for use
loan. Additionally, the Citiba~~k
by SDHDA and the affiliates and traveled throughout the state to conduct training on the loan
purchase program to the affiliates.
For more than a decade, Citibank employees have provided community development services by
volunteering time, as a representative of CBSD, to help tutor children in the School-Based
Mentor Program in the Sioux Falls School District. Over the past three school years, 225
volunteers have dedicated time to help children throughout the school district. Citibank's
volunteers have a significant presence at Hawthorne Elementary School, with 145 mentors
serving children in this LMI neighborhood.

Fair Lending Review
We found no evidence of discriminatory or other illegal credit practices inconsistent with helping
to meet community credit needs.

Definitions and Common Abbreviations
The following terms and abbreviations are used throughout this performance evaluation. The
definitions are intended to provide the reader with a general understanding of the terms, not a
strict legal definition.

Affiliate - Any company that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with another
company. A company is under common control with another company if both companies are
directly or indirectly controlled by the same company. A bank subsidiary is controlled by the
bank and is, therefore, an affiliate.
Assessment Area (AA) - A geographic area that consists generally of one or more MSAs (using
the MSA boundaries that were in effect as of January 1 of the calendar year in which the
delineation is made) or one or more contiguous political subdivisions, such as counties, cities, or
towns, in which the bank has its main office, branches, and deposit-taking ATMs.
Benefit to Assessment Area - A qualified Community Develop~nentactivity benefits the
assessment area if (i) the activity benefits areas within the assessment area, or (ii) the activity
benefits a broader statewide or regional area that includes thc bank's assessment area. If a
bank has adequately addressed the needs of its assessment area, then the OCC also considers
activities submitted by the bank that benefit areas outside of its assessment area.
Block Numbering Area (BNA) - Statistical subdivisions of counties in which census tracts
have not been established. The United States Census Bureau has established BNAs in
conjunction with state agencies.
CEBA - Competitive Equality Banking Act of 1987, which permitted corporations to form
limited-purpose credit card banks, whose operations are restricted to credit card activities,
without the corporation becoming subject to the limitations of a "bank holding company" under
the Bank Holding Co~npanyAct. A CEBA credit card bank engages only in credit card
operations, does not accept demand deposits or savings or time deposits of less than $100,000
(other than to secure extensions of credit), maintains only one office and does not engage in the
business of making commercial loans.
Census Tract (CT) - Small, locally defined statistical areas within metropolitan statistical areas.
These areas are determined by the United States Census Bureau in an attempt to group
homogenous populations. A CT has defined boundaries per 10-year census and an average
population of 4,000.
Community Development (CD) -Affordable housing for low- or moderate-income individuals;
community services targeted to low- or moderate-income individuals; activities that promote
economic development by financing businesses or farms that meet the size eligibility standards
of the Small Business Administration's Development Company or Snlall Business Investment
Company programs (13 CFR 121.301)) or have gross annual revenues of $1 million or less; or
activities that revitalize or stabilize low- or moderate-income geographies.

Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) - The statute that requires the OCC to evaluate a bank's
record of meeting the credit needs of its local community, consistent with the safe and sound
operation of the bank, and to take this record into account when evaluating certain corporate
applications filed by the bank.
Geography - A census tract or a block numbering area delineated by the United States Bureau
of the Census in the most recent decennial census.
Limited Purpose Institution - An institution that offers only a narrow product line (such as
credit cards or automobile loans) to a regional or broader market and for which a designation as
limited purpose bank is in effect.
Median Family Income (MFI) -The median income determined by the United States Census
Bureau every 10 years and used to determine the income level category of geographies. Also, it
is the median income determined by the Department of Housing and Urban Development
annually that is used to determine the income level category of families. For any given
geography, the median is the point at which half of the families have income above it and half
below it. (See the four categories of median income below.)
Low-Income - An income level that is less than 50% of the MFI.
Moderate-Income - An income level that is at least 50% and less than 80% of the MFI
Middle-Income - An income level that is at least 80% and less than 120% of the MFI.
Upper-Income - An income level that is 120% or more of the MFI.
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) - Area defined by the director of the United States Office
of Management and Budget. MSAs consist of one or more counties, including large population
centers and nearby con~munitiesthat have a high degree of interaction.
Net Operating Income - As listed in the consolidated Report of Condition and Income: Income
before income taxes and extraordinary items and other adjustments. [Schedule RI - Income
Statenrent, line 8 or UBPR,page 2, ';Pretax Operating Income (TE) "1
Pass-Through Receivables - Outstanding receivables tied to all accounts issued or owned by
the bank. Pass-through receivables include receivables athibutable and receivables retained on
balance sheet as those terms are used in 12 CFR 8.
Tier 1 Capital - The total of common shareholders' equity, perpetual prefened shareholders'
equity with noncumulative dividends, retained earnings and minority interests in the equity
accounts of consolidated subsidiaries. [ScheduleRC-R - Regulatory Capital, line 3a(l) or
UBPR, page IIA, "Net Tier 0ne"j
Total Assets -Total bank assets as listed in the Consolidated Report of Condition and Income.
[Schedule RC - Balance Sheet, line I 2 or UBPR, page 4, "Total Assets"]

Total Income - From the Consolidated Report of Condition and Income - Total Interest income
plus Total Noninterest income. [Schedule RI - Income Statement, Total Interest Income, line ig
and Total Noninteresf Income, line 5g, exceptfor banks with domestic offices only and total
assets less than $100 million, line Sc or UBPR,page 2, "Total Interest Income" and
"Noninterest Income "1
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Attorneys For Citibank (South Dakota) N.A.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, INAND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO
CITJBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A.,
PlainWCounterdefendanl,

1
)

VS.

MIRIAM G.CARROLL,

1\

Case No. CV-2006-37067
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE

Plaintiff, Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. ("'Citibank'?, by and through its attorneys of
record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, hereby submits this Objection to Defendant's
Request for Continuance, based upon the following grounds.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The Defendant/Counterclaimant,Miriam G. Carroll ("Cmll") filed a Request for
Continuance without a requisite affidavit contrary to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(Q.

112

Carroll claims in her Request that she is entitled to continue the hearing for Citibank's Motion
for Summary Judgment and presumably her response briefing, which is due February 8,2007,
based on three grounds. She claims that '?he issue of standing" must be resolved befoxe this
litigation can continue; that the discovery that is subject to the current Motion for a Protective
Order, must be answered first; and that Citibank "conspired" to prevent her from filing a CrossMotion for SummaryJudgment. All three reasons fail as a matter of law. As established below,
Citibank is the owner of the accounts, the receivables of which were initially transferred to the

Trust, but once receivables are charged off, as Carroll's account was, the receivable returns to
Citibank. Moreover, because Citibank is a national bank that is regulated by the Office of the
Comptroller of Cmency ("OCC"), it is exempt %om the Idaho debt collection statute. mere is
I

II

no reason to grant Carroll's motion and ample reason to deny her motion. This Court should not
condone Carroll's continued efforts to use the court system to delay and incxease the costs of this
litigation in an attempt to avoid paying credit card obligations she admittedly incarred. Carroll's

I

I

Request for Continuance should be denied.

INSUFHCIENT GROUNDS EXIST TO CONTfNUE THE
S-Y
JUDGMENT HEARING
A.
I

I

CXTIBAMK KAS STANDING lN THIS CASE AS A MATTER OF LAW
Carroll claims in her Request that she has provided this court with publicly available

documents and information that indicates that Citibank sold and assigned all rights to account
receivables and therefore Citibank has no standing to pursue the pendig collection action. She

I

W e r argues that if Citibank is not licensed as a "consumer collection agency" under Idaho

~

I

Code 8 26-2233, then Citibank could not obtain standing. Carroll is wrong as a matter of fact
and as a matter of law, which can be demonstrated by reviewing a complete copy of the public
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document Canoll refers to (not just the mere fifteen (15) pages she chose to file on the date of
the prior hearing), as well as the public records filed by Citibank on January 30,2007,attached
to its Request for Judicial Notice.
1.

Citibank Owns The Accounts

First, as speoified below, when the relevant pages of the public records are reviewed it is

evident that not only is Citibank the owner of all of the accounts, but that Citibank is provided
express authority to collect all of the aocount receivables that it does assign to the Master Trust.

Thus,by the plain language in the very document Carroll cites, Ci+cibank has standing.
In accordance with federal law, Citibank files Prospectuses and Prospectus Supplements
with the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"). Citibank recently filed a Prospectus
Supplement dated December 14,2006,located at

httn:llwww.sec.~ovlAr~hives/edearIdata~839947/OOOl19312506255318/d424bS.htm,
which is
the Prospectus Supplement that Carroll has pulled out 15 pages and filed with this Court. For the
convenience of the Court and the parties, a Ml and complete copy of the 2006 Prospectus is
being filed with the Court concurrently herewith. See Afidavit ofSheila R. Schwager Filed In
support of Objection to Request for Continuance ("Schwager A$

'7, Exh. A.

The 2006 Prospectus establishes on its face that Citibank har standing. Specifically, it
provides:
Sponsor and Depositor: Citibank formed the master trust and the issuance trust and
transferred the credit card receivables to the master trust. Page 40 of 183 'Trospectus
summary"
Manager of the Issuance Tmst: Citibank is the manager of the issuance trust and is
responsible for making determinationswith respect to the issuance trust and allocating
funds received by the issuance trust. Id.
Servicer: Citibank is the servicer of the credit card accounts and the master trust and &
responsible for servicing, managing, and making collections on the credit card
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receivables in the master trust, and making determinations with respect to the master
trust and allocating funds received by the master trust. Id,, 41 of 183.
'The master trust owns the credit card receivables generated in designated credit card
accounts, but Citibank [South Dakota) or one of its affiliates will continue to own the
accounts themselves. Citibank (South Dakota) or its affiliates thus will have the right to
d e t d n e the few, periodic finance charges, including the interest rate index used to
compute periodic finance charges, and other charges that will apply to the credit eard
accounts.. ." Id., 59 of 183, "Citibank's ability to Change Terms"'.

"The master trust does not engage in any activity other than acquiring and holding bvst
assets and the uroceeds of those assets, issuing series of investor certificates, making
distributions Ad related activities." Id., 140 c;f 183 "Master Trust".
"Citibank (South Dakota) is the owner of all of the credit card accounts designated to the
master trust". Id.
"Citibank (South Dakota) is the master trust servicer as well as the owner of all of the
credit card accounts designated to the master trust". Annex I, Page 173 of 183.
Schwager Afl, Exh. A (emphases supplied).

The 2006 Prospectus fWcher provides:
"The Servicer." The pooling and service agreement designates
Citibank (South Dakota) to service the credit card accomts on
behalf of the master trust. The servicer is required to servioe the
accounts in accordance with customary and usual procedures for
servicing credit card receivables. Its duties including billing,
collecting, and recording payments on the receivables,
communicatingwith cardholders, investigating payment
delinquencies on accounts, maintaining records for each cardholder
account and othw managerial and custodial functions.

Id., Page 145 of 183.
The 2006 Prospectus states in clear and unambiguous language that Citibank is the owner
of the accounts and that for those account receivables it assigns to the Master Trust, it is
responsible for the oollection of the account receivables; not the Master Trust. Thus, Carroll's
claim that the 2006 Prospectus creates an issue of standing is wrong on its face.

6
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Citibank's standing is further buttressed by the fact that, when an account chwges off
because it is over 180 days pest due (such as Cmoll's account), the interest in the receivable that
was previously transferred to the Trust reverts back to Citibank Thus, as for delinquent
accounts such as C m l l ' s account, Citibank not only owns the account, it also possesses all
interest in that account's receivables. This is reflected in the Pooling and Servicing Agreement
between Citibank and the Bankers Trust Company, which is a publicly filed document with the
SEC, as well as posted on Citigroup.com and, in pertinent part, provides:
In addition to the foregoing, on the date when any Receivable in
an Account becomes a Defaulted Receivable the Trust shall
antomatically and without further action or consideration be
deemed to transfer, assip, set over and otherwise convey to
the applkcable Seller, without recourse, repsesentation or
warranty, all right, title and interest of the Trust in and to fhe
Defaulted Receivables arising in such Account, all monies due and
to become due with respect thereto and all proceeds thereog
provided, that Recoveries of such Account shall be applied as
provided herein.
Schwager A s , Exh. B, Pooling ahd Servicing Agreement, Section 2.10, p. 35 (emphasis added).

Thus, Carroll's "standing" argument completely fails and, accordingly, her motions
should be denied in their entirety.
2.

Citibank Is Not Subject to the Idaho Collection Agency Act Because It A
National Bank, Regutated By A Federal Agency

Cmo1l's new argument that, because Citibank is not licemod as a consumer collection
agency under the Idaho Collection Agency Act, Idaho Code 5 26-2223 (the "Act"), it cannot
pursue collections of the account receivables assigned to the Master Trust, fails as a matter of
law. As held by this Court on February 1,2007, Citibank is a national bank that is supervised by
the Office of the ComptroUer of Currency and is therefore exempt Born the Act. See Order
Taking Judicial Notice dated February I , 2007.
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In sum, Citibank owns Carroll's account and its receivable, as the account is delinquent,
and Citibank is not subject to the Idaho Act, in any event. Consequently, the tardy standkg issue
raised by Carroll has no basis in fact or law and should be rejected as a means of attempting to
further delay this case.

CARROLL HAS FULED TO SUFJ?lENTLY IDENTIFY HOW THE DISPUTED
DISCOVERY IS MZLEVANT TO THE SUMMARY JUDGMENT
PROCEEDINGS

B.

Carroll also argues, because there are outstanding discovery requests that are the subject
of Citibanlc's Motion for a Protective Order, that the summaryjudgment hearing should be
moved. To the extent Carroll is referring to the disputed discovery regarding standing, this
argument fails for the same reasons set forth above. In any event, notably absent from Carroll's
Y
to
argument, as well as her opposition to the Motion for a Protective Order is ~ Q attempt

specifically explain how that disputed discovery is remotely relevant to this action. The
conclusory allegations of relevancy and lack of affidavit prohibit a continuance of the summary
judgment hearing pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 5 6 0 . I.R.C.P. 5 6 0 ; Jenkins v.
Boise Cascade C o p . , 141 Idaho 233,237,108 P.3d 380 (2005) (pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(f), a
party may request from the court more time to respond to a pending motion for summary
judgment. However, that party must articulate in an affidavit what additional discovery is
necessary and how it is relevant to responding to the pending motion, or the motion should be
denied).
C.

CITIBANK RAS NO OBLIGATION TO FILE A CROSS MOTION FOR

JUDGMENT WITH CARROLL

S-Y

Finally, Carroll makes the convoluted argument that because she was not able to file a
'kross motion7'for summaryjudgment with Citibank, that Citibank has somehow conspired

(with who?) to deny her a fair opportuuity to similarly move for judgment. The only fact argued

--

-n----
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by Carroll in support of tbis argument is that Citibank "apparently knows it does not have proper
standing," and therefore it has precluded her from moving for summaryjudgment. For the
reasons set forth above, Carroll is simply wrong as to her contention regarding standing and her
personal attacks do not change the status of standing in this case. Ag& notably absent is any
affidavit or specific contentions regarding any other fact that she claims is relevant to her ability
to either move or oppose summary judgment. I.R.C.P. 56(f). Thus, her Request to Continue is
without basis and should be denied.

m
CONCLUSfON

For the reasons set forth above and in the public documents, Citibank respectfully
requests that Carroll's Request for Continuance be denied.

DATED THIS 6th day of February 2007.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWL

7=7

Attorneys for ~laintif~/~ounterdefmdanp
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CER'I'IFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEN3J3Y CERTIFY that on this 6th day of February, 2007, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR CONTLNUANCE by
the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:

Ms. Miriam G. Carroll.

U.S.Mail, Postage Prepaid

-Hmd Delivered

HC-I1 Box 366
Kamiah, Idaho 83536

Overnight Mail
Telecopy

-

Lpro se]

-@.

Sheila R. Schwager

Miriam G. Carroll
HC-11 BOX366
Kamiah, ID 83536
208-935-7962
FAX: 208-926-4169
Defendant, in propria persona
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO
ClTlBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A.,
Plaintifflcounterdefendant,
VS.

MIRIAM G. CARROLL,
-

Defendant/Counterclaimant,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2006-37067
REQUEST FOR CONTINUANCE

1

COMES NOW the Defendant, Miriam G. Carroll (hereinafter "Carroll"), and
requests that the court grant a continuance on the hearing of plaintiff's Motion for
Summary Judgment, currently scheduled for the 22" day of February, 2007, for
the following reasons:
1. The issue of Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. (hereinafter "Citibank") having
standing in this court has been raised, and needs to be resolved before
this litigation can continue.

REQUEST FOR CONTINUANCE Pg 1 of 6.
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2. Carroll has been honest and forthright in her answers to discovery while
Citibank has been evasive, deceptive and dilatory in its answers to
discovery depriving Carroll of a fair chance of bringing her Motion for
Summary Judgment to court in a timely manner.
3. The court indicated that it would entertain cross Motions for Summary

Judgment and Citibank has conspired to prevent Carroll from having the
opportunity of properly participating in the cross motions requested by the
court.
1.

STANDING
Carroll has pursued information relevant to Citibank's standing in
discovery related to Citibank's Standard Credit Card Master Trust I (more
recently referred to as Citibank Credit Card Master Trust I - hereinafter referred
to as "the Master Trust"). Citibank has evaded answering the discovery posed by
Carroll by inappropriately objecting to this line of discovery as being outside the
scope of discovery and not being relevant to any claim or counterclaim in this
action. Citibank has also moved this court to issue a protective order preventing
Carroll from inquiring into the Master Trust and related issues, falsely claiming
that this inquiry is outside the scope of discovery and is not relevant to any claim
or counterclaim in this action. This is a misstatement of a material fact.
Claim Ill in Citibank's complaint against Carroll states, "That the plaintiff is
the owner of an account obligation or debt receivable". This claim makes any
inquiry into the actual ownership of the alleged account obligation or alleged debt

REQUEST FOR CONTINUANCE Pg 2 of 6.
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receivable directly relevant and material to Citibank's claim, and well within the
scope of discovery. Carroll has provided this court with publicly available
documents and information strongly indicating that Citibank has sold the alleged
account obligation andfor the alleged debt receivable to the Master Trust and
assigned all of Citibank's rights to the Master Trust, thus extinguishing Citibank's
rights to any receivables or obligations As a result, Citibank appears not to own
the alleged account obligation or alleged debt receivable and has no standing in
this court. Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas, the trustee for the Master
Trust, would have standing in this court. Citibank could have standing, acting as
servicer for the Master Trust, if Citibank were registered with the State of ldaho,
as a "consumer collection agency" in accordance with ldaho Code Title 26 32223
and could produce a contract with Deutsche Bank, as trustee, authorizing
Citibank to pursue collections on behalf of the Master Trust. A search of the
State of ldaho records reveals that Citibank is not properly licensed or bonded to
do business as a third party "consumer collection agency" in the State of ldaho,
and thus cannot gain standing in this court. In addition, no contract as servicer
for the Master Trust has been presented by Citibank establishing their capacity to
represent the Master Trust, or Deutsche Bank (trustee), in this action.
Citibank's standing is a serious threshold issue in this action and needs to
be resolved before any Motion for Summary Judgment can be considered.
Without Citibank having standing, all motions, affidavits, pleadings, and evidence
are moot and immaterial, and cannot be considered by the court.

REQUEST FOR CONTINUANCE Pg 3 of 6.
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2.
DISCOVERY ANSWERS
During discovery Carroll has provided honest answers in a timely manner
as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Citibank has inappropriately
objected to valid discovery requests and has used this tactic of deceptive
objections to evade proper, material and relevant discovery by Carroll. As a
result, Citibank is attempting to pursue their Motion for Summary Judgment while
denying Carroll the information she needs to form and submit her own Motion for
Summary Judgment in this action. This tactic unfairly disadvantages Carroll from
presenting her defense and support for her counterclaims in this action.
Citibank's Motion for Summary Judgment should be continued until Citibank
properly answers discovery, giving Carroll the opportunity to properly defend
herself and present a properly supported case for her counterclaims.

CROSS MOTIONS
The court has stated that it would entertain cross Motions for Summary
Judgment. This gives each party the opportunity to properly present their
evidence to the court so the court can evaluate both sides of the argument fairly
and concurrently. Citibank employed these dilatory tactics to deny Carroll the
opportunity to have the court evaluate both sides of the argument concurrently,
and thus render a fair judgment. In addition, Citibank apparently knows it does
not have proper standing in this court and has used the deceptive objections to

REQUEST FOR CONTINUANCE Pg 4 of 6.
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evade and delay discovery and their Motion for Protection to illicitly hide its lack
of standing from Carroll and from the court.
4.

CONCLUSlON

Discovery is a search for the truth, not a game of hide and seek to be won
by the smartest player. Citibank's deceptive, evasive and dilatory tactics are a
violation of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Citibank's tactics to hide the truth
from Carroll and this court, while pursuing a Motion for Summary Judgment is not
only unfair, but blatantly dishonest and unethical. Carroll therefore requests that
this court continue the hearing of Citibank's Motion for Summary Judgment until
such time as the court may determine that Citibank has properly established their
standing in this court and properly answered discovery so Carroll may present
her own Motion for Summary Judgment for concurrent consideration by this
court,

Dated this

-7 0 '{day

of January, 2007

Miriam G. Carroll, Defendant, in propria persona
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